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Abstract 

This thesis is concerned with the understanding of photon propagation within 

turbid media with different characteristics (e.g. scattering anisotropy, optical 

thickness and geometric thickness). The turbid media (samples) used in the work 

presented in this thesis consist of polystyrene microspheres (0.107, 0.202, 0.48 and 

1.056 |a,m in diameter) and semi-skimmed milk suspensions. The imaged objects 

embedded within the turbid media consist of polystyrene microspheres (10 or 22 

|j,m in diameter) and a series of test bars. The 10 and 22 jam polystyrene 

microspheres can be considered an approximate model for imaging a small tumour 

embedded within a biological tissue structure. 

In particular the work presented in this thesis is concerned with the development of 

novel microscopic imaging techniques that allow high quality (i.e. micrometer 

scale resolution, high contrast and have a high signal-to-noise ratio) imaging 

through turbid media. The work presented in this thesis differs from previously 

published work in that the techniques developed are primarily designed for 

microscopic imaging systems. 

This thesis discusses three independent techniques to increase image quality and 

resolution when they are used for imaging through turbid media in a microscopic 

imaging system. The first technique presented in this thesis is a newly developed 

angle-gating technique that relies on the difference in spatial deviation between 

unscattered and scattered photons. The angle-gating mechanism is implemented by 

the use of annular illumination and annular collection objectives. An in-depth 
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experimental investigation is performed to demonstrate the performance of the 

armular illumination and collection objectives in suppressing scattered photons in 

both a transmission and a reflection microscope. In addition the effect of the 

numerical aperture of the imaging objectives on suppressing scattered photons is 

presented. 

It is also shovm that a three-dimensional object embedded within turbid media can 

be misinterpreted, due to an inversion of image contrast, when imaged -with a 

conventional imaging system. This misinterpretation can be overcome by using an 

angle-gating mechanism since it suppresses scattered photons that contribute to the 

image. In addition image resolution is also improved when the angle-gating 

mechanism is used. 

The second technique presented in this thesis is based on the difference in 

polarisation states between unscattered and scattered photons. The polarisation-

gating methods experimentally investigated include conventional polarisation-

gating and differential polarisation-gating. The effect of the scattering particle size 

(i.e. scattering anisotropy) and the geometric thickness of turbid media on 

transverse resolution for a bar object is experimentally studied for the first time in a 

reflection microscope. 

It is demonstrated that polarisation-gating, in particular differential polarisation-

gating, can provide a significant improvement in transverse resolution when 

compared with no-gating (i.e. the collection of both unscattered and scattered 
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photons). The improvement in transverse resolution is due to the suppression of 

scattered photons, which lose their initial state of polarisation. 

The third technique studied in this thesis is based on fluorescence microscopy. An 

in-depth experimental investigation into transverse resolution achievable when 

single-photon and two-photon excitation is used to image through turbid media 

consisting of different sized scatterers is presented for a reflection microscope. 

It is demonstrated that two-photon microscopy can provide a significant 

improvement in penetration depth and transverse resolution in imaging through 

turbid media. The limiting factor in obtaining high quality images for single-

photon excitation is the degradation of resolution caused by scattering experienced 

by the illumination source. For two-photon excitation the limiting factor in 

obtaining high quality images is demonstrated to be the single-to-noise ratio of the 

detected fluorescence signal. 

The work on two-photon fluorescence microscopy is extended to show that this 

technical tool can be applied to three-dimensional spectroscopy (chemical state) of 

biological tissue samples by measuring their autofluorescence signatures. 

A modified Monte-Carlo simulation model is used to verify the experimental 

trends seen for angle-gating and polarisation-gating mechanisms used in imaging 

through turbid media. 
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Chapter 1 

Imaging in turbid media 

Ll Introduction 

This chapter outlines the importance and general problems associated with laser 

based imaging in turbid media and discusses the characteristics of the light 

emerging from turbid media. This chapter is organised into the following sections: 

Section 1.2 characterises and discusses the physical characteristics of the light 

propagating in turbid media. Section 1.3 outlines the general objectives and 

novelty of the work presented in this thesis and section 1.4 describes the content of 

this thesis. The remainder of this section discusses the motives behind the work 

presented in this thesis. 

In recent years there has been an increased interest in research into imaging with 

non-ionising radiation. This is partly due to fears from the medical fraternity that 

recurrent exposure to ionising radiation used in x-ray tomography may, in the 

minority of cases, be the cause of some patience tumours (Recommendations of the 

International Commission on Radiological Protection, 1990). Therefore there is an 

effort to develop safe, cost-effective and accurate techniques to compliment these 

existing techniques (magnetic resonance imaging and x-ray tomography). Most of 
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the laser development work done in this area is based on transillumination imaging 

systems (Morgan et ai, 1994; de Haller, 1996). Transillumination imagmg 

systems use parallel beams to probe the sample under inspection, which allows 

three-dimensional optical tomographic images to be, obtained (Hebden and Wong, 

1993), in somewhat of an analogous way to MRI and x-ray tomography. 

In addition to the demand for safe and accurate imaging systems for biomedical 

applications, laser based imaging systems have become an increasingly important 

research topic due their potential use in the fields of photodynamic therapy (Moore 

et al, 1997), dermatology (Schmitt et al, 1995; Rajadhyaksha et ai, 1995) and eye 

research (Masters, 1995). These applications become possible because laser based 

imaging systems can confine the illumination beam probe to selected localised 

areas. 

Another reason for the increased interest in research into imaging with laser 

technology is in the area of spectroscopy. Alfano et al (1984) demonstrated the 

possibility that healthy and cancerous tissue could be distinguished on the basis of 

their chemical composition, which was determined from spectroscopic analysis. 

Since this development numerous authors (Alfano et ai, 1987; Lohmarm et ai, 

1989; Schomacker et al., 1992) have studied different tissue cultures (e.g. lung, 

breast, colon and cervix) in the hope that the spectroscopic signatures of biological 

tissue can be used in conjunction with laser based imaging techniques to more 

accurately distinguish between healthy and cancerous tissue. It should be noted 

that the information obtained with laser spectroscopy is currently unavailable with 
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conventional x-ray imaging techniques. Therefore laser spectroscopy opens up a 

new level of knowledge that until recently has not been used to its full potential. 

The advantages of laser based spectroscopy analysis of biological tissue has been 

demonstrated by Alfano et al. (1984) and Masters (1996) who have used 

spectroscopic analysis to develop non-invasive in vivo imaging instrumentation to 

replace biopsies in dermatology. A biopsy requires the removal of tissue from the 

patient. This removal of tissue can cause unnecessary trauma and problems for the 

patient (wounds and scaring) due to its invasive nature. Thus techniques that can 

image the tissue in situ are highly desirable for the patient. High resolution images 

are usually required in this area of research; thus microscopic imaging techniques 

(e.g. confocal microscopy) instead of transillumination imaging systems are 

typically used for imaging. 

To date most laser based spectroscopic analysis of biological tissue has been based 

on single-photon excitation. However Guo et al. (1997) and Masters et al. (1997) 

have demonstrated that multi-photon excitation (Denk et al., 1990) can be used to 

obtain spectroscopic information of the biological tissue under inspection. Imaging 

systems employing multi-photon excitation can provide improved imaging 

performance of the sample under inspection due to its added advantages over 

single-photon excitation (refer to section 2.3). 

Therefore due to the potential of laser based imaging systems in medical 

applications a large number of researchers are currently trying to develop imaging 
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techniques and theoretical models to help in the imaging and characterisation of 

small tumours (micrometer to millimeter scale) embedded in optically thick layers 

of biological tissue. However, tissue is highly diffusive and therefore acts as a 

turbid medium, which creates problems in detecting the necessary light to obtain 

an informative image with the resolution and contrast required. 

1.2 Physical processes of light in turbid media 

1.2.1 Classification of photons 

One of the most challenging problems in the fields of physics, biology and medical 

diagnostics is to obtain an image of structures embedded within or behind turbid 

media. This is due to the nature of the detected illumination photons once they 

have propagated through turbid media. 

It is well known that the detected illumination photons propagating through turbid 

media consist of unscattered (or ballistic), snake (or weakly scattered), and 

multiply scattered components (de Haller, 1996). The unscattered component 

(figure 1.1(a)) travels in a straight line and traverses the shortest distance through 

turbid media. Unscattered photons retain the characteristics of the incident light 

and carry the maximum information about the structures embedded within or 

behind turbid media. The snake component (figure 1.1(b)) consists of photons that 

propagate along zig-zag paths slightly off the straight-line unscattered path. The 

snake photons retain significant properties of the incident light and information on 

structures embedded within or behind turbid media. The multiply scattered 

component (figure 1.1(c)) consists of photons randomly scattered at various angles 
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in turbid media. Multiple scattered photons travel long distances through the turbid 

media and emerge later in time and in all directions. These photons lose many of 

their initial physical characteristics and carry little information about structures 

embedded within or behind turbid media. Multiply scattered photons are the source 

of image blurring and resolution deterioration that make it difficult to obtain the 

necessary information needed for high contrast and high resolution imaging. The 

degradation of the image quality can become so severe in turbid media that the 

embedded structures are completely hidden from view. 

Figure 1.1: Photon propagation within turbid media. For a clear 

description, the three components are depicted separately: (a) 

unscattered photons; (b) snake photons; (c) multiply scattered photons. 

1.2.2 Physical properties of photons 

There are a few physical effects that need to be considered regarding the above 

mentioned components (see figure 1.2). These effects are associated with the 

spatial, polarisation, temporal and spectral properties of the illumination light 

propagating through turbid media. The deviation (spreading) of the illumination 
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photon flux in space is described by the spatial property (figure 1.2(a)), The 

polarisation property of scattered photons (figure 1.2(b)) is related to the 

polarisation state of individual photons in the illumination photon flux. The 

temporal property (figure 1.2(c)) describes the time-induced delay (pulse 

spreading) of the illumination photon flux. The spectral property (figure 1.2(d)) 

describes the frequency shift of the illumination photon flux. All these effects are 

mutually connected and are independent of the light source used except for the 

temporal effect which cannot be detected with a continuous-wave laser source (i.e. 

a pulse light source is needed) 
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Fig. 1.2: Four physical effects of photons propagating through turbid 

media: (a) spatial broadening; (b) polarisation degradation; (c) temporal 

broadening; (a) spectral shift. 
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The spatial spreading of an incident beam with a Gaussian beam profile is 

illustrated in figure 1.2(a). Dashed lines illustrate the collected unscattered portion 

of the illumination beam. Snake and multiply scattered photons cause the 

diffraction pattern generated by the unscattered photons to broaden, smce they 

travel along paths that are different from the unscattered straight through path (see 

figure 1.1). The amount of spatial broadening of the illumination beam is 

determined by the characteristics of the turbid media at the wavelength of 

illumination. The statistically different propagation paths of unscattered and 

scattered photons are the bases of the angle-gating principle discussed in chapter 4. 

Figure 1.2(b) demonstrates the change in the polarisation vector of an illumination 

beam propagating through turbid media. The state of polarisation for the 

illumination beam (for example, defined by the vertical polarisation vector in 

figure 1.2(b)) is maintained with unscattered photons. Snake photons lose some 

degree of the illumination polarisation state, and the multiply scattered photons 

suffer substantial depolarisation. That is, the orientation of the polarisation vector 

is partially or completely random. The magnitude of the direction change in the 

polarisation vector is determined by the characteristics of turbid media at the 

wavelength of illumination. 

The temporal properties can only be considered when a pulsed illumination beam 

is considered (figure 1.2(c)). An incident pulse can broaden (in the time domain) 

when die pulse undergoes its transition through turbid media. The unscattered 

photons are the first to arrive, followed closely by the snake photons, and at a later 

time die multiply scattered photons arrive. The turbid media characteristics at the 
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wavelength of illumination determines the amount of delay (temporal pulse 

broadening) induced between the unscattered, snake and scattered photons. 

The spectral effect is demonstrated in figure 1.2(d) for an illumination pulse. The 

spectral effect can only be considered if inelastic collisions take place. After the 

illumination pulse passes through the turbid media the snake and multiply scattered 

photons will have their frequencies shifted from the unscattered component. The 

magnitude of the spectral shift, Aco, induced depends on the number of scattering 

events experienced by an individual photon. That is, the larger the number of 

scattering events experience the larger the spectral shift incurred. Most of the 

present research tends to treat collisions as an elastic process, which means that 

there is no energy transfer from photons to scattering particles, so no spectral 

change occurs (i.e. Aco = 0). This situation simplifies the problem of modeling, 

since it ignores scattering phenomena such as Mandel'stam-Brillouin and Raman 

scattering (Bohem and Huffinan, 1983). Although no scattering event is purely 

elastic, in most situations this is a good and reasonable approximation to be made 

since the frequency shift, Ao), is small. 

These four effects (spatial broadening, polarisation degradation, temporal 

broadening and spectral shift) provide direct distinguishable differences between 

the unscattered, snake and scattered components, which can be taken advantage of 

when a particular detection scheme is used (refer to chapter 2). 

One can assume that unscattered photons and snake photons are those necessary to 

create an informative high resolution and high contrast image. Thus methods for 
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detecting only unscattered and snake photons (the coherent component of the 

illumination beam) that carry more information of the embedded object, while the 

multiply scattered photons (the incoherent component of the illumination beam) 

are suppressed, have been used in imaging through turbid media (refer to section 

2.2). Although, it should be noted that images may be reconstructed from the 

multiply scattered photons if the phase and amplitude of the scattered photons are 

known at many points in space. However, the reconstruction of images from 

multiply scattered photons, known as the inverse scattering problem (Baltes, 1978), 

remains a difficult experimental and theoretical problem to be overcome in 

imaging through turbid media. 

The detection methods (gating mechanisms) that are currently used to suppress the 

multiply scattered photons (incoherent component) are discussed in detail in 

chapter 2. 

1.3 Objective of this work 

As stated in section 1.1 there is a need for high resolution imaging systems that can 

image through biological tissue samples (i.e. turbid media). Typically to achieve 

this high resolution objective one needs to employ a microscopic imaging system. 

However, as stated in section 1.2 high quality (i.e. high resolution, high contrast, 

low noise etc) images are only possible if scattered photons are removed from the 

detected signal in imaging through ttirbid media. That is, gating techniques that 

remove a large proportion of the scattered photons are required in imaging through 

turbid media. 
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Currently there are only a couple of techniques available to suppress scattered 

photons when microscopic imaging systems are used (refer to section 2.2). The 

objective of this thesis it to extend the current knowledge by understanding the 

principles behind photon propagation through turbid media (with different 

scattering properties) when microscopic imaging systems are used. In particular 

the objective of the work presented in this thesis is concerned with the 

development of microscopic imaging techniques that allow high quality imaging 

through turbid media. 

This thesis is aimed at understanding three independent novel techniques to 

increase the image quality and resolution in imaging through turbid media with 

microscopic imaging systems. 

The first technique presented in this thesis is a newly developed angle-gating 

technique that relies on the spatial deviation difference between unscattered and 

scattered photons (refer to chapter 4). The angle-gating mechanism is 

implemented by the use of annular illumination and collection objectives. The 

effect of the angle-gating components (armular illumination and collection 

objectives) on suppressing scattered photons needs to be understood so that an 

imaging criterion can be established in imaging through turbid media. 

The second technique presented in this thesis is based on the difference in 

polarisation states between unscattered and scattered photons (refer to chapter 5). 

The polarisation-gating methods investigated include conventional polarisation-

gating and differential polarisation-gating. The suppression of scattered photons 

10 
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by polarisation-gatuig depends on the characteristics of the turbid media. 

Therefore, this thesis systematically investigates the characteristics of turbid media 

that determine the effectiveness of the polarisation-gating mechanism in imaging 

through turbid media in a microscopic system. 

The third technique presented in this thesis is based on fiuorescence microscopy 

(refer to chapter 6). It is well knovm that multi-photon microscopy has added 

advantages of single-photon microscopy in imaging biological tissue (refer to 

section 2.3). However the advantage of using multi-photon excitation (e.g. two-

photon excitation in this thesis) instead of single-photon excitation in turbid media 

has not been extensively studied. This thesis experimentally demonstrates for the 

first time (to the author's knowledge) a study into the effect that scattering particle 

size has on penetration depth, image quality and resolution achievable in imaging 

through turbid media. From this investigation the limiting factors in obtaining 

high quality images for single-photon and two-photon excitation have been 

determined. 

This thesis provides both qualitative and quantitative data to demonstrate the 

performance of all three gating-techniques used in imaging through turbid media 

with different characteristics including, for example, scattering particle size (i.e. 

scattering anisotropy), optical thickness and geometric thickness. 

11 
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1.4 Preview of the thesis 

So far this chapter has outlined the principles of obtaining high quality images of 

structures embedded within or behind turbid media. It has also outlined the 

objective of the work presented in this thesis. This section discusses the content of 

the remaining chapters in this thesis. 

Chapter 2 reviews the current imaging techniques used to suppress scattered 

photons in imaging through turbid media and discusses their implementation to 

obtain high quality images. Temporally resolved imaging techniques, spatially 

resolved techniques and polarisation-gating techniques which are based on the 

photon properties outlined in section 1.2 are discussed. A discussion on 

fluorescence microscopy outlining the fundamental differences between single-

photon and multi-photon excitation is also presented. In addition a discussion of 

macroscopic imaging versus microscopic imaging is presented. This discussion 

highlights the problems associated with certain imaging techniques when they are 

applied to microscopic imaging systems. 

A series of theoretical simulations were performed to validate the experimental 

trends presented in tiiis thesis (refer to chapters 4 and 5). A Monte-Carlo 

simulation program that has been developed for microscopic imaging through 

turbid media by Professor Gu and Dr. Gan was used to perform the theoretical 

simulations. The formulation of the model is based on scattering from a spherical 

particle developed from Mie theory. The details of the theoretical development 

and Monte-Carlo model are presented in chapter 3. Chapter 3 further discusses 

12 
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and demonstrates the limitation of some current gating mechanisms (i.e. gating 

mechanisms based on tune-of-flight) when they are applied to a microscopic 

imaging system. 

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 in this thesis are dedicated to the new results on microscopic 

imaging techniques in turbid media. Chapter 4 is dedicated to a newly developed 

angle-gating mechanism for imaging through turbid media. This gating technique 

is based on the difference in the propagation direction between unscattered and 

scattered photons propagating through turbid media. An in-depth experimental 

investigation into the effects of the angle-gating mechanism on image quality for 

transmission and reflection microscopes is presented. As a comparison the effect 

of conventional polarisation-gating on image quality is also presented in this 

chapter. 

Chapter 5 discusses the effects of different polarisation-gating (conventional 

polarisation-gating and differential polarisation-gating) mechanisms when they are 

applied to a reflection optical microscope. A comparative study of the resolution 

achievable between no-gating and the different polarisation-gating mechanisms is 

presented when various turbid media are imaged. The performance of 

polarisation-gating mechanisms is also demonstrated qualitatively through various 

turbid media. The effect of the polarisation-gating mechanisms with additional 

pinhole-gating on image quality is also experimentally investigated. 

Chapter 4 and chapter 5 include both experimental and theoretical results to 

demonstrate and validate the gating principle under investigation. 

13 
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Chapter 6 is dedicated to fluorescence imaging in turbid media. An experimental 

investigation into the imaging performance of single-photon and two-photon 

excitation in turbid media with different properties (i.e. scatterer size, optical 

thickness and geometric thickness) is presented. The investigation into 

fluorescence imaging with two-photon excitation is then extended and applied to 

imaging of biological tissue. 

A thesis conclusion and a list of possible future work that can be undertaken are 

presented in chapter 7. 

14 



Chapter 2 

Review of imaging techniques 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews and discusses the principles of current detection techniques 

(gating mechanisms) used to separate the useful unscattered and snake photons (the 

coherent component of the illumination beam) from the highly scattered photons 

(the incoherent component of the illumination beam). The gating techniques 

discussed in this chapter rely on the characteristic differences between unscattered 

and scattered photons outlined in section 1.2. In addition this chapter also 

discusses fluorescence microscopy. In particular it outlines the fundamental 

differences between single-photon excitation and multi-photon (i.e. two-photon) 

excitation. 

This chapter is organised into the following sections: Section 2.2 discusses the 

principles of current detection techniques. Section 2.3 discusses the principles of 

fluorescence microscopy. Section 2.4 discusses the use of the gating techniques in 

a microscopic imaging system and a chapter summary is given in section 2.5. 
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2.2 Detection techniques 

A number of approaches have been proposed to obtain useful images through 

certain depths of turbid media. The useful unscattered and/or snake photons may 

be selected by gating in the temporal domain, by filtering in the spatial domain or 

by the use of a polarisation gate. It should be noted that all three detection 

techniques may be used together to maximise the suppression of scattered photons, 

since they rely on different aspects of light. 

Gating techniques rely on the effective detection of unscattered photons, which 

directly relates to the resolution limit attainable for a given turbid sample. This 

means that as turbid media become optically thick the attenuation of the 

unscattered component increases and in most cases the unscattered component 

disappears, so the detected signal in this situation comprises solely snake and 

highly scattered photons. In addition, the gating period (temporal techniques) or 

the gating area (spatial techniques) required to obtain enough signal (i.e. high 

signal-to-noise ratio) needs to be broadened as the turbid medium becomes 

optically thick. These two effects can substantially degrade the 

resolvability/resolution of an imaging system, which thereby limits the image 

quality achievable. 

2.2.1 Temporal imaging techniques 

Temporal imaging techniques all rely on the fact that unscattered photons are the 

first light to arrive at the detection apparatus of an imaging system, while the 

scattered component is delayed, providing the necessary rejection (refer to figure 

1.2(c)). The induced delay between unscattered and scattered components depends 
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directiy on the characteristics of turbid media. As mentioned in section 1.2 the 

implementation of temporal imaging techniques usually requires the use of a 

pulsed laser. Various time-resolved detection schemes have been used, including 

the use of a streak camera (Martin et al., 1980; Ho et al., 1989; Yoo and Alfano, 

1990; Hebden et al., 1991, Hebden, 1993; Andersson-Engels et al, 1993; Hebden 

and Wong, 1993; Liu et al, 1994; Anderson et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1995; Bruce 

et al, 1995), optical cross-correlation (Fujimoto et al., 1986; Liu et al., 1991; Yoo 

et al., 1991; Paris and Banks, 1994; Watson et al, 1995), Kerr gating (Wang et al, 

1991; 1993a; 1993b; 1993c; Kalpaxis et al, 1993; Xiang et al, 1997) and optical 

coherence-gating, e.g. optical coherence tomography (OCT), (Hee et al, 1993; 

Swanson et al, 1993; Bouma et al, 1995; Yadlowsky et al, 1995; de Boer et al, 

1997; Pan et al, 1997; Schmitt et al, 1997; Schmitt and Hiang, 1998). 

2.2.1.1 Streak camera 

A streak camera is a fast electronic gating device that controls the detection of the 

temporally delayed photons with a variable shutter and exposure time. A simple 

schematic diagram of an imaging system employing a streak camera as a gating 

mechanism is illustrated in figure 2.1. The ultrafast laser source is split by 

beamsplitter Bi into an illumination beam and a reference beam. The illumination 

beam provides the diagnostic pulse, which is delivered to the surface of an object 

embedded within a turbid medium under inspection. The reference beam does not 

fraverse through the turbid medium. The reference beam is further split via 

beamsplitter B2 into a synchronisation pulse and a zero reference pulse. The 

synchronisation pulse is directed onto a photodiode of a synchronising unit, while 

the zero reference pulse is delivered directly to the sfreak camera. The 
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synchronising unit synchronises the repetition frequency of the train of pulses with 

the scanning frequency of the streak camera. Photons originating from the turbid 

medium under inspection are collected via a lens L, and are directed onto the streak 

camera entrance. Photons collected via the streak camera can then be gated 

according to their time of arrival relative to the detected zero reference pulse. The 

gating point is adjusted by delaying the zero reference pulse via the reference delay 

mirror M3. 

M 'yf 

Ml 

pulsed laser 

delay IE 
reference pulse 

» ^ 

M-5 

photodiode and synch, unit 

2 ^ 

diagnostic pulse 
• 

embedded 
structure 

synch, pulse 

zero pulse 

-c 

turbid medium 
streak camera 

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram for an imaging system employing a 

streak camera. B: beamsplitter; L: lens; M: mirror. 

The limitations of the streak camera are its very high price and the minimum 

gating time which is usually in the picosecond range and is an order of magnitude 

larger than the pulse width of a femtosecond pulsed beam. This minimum gating 

period makes it hard to discriminate between the unscattered and scattered 
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photons. Thus the image quality can be reduced depending purely on the 

characteristics of the turbid media under inspection. 

Ho et al (1989) and Yoo et al (1990) performed extensive analyses on the delay 

induced between unscattered and scattered photons in imaging through different 

turbid media composed of polystyrene microspheres. Hebden et al. (1991; 1993) 

demonstrated the effect of different gating periods on image quality for millimetre 

scaled objects embedded within an optically dense turbid medium. Liu et al 

(1994) investigated the effect of time-gating in imaging through different 

thicknesses of chicken breast and Andersson-Engels et al. (1993) investigated the 

effect of white light scattering through muscle tissue in vivo. 

2.2.1.2 Optical cross-correlation 

Optical cross-correlation gating techniques rely on the use of a second-harmonic-

generation crystal (e.g. KDP) and a reference pulse to gate the unscattered signal. 

A simple schematic diagram of an imaging system employing optical cross-

correlation gating is illustrated in figure 2.2. The ultrafast laser source is split by a 

beamsplitter B into an illumination beam and a reference beam. The illumination 

beam provides the diagnostic pulse, which is delivered to the surface of an 

embedded object within a turbid medium being imaged via lens Li. Lens Li is also 

used to collimate the reflected/backscattered signal originating from the turbid 

medium under inspection. The reference beam is retro-reflected by mirror M 

placed on a mechanical stage so that a variable delay can be introduced. Photons 

originating from the turbid medium under inspection and the reference pulse are 

focused onto a second-harmonic-generation crystal via lens L2. The second-
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harmonic signal produced at the focus of lens Li is then passed through a narrow 

band filter to block the residual excitation light. The second-harmonic signal is 

then collected via a detector employing a lock-in amplifier (not shown in figure 2.2) 

to increase the detection sensitivity. The measurement of the integrated second-

harmonic signal as a function of the temporal delay, introduced by the variable path 

length mirror M for the reference pulse, determines the contribution of scattered 

photons. 
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nonlinear 
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filter 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram for an imaging system employing the 

optical cross-correlation technique. B: beamsplitter; L: lens; M: 

mirror. 

It should be noted that a second-harmonic signal is generated only when both the 

reference and collected unscattered photons fall on the second-harmonic-

generation crystal simultaneously. When the snake photons and highly scattered 

photons arrive at the second-harmonic-generation crystal the reference pulse has 
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already moved off; thus no second-harmonic signal can be generated. This 

technique allows a short gating time to be obtamed (e.g. in a femtosecond range, 

which is comparable to the pulse width of the excitation laser light). 

Fujimoto et al. (1986) demonstrated the principle of optical cross-correlation and 

applied it to the imaging of a rabbit eye cornea and skin samples. Liu et al. (1991) 

investigated the effect of turbid media consisting of polystyrene microspheres on 

the detection of unscattered photons. Yoo et al. (1991) illusttated the potential of 

optical cross-correlation gating by imaging through turbid media as thick as 28 

scattering-mean-free-path lengths (defined as the average number of scattering 

events experienced by an individual photon) with sub-millimetre resolution. 

2.2.1.3 Kerr-gating 

Kerr-gating uses an optical cell that changes its propagating characteristics (opaque 

to transmissive) with the incident power density. The Kerr-gating technique relies 

on the use of a high power reference pulse to trigger the gate and to detect 

unscattered photons. A simple schematic diagram of an imaging system employing 

a Kerr-gate is illusttated in figure 2.3. A laser pulse is sent through a nonlinear 

crystal and a second harmonic pulse is produced. A dichroic mirror DM is then 

used to reflect the fundamental pulse to the embedded object under inspection, 

while the second-harmonic pulse is directed to the Kerr cell via mirror M2. The 

second-harmonic pulse is then used to trigger the Kerr gate. Photons originating 

from the turbid media under inspection are collected via a lens L and are directed 

onto die Kerr cell. Only the unscattered photons that arrive at the Kerr cell at the 

same time as the reference second-harmonic pulse are detected. However when 
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the snake photons and highly scattered photons arrive at the Kerr cell the reference 

second-harmonic pulse has already moved off; thus the gating mechanism is closed. 

This technique allows short gating times to be obtained since the gating period 

depends on the pulse width of excitation and the material response of the Kerr cell. 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram for an imaging system employing a Ken-

cell. DM: dichroic mirror; L: lens; M: mirror. 

Wang et al. (1993c) demonstrated the performance of a Kerr cell on image quality 

for a 250 îm bar object embedded in turbid samples of intrahpid. Wang et al. 

(1993a) also showed that the use of a double stage Kerr gate can significantiy 

improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the recorded signal due to an increase in the 

attainable shutter speed. 
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2.2.1.4 Optical coherence-gating 

Optical coherence-gating use either coherent or incoherent sources (e.g. a pulsed 

laser a pulsed laser or a low coherence laser/laser diode) in an interferometer 

arrangement, since these sources have a broad bandwidth. A simple schematic 

diagram of an imaging system employing a fibre optic coherence-gating 

arrangement is illustrated in figure 2.4. A four-port fibre coupler splits the laser 

source into an illumination beam and a reference beam. The reference beam is 

directed and expanded onto a variable delay mirror M via lens L3. The light 

reflected from the variable delay mirror M is recoupled into the fibre via lens L3. 

Photons originating from the turbid medium under inspection are collected via a 

lens Ll and are coupled back into the fibre arm via lens L2. An interference signal 

is produced at the detector only for the component of the collected light originating 

from the turbid medium that is spatially coherent and temporally coincident with 

the reference beam. 

Images are formed by selectively gating the quasi-coherent constituent of the early 

arriving portion of the photons originating from the turbid medium under 

inspection. Optical coherence-gating allows deeper penetration than the previously 

mentioned techniques since it has higher detection sensitivity through the use of 

narrowband heterodyne detection. This technique is highly dependent on the turbid 

medium thickness and the coherence length of the laser source. That is, the 

coherence length of the laser should be as short as possible, since the image is 

formed from the point in the sample from which back-scattered photons experience 

an equal delay to those traversing the reference arm. 
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Hee et al (1993) demonstrated the performance of optical coherence-gating by 

imaging test bars. Swanson et al (1993) investigated the use of optical coherence-

gating by measuring in vivo the retina of a human eye. Pan et al (1997) determined 

the contrast limits for optical coherence-gating in turbid media, while Schmitt et al, 

(1995; 1997; 1998) has performed extensive studies of the use of OCT in biological 

imaging. 
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diagnostic 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram for an imaging system employing a fibre 

optic coherence-gate. B: beamsphtter; L: lens; M: mirror. 

2.2.2 Spatially resolved techniques 

In contrast to temporally resolved methods, spatially resolved techniques rely on 

the directional selectivity to suppress the scattered component of the light 

originating from turbid media. Although effective, spatially resolved techniques 

may have difficulty rejecting light that has been multiply scattered back into the 

propagation direction of unscattered photons. The spatially resolved techniques 

that have been studied include confocal imaging (Dilworth et al, 1991; Schmitt et 
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al, 1994; Smithpeter et al, 1998; Gan et al, 1998) and optical heterodyning 

(Schmidt era/., 1995). 

2.2.2.1 Confocal imaging 

Various authors (Kino and Corle, 1989; Anderson, 1994) have described the 

principle of confocal scanning optical microscopy, invented by Minsky (1955), 

which is an important tool in biological imaging and industrial inspection. The 

theoretical analysis of confocal scanning optical microscopy has been extensively 

studied and researched by numerous authors (Wilson and Shepperd, 1984; Gu, 

1996) and is well established and understood. A simple schematic diagram of a 

confocal imaging system in a reflection mode is illustrated in figure 2.5. 

detector 

turbid medium 

laser 

structure 

Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of a reflection confocal scanning 

optical microscope. B: beamsplitter; L: lens; O: objective; P: 

pinhole. 

A confocal scanning optical microscope differs from a conventional optical 

microscope in that it illuminates and images one point on the sample using a point 

source that is achieved using a spatial filter (pinhole) Pi. Light passes through 
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pinhole Pi to an objective O that forms a sharply focused diffraction-limited spot 

on an object. Light reflected from the object passes back through the objective O 

and back through another pinhole P2 so that the viewing area is isolated to an area 

that is exactly coincident with the illumination spot. Thus the illumination and 

detection peaks are optically conjugated with each other. Light originating from 

out-of-focus planes of the imaging lens is rejected, which effectively provides a 

small depth of field (termed the optical sectioning property) in a refiection 

confocal scanning optical microscope. A photodetector then measures the intensity 

of the light reflected by the sample, and a high-contrast image can be produced, 

formed mainly by the in-focus light. It should be noted that a confocal scanning 

optical microscope reduces to a conventional scarming optical microscope by 

removing the detection pinhole P2. 

Figure 2.6(a) demonstrates the optical sectioning property of a reflection confocal 

scanning optical microscope. Shown in figure 2.6(a) is a series of optical sections 

recorded at different focal heights from the surface on the sample under inspection. 

Figure 2.6(b) demonstrates how the optical sections can be recombined to form a 

three-dimensional view of the sample under inspection. It should be noted that the 

images in figure 2.6 are recorded without turbid media. 

Scattered photons are suppressed when a confocal scanning optical microscope is 

used to image through a turbid medium since they statistically travel at angles not 

along the illumination path (refer to figure 1.1) predicted by geomettic optics and 

therefore are not intersected at the spatial filter (pinhole) P2. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2.6: (a) Confocal image sections of the letter 'A' recorded 

from the surface of an uitegrated chrcuit; (b) three-dknensional 

reconstinction of the letter 'A' from the unage sections shown m 

(a). Images were recorded with a 7 mW He-Ne laser, while the 

confocal microscope employed 20 |im illummation and collection 

pinholes. 

Schmitt et al. (1994) exammed the performance of confocal microscopes designed 

for probmg sti^cttires embedded m turbid media. They particularly sttidied the 

variables that affect confocal microscopy m turbid media, which mclude the size of 

pmhole, die numerical aperture of the imagmg objective, and the concenti-ation and 

scattermg anisoti-opy of the particles m turbid media. These effects were both 
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theoretically and experimentally mvestigated. Then experimental confocal 

microscope employed a He-Ne laser and a photomultiplier tube (Schmitt et al, 

1994). 

Smithpeter et al. (1998) examined the maximum penetration depth of in vivo 

confocal reflectance imaging of amelanotic tissue. Their experimental investigation 

(Smithpeter et al, 1998) examined the detected signal in terms of signal source 

strength and source depth. Smithpeter et al (1998) also investigated the effect of 

the scattering coefficient for different turbid media. It was demonstrated that the 

limiting factor in penetration depth was the signal-to-noise ratio when an ideal 

confocal microscope was used, while the signal-to-background ratio was the 

limiting factor when a large pinhole was used. 

Gan et al. (1998) studied the effect of scattered photons that experience different 

numbers of scattering events on image resolution. Gan et al. (1998) also 

investigated the effect of the numerical aperture and the pinhole size on the photon 

distribution and resolution. A criterion for determining the efficiency of a gating 

method was proposed, which is based on the relationship between resolution and 

signal strength. 

2.2.2.2 Optical heterodyning 

Optical heterodyning uses an interferometer (Schmidt et al, 1995), which has in 

one arm the turbid media, illuminated with a continuous wave or pulse laser 

source, while in the other arm there is a modulator which shifts the frequency of 

the laser source. A compensation cell is used to match the optical path length of 
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the unscattered light traversing through the turbid medium. The reference arm 

signal is detected in a reference lock-in amplifier, which then moves the turbid 

medium detection pinhole into the appropriate position using ttanslation stages, to 

detect the unscattered light. The muftiply scattered light is not detected since the 

detection pinhole is not aligned properly. 

2.2.3 Polarisation-gating techniques 

The state of polarisation of light provides another characteristic difference between 

unscattered and scattered photons, which can be used as an efficient gating 

mechanism. The conventional polarisation technique (MacKintosh et al, 1989; 

McCormick, 1990; Schmitt et al, 1992; Hielscher et al, 1997; Morgan et al, 

1997) uses the principle that depolarisation only occurs when the incident polarised 

light hits a scattering object (refer to figure 1.1). That is, the degree of incident 

polarisation is maintained during free flight. Thus the more a photon experiences 

scattering, the stronger the depolarisation. Conventional polarisation-gating 

establishes a cheap gating mechanism, which primarily enables only the 

information-carrying (unscattered) photons to be detected. 

The conventional polarisation-gating mechanism is implemented by polarising the 

incident light and detecting the portion of light originating from a turbid medium 

that has the same polarisation state as the incident light. This operation is achieved 

by placing an analyser in front of the detection apparatus. 

Schmitt et al (1992) theoretical and experimentally demonstrated the effect of 

conventional polarisation gating for different sized scatterers and optical 
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thicknesses for a parallel beam probe employed in a transmission system. 

Hielscher et al (1997) experimentally illusttated die effect of particle size and 

concentration for a parallel beam probe employed in a backward scattering 

arrangement. 

ft has been illustrated by Hormaka et al (1995) and visually demonstrated by 

Morgan et al (1997), Schmitt and Hiang (1998), Demos et al (1998) that fiirther 

improvement in the suppression of scattered photons (therefore leading to higher 

resolution) is possible if the differential polarisation-gated signal is used to 

construct an image. The differential polarisation-gated signal is obtained by 

subtracting the detected signal measured with the analyser perpendicular to the 

incident polarisation direction from the conventional polarisation intensity. 

Morgan et al. (1997) also outlined the regimes where differential polarisation-

gating is most effective in a transillumination imaging system. 

2.2.4 Combined gating techniques 

So far this chapter has only discussed independent gating techniques that have 

been used to gate unscattered photons in imaging through turbid media. Since the 

gating mechanism outlined in sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 all rely on different 

physical aspects of scattered and unscattered photons, numerous authors (Wang et 

al, 1993b; Anderson et al, 1994; Wang et al, 1995; Gu et al, 1996; Gan et al, 

1997; Kempe et al, 1994; 1996; Kempe and Rudolph, 1994; Izatt et al, 1994; 

Liang et al, 1997; de Boer et al, 1997; Schmitt and Hiang, 1998) have applied 

multiple gating techniques to more effectively gate unscattered photons in turbid 

media. This section discusses some of these multiple gating methods. 
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Wang et al (1993b) used a pinhole filter in Fourier space in conjunction with an 

optical Kerr cell to reduce the contribution of scattered photons being detected. 

Anderson et al (1994) and Wang et al. (1995) combined the spatial gate (a pinhole 

in the Fourier domain) with a streak camera to further gate unscattered photons. 

Gu et al. (1996) demonstrated the effect of an annular filter on image quality for 

different turbid media and different sized detectors when a confocal imaging 

system is used. Gan et al. (1997) demonstrated that an annular filter could be used 

as a method of confining and gating unscattered photons when a microscopic 

imaging system is employed. 

Kempe et al (1994; 1996) and Izatt et al (1994) demonstrated that the 

performance of a confocal microscope could be improved in terms of penetration 

depth and resolvability with the additional implementation of an optical coherence 

gate in imaging through turbid media. 

The performance of the combination of polarisation-gating and Kerr-gating has 

been demonstrated by Liang et al (1997) for different concentrations of turbid 

media. 

Both de Boer et al. (1997) and Schmitt and Hiang (1998) demonstrated the effect 

of die combination of polarisation-gating and optical coherence-gating on image 

quality for biological tissue. 
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2.3 Fluorescence microscopy 

2.3.1 Principal differences between single-photon and two-photon excitation 

The principle of fluorescence is illustrated in figure 2.7 for single-photon (figure 

2.7(a)) and two-photon (figure 2.7(b)) excitation. For single-photon excitation a 

fluorophore absorbs a single photon of the illumination light (typically in the visible 

spectrum), which results in transition of the electrons occupying the ground state 

(So) to a higher electronic state (Si). The energy of each photon absorbed is given 

by, 

E = hv (2.1) 

where h is Planck's constant and v is the frequency of an illumination photon. 
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Figure 2.7: Energy level diagram for (a) single-photon and (b) two-

photon excitation. 

Excited states are metastable and have typical lifetimes of the order of 10" seconds 

(Shen, 1984). Therefore after absorption, electrons at excited states (SO return to 
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the ground state via a relaxation process. The relaxation of excited electrons is a 

multi-step process. First the excited electrons rapidly relax to the lowest 

vibrational state of the excited level (Si(o)) by a radiationless transition. Secondly 

the electrons undergo a transition from the excited level (Si(o)) to a vibrational state 

of the ground state (So), with the energy lost in the transition given off in the form 

of light. 

The fimdamental difference between single-photon and two-photon excitation is in 

the ground-to-excited state transition. In the two-photon excitation process (Denk, 

1990) two photons, each photon having an energy of E/2, need to be absorbed 

simultaneously to excite an electron from the ground state (So) to a higher energy 

state (Si). There is a requirement that the photons be both spatially and temporally 

coincident for the transition to occur. 

2.3.2 A comparison of single-photon and two-photon excitation 

The previous section demonstrated the basic principle between single-photon and 

two-photon excitation. This section gives further characteristic differences 

between the two forms of excitation when they are applied to microscopic imaging. 

2.3.2.1 Laser source 

Typically single-photon excitation uses ultra-violet (UV) to visible laser sources 

for excitation, since the majority of biological fluorophores have absorption bands 

within these regions. For single-photon excitation, the wavelength of the 

fluorescence emission is longer than the wavelength of excitation, with a typical 

Stokes shift between 10-100 nm, due to the loss of energy in the radiationless 
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transitions (see figure 2.7). As a result it may be difficult to design filters to 

efficiently separate the fluorescence emission from the excitation light if the Stokes 

shift is small. Another disadvantage of using UV excitation is that the optics 

required are very expensive due to the high UV absorption in glass. 

Two-photon excitation does not have these problems since it typically uses 

wavelengths in the infrared (IR) region. Therefore the difference between the 

fluorescence and excitation wavelengths is substantially greater allowing more 

efficient separation. Another advantage of using IR excitation wavelengths is that 

it allows UV excitation without the need for an UV light source. 

The probability for two-photon excitation is significantiy lower than that for 

single-photon excitation because two-photon excitation is a second order process 

of polarisation (Shen, 1984), which leads to the requirement that excitation photons 

be spatially and temporally coincident (see section 2.3.1). Therefore to increase 

the efficiency of the two-photon excitation process a pulsed laser source with a 

typical pulse width of a few hundred femtoseconds is usually used for excitation, 

although it should be noted that two-photon imaging with the use of a continuos 

wave source has been successfully demonstrated by Hanninen et al (1994). 

2.3.2.2 Excitation volume 

The excitation volume for an objective lens employing single-photon and two-

photon excitation is illusttated in figures 2.8(a) and 2.8(b), respectively (Tatterson, 

1997). ft is seen from figure 2.8(a) that single-photon fluorescence is excited 

almost at all points within the focal volume, due to the linear excitation probability. 
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For two-photon excitation fluorescence is excited only m the focal region of the 

imagmg objective. This phenomenon is due to the quadratic dependence on the 

excitation mtensity (Chen, 1984; Denk, etal, 1990). 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.8: Focal volume under single-photon (a) and two-photon 

(b) excitation (Tatterson, 1997). 

Two-photon excitation has a number of significant advantages over single-photon 

excitation due to the quadratic dependence of the excitation intensity, 

(a) Two-photon excitation has an mherent optical sectionmg property. Therefore it 

removes the requhement of mserting a pmhole in front of the detector to obtam 

three-dimensional imaging capabdity (see section 2.2.2.1). Although it should 

be noted that the resolution can be improved further with the inttoduction of a 

fmite sized pmhole (Gu and Gan, 1996). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.9: Images of rat skeletal muscle tissue recorded from 

autofluorescence excited by (a) two-photon (A = 800 nm) and (b) 

single-photon (/I = 488 nm) excitation in a conventional scanning 

optical microscope. The numerical aperture of the imaging 

objective is 0.75. 

Figure 2.9 demonsttates the optical sectionmg property associated with two-

photon excitation. A comparison is given between autofluorescence images 

recorded with single-photon and two-photon excitation in a scanning optical 

microscope (i.e. no detection pinhole is employed). In the case of single-

photon excitation the image is blurred (figure 2.9(b)) due to the conttibution 

from out-of-focus mformation which results from the extended excitation 

volume (see figure 2.8(a)). The image recorded with two-photon excitation 

demonsttates that only the mformation that is in the focal plane of the hnaging 

objective conttibutes to the unage. 
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(b) Two-photon excitation can confine photon-bleaching, photo-toxicity and photo-

damage due to the confinement of the excitation volume, while in the case of 

single-photon excitation these phenomena occur at all points within the cone of 

excitation. The advantages of two-photon excitation are of primary importance 

in imaging through biological tissue, since it leads to an increased exposure 

time and therefore analysis time. 

2.3.2.3 Scattering 

According to Mie scattering theory (Bohem and Huffman, 1983) a shorter 

wavelength has a larger scattering cross-section which results in stronger scattering 

(refer to table 6.1). This imphes that two-photon excitation has an advantage over 

single-photon excitation in terms of penetration depth in imaging through turbid 

media. Figure 2.10 demonstrates that although the transverse resolution for single-

photon (figure 2.10(a)) and two-photon (figure 2.10(b)) excitation is almost 

indistinguishable the penetration depth for two-photon excitation (figure 2.10(d)) 

exceeds that for single-photon excitation (figure 2.10(c)) due to reduced scattering 

in two-photon excitation. The increase in penetration depth demonstrated for two-

photon excitation in figure 2.10(b). 

Numerous authors have undertaken studies into the imaging potential and 

applications of non-linear excitation (Hell, 1996; So, 1998). However, there has 

been little work done in determining the effect of scattering on the performance of 

fluorescence imaging through turbid media. The effect of scattering on the 
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350 f.im 

Figure 2.10: Transverse ((a) and (b)) and vertical ((c) and (d)) 

image section of rat lung tissue recorded from autofluorescence 

excited by smgle-photon {X = 488 nm @ 3 mW) with a 100 îm 

detection pmhole ((a) and (c)) and two-photon (A = 900 nm @ < 10 

mW) without a detection pmhole ((b) and (d)). The numerical 

aperttire of the imaguig objective is 0.9 (water hnmersion). 

performance of fluorescence imagmg for both smgle-photon and two-photon 

excitation was theoretically mvestigated by Blanca and Saloma (1998). Blanca and 

Saloma (1998) concluded that two-photon excitation is much more robust to 

degradations caused by scattermg when compared with smgle-photon confocal 

imaging, due to reduced scattermg of the illumination source. Indebetouw et al, 
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(1998) investigated the use of holographic imagmg to localise fluorescence 

inhomogeneities in ttirbid media. Saloma et al (1998) combined site-specific 

applications of multiple fluorescent markers with confocal fluorescence imaging to 

obtain clear images of internal organs inside a whole-mount embryo which is an 

optically-thick sample that is of considerable importance in development biology 

research. Recently Ying et al, (1999) investigated the spatial distribution of two-

photon-excited fluorescence in scattering media. Ying et al, (1999) demonsttated 

that the distribution of two-photon excited fluorescence is not necessarily confined 

to the focal region when scattering is present. This effect causes a loss of the 

optical sectioning property of two-photon microscopy. 

2.4 Macroscopic imaging versus microscopic imaging 

It should be pointed out that most of the imaging techniques described in this 

chapter are designed primarily for transillumination imaging systems and not for 

microscopic imaging systems. Therefore, when some of these gating mechanisms, 

specifically temporal imaging techniques (see section 2.2.1), are applied to a 

microscopic imaging system (e.g. a confocal microscope) they may be less 

effective due to the large range of illumination angles of an imaging lens (refer to 

section 3.4). Therefore, gating techniques that can be incorporated into 

microscopes need to be understood and then developed, before high quality images 

can be obtained through significant depths of turbid media. 

Of the characteristic differences remaining between unscattered and scattered 

photons illusttated in section 1.2; gating methods based on the difference in 
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propagation path and the difference in polarisation states between unscattered and 

scattered photons appear to be the most efficient way to suppress scattered photons 

when imaging through significant depths of turbid media in a microscopic imagmg 

system. 

Angle-gating (Gan et al., 1997) is one possible gating method that can be used to 

suppress scattered photons based on the path deviation of scattered photons. Gan 

et al, (1997) theoretically demonstrated that the use of annular illummation and 

collection lenses can efficiently suppress scattered photons, resulting in 

significantly improved image quality. 

The polarisation-gating mechanisms (conventional polarisation-gating and 

differential polarisation-gating) are very simple to implement and more 

importantly can be incorporated/combined with spatially resolved techniques (e.g. 

confocal microscopy and angle-gating). 

2.5 Summary 

This chapter discusses the current status of gating mechanisms that are used to 

suppress scattered photons in imaging through turbid media. The gating 

mechanisms can be effectively broken down into three classes, 

class (1) Temporal gating techniques, which rely on, the time-of-flight of photons 

(see section 2.2.1). Time-of-flight imaging techniques encompass the use 
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of a streak camera, optical cross correlation, Kerr-gating and optical 

coherence-gating: 

class (2) Spatially resolved gating techniques that rely on the path deviation of 

scattered photons (see section 2.2.2). Spatially resolved techniques 

include confocal imaging, optical heterodyning and angle-gating; 

class (3) Polarisation-gating that relies on the polarisation state of the illumination 

light (see section 2.2.3). Both conventional polarisation-gating and 

differential polarisation-gating have been studied. 

It has also been illustrated that gating techniques from these three independent 

classes, time-gating, spatial-gating and polarisation-gating, can be combined to 

fiirther improve the suppression of scattered light, thereby increasing the image 

resolution. 

This chapter has also discussed the principles behind single-photon and two-

photon excitation and demonstrated the advantages in imaging performance 

achieved with two-photon excitation. 
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Chapter 3 

Theoretical simulation of 

photon propagation in turbid 

media 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter gives a detailed presentation of the theoretical formulation and 

methods used in the simulation of photon propagation in turbid media for 

microscopic imaging systems. The theoretical formulations presented in this 

chapter are only applicable for simulating elastic scattering in an absorption free 

turbid media. It should be noted that only the necessary formulations needed to 

perform the calculations are given. The implementation of these formulations into 

a scanning microscope have been conducted by Professor Gu and Dr. Gan in the 

Optoelecttonic Imaging Group at Victoria University (Gu and Gan, 1997; Gan and 

Gu, 1998; Gan etal, 1997; 1998). 
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The chapter is organised into the following sections: Section 3.2 outlines the 

principle of scattering by spherical objects based on Mie theory (Bohem and 

Huffman, 1983). Section 3.3 outiines the implementation of the theoretical model 

based on Monte-Carlo simulation (Flock et al, 1989; Hasegawa et al, 1991; Key 

et al, 1991; Graff er al, 1993). This section includes the implementation of lenses 

for microscopic imaging (Schmitt et al, 1994; Schmitt and Ben-Letaief, 1996; Gu 

and Gan, 1997; Gan and Gu, 1998; Gan et al, 1997), polarisation (Gan et al, 

1997; 1999; Bruscaghoni et al, 1997) and pulse propagation (Hebden and Kruger, 

1990; Zaccanti and Donelh, 1994; Gan et al, 1997; Gan and Gu, 1998). Section 

3.3 also includes the general constraints placed on the Monte-Carlo simulation. In 

section 3.4 the Monte-Carlo simulation model is used to calculate the temporal and 

angular distributions of photons originating from a given turbid media illuminated 

by a lens system. A summary of the work presented in this chapter is given in 

section 3.5. 

3.2 Scattering by a sphere: Mie theory 

There are many methods to describe the interaction of light and matter. However, 

in this work Mie theory is chosen to describe the scattering processes because it 

gives an insight into die collision process between photons and scattering particles. 

When a beam of light with specified characteristics illuminates a given small 

particle, the amount of the light scattered by the particle along with its angular 

disttibution depends directly on the characteristics of the particle, including its 
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shape, size, and the materials of which it is composed (Bohem and Huffinan, 

1983). 

The physics and mathematics for the interaction of an electromagnetic wave with a 

sphere is complicated and cumbersome. Therefore, only the Mie theory 

formulations that are needed to calculate the scattering parameters are presented. 

3.2.1 Scattering coefficients for spherical particles 

For a spherical particle of a given particle size, the size parameter, x, and the 

relative refractive index, m, are given by (Bohem and Huffman, 1983) 

x = k2a^ ^ = 2;z2V2^, (3.1) 

k^ N. 

where k is the wave vector, a is the radius of the spherical particle, A'̂  is the 

refractive index and A = a/A is the relative particle size. Here the subscripts 1 

and 2 represent the surrounding medium and the scattering particle, respectively. 

The Mie theory scattering coefficients, a, and bi, which represent the weighting 

parameters for the electromagnetic normal modes scattered by a spherical particle 

defined by equation 3.1, are given by (Bohem and Huffinan, 1983) 

ju^m^j) {mx)[xj)(x)] - juj,{x)[mxj,{rnx)\ 
Q — 1 i - 1 i /T 0 \ 

^,m'j.(mx)[xli^\x)\ -iU2h\'\x)[mxjXmx)\ ' 
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PiJi {mx)[xj, (x)] - pj, {x)[mxj, (mx)] 

PiJii^l^hj^K^)] -pM^\x)[mxj.{mx)] ' 

where IJ.\ and fiz are permeabilities of the scattering scatterers and the surrounding 

medium, respectivelt. The prime indicates differentiation with respect to the 

argument in the parenthesis, 7,{mxj is a spherical Bessel function of the first kind, 

and h\ [x) is a spherical Bessel function of the third kind, 

h!i'\x)=j,{x)-Viy.{x), (3.6) 

where y^x) is a spherical Bessel function of the second kind. 

}',W = y^i^+i/2W. (3.7) 

Here / denotes the i-i\\ mode of an electromagnetic wave. 

3.2.2 Scattering cross-sections and anisotropy value 

The scattering cross-section, oi, represents the cross-sectional area that can interact 

with the illumination light. The scattering cross-section, Oi, for a spherical particle, 

defined by equation 3.1, is given by (Bohem and Huffman, 1983) 

^.=TTE(2^' + l)(kr+hr)- (3-8) 

The anisotropy value (or the asymmetry parameter), g (= (cos0)j, which defines 

the directional change of the scattered light, is given by (Bohem and Huffman, 

1983) 
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sQ.-^ 
" I 

S—-:7-M«,<i+^,A+i} 
; = 1 t "T 1 

2z + l 
(3.9) 

where Qs is the scattering efficiency defined as 

Qs=--^ , (3.10) 

and cr̂  is the geometric cross-sectional area projected onto a plane perpendicular to 

the incident beam (i.e. (7^= m^ for a spherical particle), ft should be noted that 

the anisotropy value, g, ranges from 0 to 1, where g = 0 represents isottopic 

scattering and g = 1 represents forward scattering for all photons. 

Consider scattering media consisting of polystyrene microspheres suspended in 

water. The refractive indices of the polystyrene microspheres and the surrounding 

medium, Ni and M, are 1.59 and 1.33, respectively. The scattering efficiency, Qs, 

and the anisotropy value, g, as a function of the relative particle size, A, are shown 

in figure 3.1 (Gan et al, 1997). 

The scattering efficiency, Qs, increases rapidly for a relative particle size. A, 

between 0.2 to 1.2, and then reaches the maximum value when the relative particle 

size. A, is approximately 1.25 (figure 3.1). The anisottopy value, g, increases 

rapidly when the relative particle size. A, is less than 0.4, and reaches a fairly 

steady region when the relative particle size, A, is larger than 0.5 (figure 3.1). The 
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maximum value of g is not equal to unity because it is impossible for all scattered 

photons to propagate in the forward direction. 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Relative particle size, A 
2.5 

Figure 3.1: Scattering efficiency, Qs, (solid curve) and anisotropy 

value, g, (dashed curve) as a function of the relative particle size, 

A. (Â i = 1.33 and 7V2= 1.59). 

3.2.3 Calculation of the scattering-mean-free-path length 

This section determines the scattering-mean-free-path (smfp) length, 4, for the 

polystyrene microspheres (PolyScience Inc.) used in this thesis. In terms of the 

theory of light propagation in turbid media, the scattering-mean-free-path length, 4 

is a measure of the average free-path-length that a photon travels before it is 

scattered. The scattering-mean-free-path length, 4 is determined via 

/ . = 
(^sP 

(3.11) 

where p is the concentration of particles per cubic micrometer and is given by 

(PolyScience Inc., 1998) 
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P = 
6W 

pTTK 
3 ' (3.12) 

where p is the density of polystyrene (1.05), W is the weight percentage of 

polystyrene microspheres in the bulk solution (standard solution 2.5%) and KIS the 

diameter of the polystyrene microspheres (|im). 

Sphere 
diameter, 

K{\i.va) 

0.107 
0.202 
0.48 
1.056 

Geometric 
cross-

section, Gg 

0.009 
0.032 
0.181 
0.876 

Concent. 

P 
(part./^m^) 

37.11 
5.52 

0.411 
0.038 

Relative 
particle 
size, A 
{alX) 

0.0845 
0.1596 
0.3793 
0.8342 

Scattering 
efficiency, 
Qs = ajug 

0.0037 
0.0805 
0.7002 
2.7784 

Scattering 
cross-

section. Us 
(Hm )̂ 

7.19x10-^ 
2.58x10-^ 
1.27x10"' 

2.42 

smfp 
length, Is 

(̂ im) 

416.4 
70.2 
19.2 
10.8 

Anisotropy 
value, g 

0.076 
0.31 
0.81 
0.92 

Table 3.1: Calculation of the scattering-mean-free-path length. Is, 

and the anisotropy value, g, for the polystyrene microspheres used 

in this work for an excitation wavelength, /I, of 632.8 nm. 

Table 3.1 shows the parameters for the four types of polystyrene microspheres used 

in this work (see chapters 4 and 5) for a wavelength, 1, of 632.8 nm. From the 

results illustrated in table 3.1 it is seen that larger polystyrene microspheres have 

shorter scattering-mean-free-path lengths and higher anisotropy values. This result 

indicates that increasing the scattering microsphere diameter, K, for a given sample 

geometric thickness and a given weight percentage of a scattering solution, has the 

effect of increasing the average number of scattering events experienced by an 

individual photon since the free-path-length is significantly shorter. An increase in 

the scattering microsphere diameter, K, also significantly changes the angular 

disttibution of the scattered photons, since more scattered photons travel in the 
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forward durection as the anisotropy value, g, approaches unity. These two effects 

play an important and significant role in determining the success of a gating 

mechanism and are discussed/investigated in more detail in chapters 4 and 5. 

3.3 Monte-Carlo simulation method 

3.3.1 General theory 

Monte-Carlo simulation is an important tool in studying photon propagation 

through turbid media since it allows the efficient ttacking of photon states 

(direction, polarisation etc.) at each scattering event experienced within turbid 

media (see for example Flock et al, 1989; Schmitt et al, 1994; Gan and Gu, 

1998). 

In the previous section the scattering-mean-free-path length, 4, has been defined as 

a measure of the average free-path length before a photon is scattered. The decay 

in the number of unscattered photons after propagating through a depth, d, in turbid 

media, for a collimated beam, can be represented by Beer's law (Bom and Wolf, 

1975) and is equal to the probability P(d) that a photon has a free-path length, d, 

for a given scattering mean-free-path length, 4, 

P{d) = N{d) 17V(0) = exp(- djl,), (3.13) 

where N(d) is the number of the unscattered photons at depth d, and N(0) is the 

number of incident photons (Gan and Gu, 1998). 
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For a given number of photons incident to a turbid medium the free-path length 

between two consecutive interactions of the photons is given by (Gan and Gu, 

1998) 

h=lslnP, (3.14) 

where l^ -{h) is the time averaged scattering-mean-free-path length, and j3 is a 

random number which is evenly chosen between 0 and 1 and satisfies the 

probability function in equation 3.13. 

scattering 
particle 

scattered photon 
direction 

scattering plane 

incident photon 
direction 

Figure 3.2: Scattering by a spherical particle. 

In the Monte-Carlo model developed by Gan and Gu (1998) five independent 

variables are needed in order to simulate a multi-dimensional photon distribution; 

these include three spatial coordinates x, y and z, and two angular coordinates (a 

polar angle, d, and an azimuthal angle, (j)). Figure 3.2 illustrates the coordinate 

system for a spherical scattering particle. These five independent variables are not 
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necessarily set to zero for a microscopic imaging system and the method used for 

determining their initial values is outlined in section 3.3.2. 

Each time when a photon interacts with a scattering particle m the simulation 

model, new coordinates are determined. The new polar angle, 9, is equated to the 

scattering angle, ds, which is chosen based on the Henyey-Greenstein (H-G) 

probability distribution (Flock et al, 1987) 

M^) = -, ^ o ^ ' ^ ^ ' (315) 
2(l + g -2gcos^j 

where g is the anisotropy value, calculated from equation 3.9. The scattering polar 

angle, 6s, can therefore be obtained from (Flock et al, 1987) 

cos^, = — ^ - ^ '—-^ , (3.16) 
2g 2g( l -g+2g j ) ' 

where 5 is another evenly distributed random number from 0 to 1. The new 

azimuthal angle, ,̂ is randomly chosen between 0 to 271, while the spatial 

coordinates, x, y and z, are determined by the sample and illumination conditions. 

3.3.2 Microscopic imaging 

3.3.2.1 Theoretical formulation 

As briefly mentioned in the previous section the initial values of the three spatial 

coordinates x, y, z and two angular coordinates 6 and (f> for a photon entering a 

turbid medium are not necessarily set to be 0, due to the angular distribution of 

propagating photons for a lens (see figure 3.3). 
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D 

D 

Lens 

turbid medium 

plane of an 
embedded object 

(a) 
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Qi* 
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c 
0 
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^ " ^ * * -
^ . . . . . 
' 

N2 

' d ' 

turbid medium 

plane of an 
embedded object 

(b) 

Figure 3.3: Geometric arrangement for a lens system, (a) Three-

dimensional view; (b) two-dimensional view in the meridian plane. The 

full projection space for photons is illustrated in black, while the 

incident projection of a single photon is given in grey. The figure 

illustrates the case when N\ > N2. 
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Figure 3.3 illustrates the geometric arrangement between the incident photons 

originating from a thin lens and a turbid medium. The origin, O, of the x-y-z 

coordinate system is defined as the point on the outer surface of the turbid medium 

that aligns through the focus and the centre of the lens. With this convention the 

penetration depth, d', into the turbid sample can be directly determined. 

The x-y coordinate of the starting point A of the mcident ray in the lens aperture is 

determined by a normalised two-dimensional circle random number generator 

which is scaled to the aperture diameter, D, of the lens. The z-coordinate of the 

starting point A is given by the difference between the penetration depth, d', and 

the focal length, f, of the lens, which is derived for a given lens of numerical 

aperture (NA) and aperture diameter, D (i.e. / « D/2NA). It should be noted the 

z-coordinate of point A is a constant less than 0, for a given lens, since all photons 

originate from the same x-y plane in the lens (see shaded grey plane on the lens in 

figure 3.3). The ending point of the incident ray is given by point B, with its x-y-z 

coordinate defined as the geometric focus of the imaging lens (i.e. coordinates (0, 

0, d')). 

Due to a change in refractive index between the surrounding and turbid media, the 

focal plane defined by point B (see dark grey plane in the turbid medium in figure 

3.3) only represents the imaginary depth, d\ into the turbid medium. This means 

that, tiie tine focal plane, d, defined by point E, into the turbid sample must be 

determined with the aid of Snell's law (Bom and Wolf, 1980) 

N^sm0^=N2sm0, (3.17) 
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where Â i and N2 are the refractive indices of the surrounding and turbid media, 

respectively. Ot is the incident angle at which the ray of a projected photon, defmed 

by points A and B, intersects with the turbid medium boundary at position C (see 

figure 3.3). It should be noted that in the Monte-Carlo model spherical aberration 

is ignored. The convergent focal spot is determined from the maximum incident 

angle, Ot i.e. the marginal ray of the imaging lens. 

Reflection and transmission on the interface between a turbid medium and its 

surrounding medium (see point C in figure 3.3) are also considered in this 

simulation. A weighting factor, fp, is assigned to each photon to represent its 

contribution weighting. Initially the weighting factor, fp, is equal to 1. When a 

photon passes through a dielectric interface, the weighting of the photon in the 

transmitted (T) and reflected (R) directions are decided according to the Fresnel 

formulae (Bom and Wolf, 1980) 

IN, cos6', 
Tr,= • -, (3.18) 
^ N^cosOi+N^cose 

r = ^^' ^°^^' , (3.19) 
^ N^ cos6j -\- N2 cos^ 

N,cosd,-N,cosff^ (3.20) 
^ NjCOsOj-hN^cosd 

N,cosd,-N,cosd^ (3.21) 
A ĵcos ,̂. + A/", cos^ 

where the subscripts p and s represent parallel and perpendicular polarisation 

components respectively, while subscripts 1 and 2 represent the surrounding and 

turbid media, respectively. 
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The initial values of the five parameters for a single photon (ray) incident to the 

turbid medium at point C are therefore obtained as follows: the spatial coordinates, 

x and y, and the angular coordinate, 0, are derived from the geometry in figure 3.3, 

while 0 is obtained from Snell's law (equation 3.17). The spatial coordinate, z, is 

set to zero since all photons originate from the same boundary surface (z-plane) of 

the turbid medium. 

It should be noted for transillumination modelling the values of z, and 0 are initially 

set to zero, since a parallel beam probe with respect to the turbid media is used. 

Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of the modelled transmission scanning 

optical microscope. D: detector; L: lenses; P: pinhole. 
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3.3.2.2 Modelled microscopic systems 

Two scanning optical microscope arrangements are used in this thesis and therefore 

simulated using the Monte-Carlo model in section 3.3.2.1. They are the 

transmission scanning optical microscope (figure 3.4) and the reflection scanning 

optical microscope (figure 3.5). For the transmission optical microscope illustrated 

in figure 3.4, a parallel beam is incident upon the imaging lens Li that has its focus 

on the embedded object. A separate collection lens L2 that has its focus overlapped 

with the imaging lens Li is used to collect the light originating from a simulated 

turbid medium. The collection lens L2 is also used to focus the collected light onto 

the detector D. It should be noted that only the photons that fall within the 

collection cone of lens L2 will be traced to the detector plane by geometric optics. 

The simulated embedded object is placed in the centre of the turbid medium in this 

optical arrangement. The simulated samples embedded within the turbid medium 

for the transmission arrangement are considered to have 100% absorption. That is, 

when an incident photon hits the embedded object it ceases to be simulated. 

For the reflection microscope illustrated in figure 3.5 a parallel beam is incident 

upon the imaging lens Li that has its focus on an embedded object. A collection 

lens L2 then focuses the collected light originating from the turbid medium onto the 

detector D. It should be noted that only the photons that fall within the collection 

cone of lens L2 will be traced to the detector plane by geometric optics. In this 

arrangement the embedded object is placed on the back surface of the turbid 

medium. The simulated samples embedded within the turbid medium for the 

reflection arrangement are considered to have 100% reflectivity. 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of the modelled reflection scanning 

optical microscope. B: beamsplitter; D: detector; L: lenses; P: pinhole. 

With this arrangement the reflection microscope is equivalent to folding the 

transmission microscope arrangement, at the embedded object, onto itself 

It should be noted that the size of the detector used in the detection of the light 

originating from the simulated turbid media is determined by the effective size of 

the pinhole, P, used (see figures 3.4 and 3.5). 
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3.3.3 Polarisation 

So far the polarisation state of the incident light before and after each scattering 

event has been ignored. In this section the process by which the change in 

polarisation can be determined after each scattering event is described. Once again 

only the case for spherically symmetric particles is considered. 

Consider a monochromatic plane wave incident upon a spherically symmettic 

scatterer. The polarisation state of the incident light can be represented by the 

Stokes vector (Bohem and Huffman, 1983) 

incident 

inc 

Q,nc 

Ui„. 
(3.22) 

where 

4c=(^.^.+M. (3.23) 

Q,„^=iE,E^-EE , (3.24) 

U,„,={E,E^+E^E, , (3.25) 

K„.={E^E^-E^E (3.26) 

where E^ and Ey represent the orthogonal components of the incident electric field 

along the x and y axes, o denotes the time average of the bracketed quantity. 

Note that in an optical microscope, the illumination beam on the sample is a 

convergent beam from an objective lens. Assume that the incident beam before an 
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illumination objective is a linearly polarised plane wave. After the light propagates 

through the objective, its polarisation vector changes. Therefore a new Stokes 

vector, I incident' ^f photous after the objective is determined by geometric optics 

(Gan era/., 1998). 

The relationship of the polarisation state between the incident light and the 

scattered light can be represented as (Gan et al, 1998) 

J after _ i^jj before 
•' seal •'"•' scat ' (3.27) 

where I'^f"/'^ and I"{'^f are the Stokes vectors before and after the scattering event, 

respectively and M is a 4 x 4 scattering matrix for a spherical symmetric particle 

(Bohem and Huffman, 1983) 

M-
0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

-s,,{d) s,,{e)_ 

(3.28) 

where the matrix elements are given by 

Sn{0) = \[\sMAs^W]^ (3.29) 

Su{o) = \[Het-Hot], (3.30) 

s,,{e) = Us;{e)s,{eys,[e)s:{e)) (3.31) 

s,,{e) = Us,{e)s;{e)-s,{d)s:{d)). (3.32) 

Here 
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°° 2 / -I-1 
'̂ i(^) = I!](—]y(«/^, +^,^,), (3.33) 

°° 2i + 1 
^2iO) = Y-l^(^i'^t +bi^i), (3.34) 

where a, and bi are the scattering coefficients defmed by equations 3.3 and 3.4, 

respectively, and 7^ and Ti are angle dependent functions defined as (Bohem and 

Huffman, 1983) 

R 
7t, 

sm0 

dP} 
T, = 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 
de ' 

where P^ is the associated Legendre function. Both ^ and z; can be calculated 

from the upward recursion relations given by (Bohem and Huffman, 1983) 

TV, = 
(2i-l \ ^ ( 

TV, , cos6'-
V / - 1 '-' V/-1 

^,-2 , (3.37) 

and 

r,. = (i cos e)7C^ - (i + l);r,._,, (3.38) 

where ;zo = 0 and ;ri = 1. 

Therefore once the scattering parameters, Si(0) and 82(0) (equation 3.34) are 

knovm, all elements of the scattering matrix, M, (equation 3.28) can be calculated. 

Since calculating the scattering parameters, S\(0) and 82(0), is a time consuming 

task, an approximation is used in the calculation of the scattering matrix, M, at 

each scattering event. Before simulation starts (Gan et al, 1998), the scattering 
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angle, 0, between 0 and TT is first divided into 1000 equal intervals and the 

scattering parameters, S\(0) and 82(0), corresponding to those scattering angles are 

calculated. All the calculated scattering angles, 0, and the scattering parameters, 

8\(0) and 82(0), are stored in a database file. 

To employ polarisation-gating in the Monte-Carlo simulation, Stokes parameters 

are defined for each incident photon in addition to the five existing parameters (x, 

y, z, 0 and ^ . At each scattering event in the Monte-Carlo simulation (Gan et al., 

1998) the scattering parameters, 8\(0) and 82(0), are obtained by matching the 

scattering angle, 0s (determined by the Henyey-Greenstein probability distribution 

(equation 3.15)), with the closest scattering angle, 0, stored in the look-up database 

file. Then according to the chosen scattering angle, 0, and its corresponding 

scattering parameters, 8\(0) and 82(0), all the elements of the scattering matrix, M, 

are calculated using equations 3.28 to 3.32. Therefore a new Stokes vector can be 

calculated from equations 3.27. 

By monitoring the change of the polarisation state of each photon at every 

scattering event, the depolarisation of the light propagating through a turbid 

medium can be evaluated. 

The degree of polarisation, /, of the detected scattered light in this thesis is defined 

as 
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where /;, and Is are the light intensity detected with the analyser parallel and 

perpendicular to the incident polarisation direction, respectively. 

Assuming that the incident light is linearly polarised in the x-direction, tiie parallel 

polarisation intensity, Ip, and the perpendicular polarisation intensity, 7̂ , can be 

calculated by 

h=^scat*V 1 0 0]> (3.40) 

and 

Is = I scat •V - 1 0 0 ] - (3.41) 

The polarisation gating mechanisms used in this work are parallel (conventional) 

polarisation-gating, based on the signal intensity {Ip) detected with an analyser 

parallel to the direction of the incident polarisation, and perpendicular polarisation-

gating, based on the signal intensity (7̂ ) detected with an analyser perpendicular to 

the direction of the incident polarisation. The third method of polarisation-gating 

considered is differential polarisation gating which is based on the subtraction of 

the conventional polarisation-gated intensity, Ip, and the perpendicular polarisation-

gated intensity. Is (refer to chapter 5 for further details). 

3.3.4 Pulse propagation 

This section describes the process by which pulse propagation through a turbid 

medium is implemented in the Monte-Carlo model (Gan et al, 1997; Gan and Gu, 

1998). The inclusion of pulse propagation into the Monte-Carlo model is 

important to demonsttate the inability of time-of-flight based imaging systems 
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(refer to section 2.2.1) too effectively suppress scattered photons in microscopic 

imaging systems. 

An ultrashort pulsed beam with pulse width, ATQ, has a finite disttibution of 

wavelength (frequency) components. According to Mie scattering theory (see 

section 3.2), the scattering coefficients, a, and bi, are related to the ratio between 

the radius of a scattering particle, a, and the wavelength of light, X (see equations 

3.1 to 3.4). Therefore, for a given scattering particle radius, a, the scattering 

coefficients, a, and bj, for each wavelength component, X, are different. Hence the 

scattering cross-section, cr̂ , and the anisotropy value, g, need to be determined for 

each individual wavelength component, X, for an illumination pulse. 

The effect of the broad spectrum of an ultrashort pulse on the scattering efficiency, 

Qs, and the anisotropy value, g, becomes more pronounced as the pulse width, ATQ, 

becomes shorter. Let us consider that the intensity of an illumination source is a 

Gaussian-shaped pulse given by (Gu, 1996) 

L''o(̂ ) = exp(- ico^t^ exp 
N 2 

n (3.42) 

where t is the local time coordinate, T is related to the pulse width ATQ via 

ATQ= 2 rv ln2 and Q)O is the central frequency. 

The corresponding Fourier spectrum for the Gaussian-shaped pulse (equation 3.42) 

is then given by (Gu, 1996) 
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Fo(zl/3) = V^rexp 
TAQV 

2 ) 
(3.43) 

where AQ is the spectral width, which is defined as the total bandwidth between 

two positions at which the intensity drops to one half of its peak value. 

The relationship between the pulse width zlro, and the specttal width AD for the 

pulse is then given by (Gu, 1996) 

. ^ 8ln2 
A^ = ——. (3.44) 

AT, 

For example a 10-fs pulse with a central wavelength, /lo, of 700 nm, has a 

corresponding spectral width, AO, of approximately 0.206. Note that in this case 

the spectral width, AQ, is normalised by the central frequency, COQ {COQ= 2;^//lo, 

where c = 3x10* m/s). 

To understand the effect of the spectral width, AQ, on the scattering efficiency, Qs, 

and the anisotropy value, g, we define two parameters, 

AQs =Qs(^ + 0.5An) -QXCO- 0.5An), (3.45) 

and 

Ag = g{o) + 0.5 Ad) - g(o) - 0.5 An). (3.46) 
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Since the pulse width, ATQ, can be directly related to the frequency bandwidth, AD, 

(see equation 3.44) we can plot the difference in the scattering efficiency, AQs and 

the difference in the anisotropy value, Ag, as a fimction of the pulse width ATQ. 

20 40 60 80 

Pulse width, AT^ (fs) 

0.00 

100 

Figure 3.6: Difference in the scattering efficiency, AQs, (solid 

curve) and the difference in the anisotropy value, Ag, (dashed 

curve) as a function of the pulse width, ATQ {N\ = 1.33 and N2 = 

1.59). 

Shown in figure 3.6 is the effect of the pulse width, ATQ, on the difference in 

scattering efficiency, AQs and the difference in anisotropy value, Ag, for a central 

wavelength, Ao, of 700 nm and a scattering particle radius, a, of 0.518 |j,m (Gan et 

al, 1997). It is seen that the difference in the scattering efficiency, AQs, and the 

difference in the anisotropy value, Ag, both increase as the pulse width, Ato, 

decreases. For the pulse width, ATQ, less than 20 fs the difference in the scattering 

efficiency, AQs, and the difference in the anisotropy value, Ag, become more 
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pronounced, indicating that the effect of the frequency bandwidth is more 

significant in this region. Thus, this effect will rarely be of importance in practice 

in the near future because the shortest pulse width produced from current 

commercial pulsed lasers is approximately 40 fs. 

The illumination of an ultrashort pulse has been incorporated into the Monte Carlo 

simulation by describing the temporal distribution of incident photons is given by 

the following Gaussian profile (Gan and Gu, 1998) 

(3.47) r;' 
where ^ is the departure time of a photon. The departure time, ta, of photons in the 

pulse is randomly chosen according to the temporal distribution in equation 3.47. 

The effect of the pulse width of the illumination source on the scattering cross-

section, <Js, and the anisotropy value, g, has been taken into account in the Monte-

Carlo simulation when ultrashort pulses are used. 

3.3.5 General simulation properties 

So far only the individual techniques of photon migration in the Monte-Carlo 

simulation have been dealt with. This section discusses the constraints placed on 

the propagation of an individual photon, the determmation of the number of 

photons used in a particular simulation process, and the process behind the 

detection of the simulated photons. 
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The theory and techniques presented so far in this chapter have not included the 

transfer and/or loss of photon energy i.e. an absorption free medium and elastic 

scattering have been assumed. In other words a photon in this model can propagate 

indefinitely. To overcome this problem the following constraints have been placed 

on the simulation model (Schmitt et al, 1994; Gan et al 1999). 

(a) Turbid media simulated in the Monte-Carlo model are given finite dimensions. 

(b) A scattered photon that interacts with the boundaries of a turbid medium that are 

not related to imaging processes ceases to be simulated. In the case of a 

reflection system they include the side walls of a turbid medium and the area of 

the turbid medium that is not covered by the embedded sample. For the case of 

a transmission system the boundaries are the side walls and the entry surface of 

a turbid medium. 

(c) Photons cease to exist once specific cut-off points are reached. The cut-off 

points are defined as (i) the point when the Fresnel weighting factor, fp, (see 

section 3.3.2.1) is less than one tenth of its initial weighting and/or (ii) the point 

when the number of scattering events experienced by an individual photon is 10 

times the average number of scattering events defined for a given turbid 

medium. For example if the average number of scattering events is 10, the cut

off number of scattering events is 100. 
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(d) All available photons that fall within the acceptance cone of the imagmg lens 

(refer L2 in figures 3.4 and 3.5) are assumed to be collected. These available 

photons are traced to the detector plane by geometric optics. An additional 

option is included that defines the size of the detection aperture (i.e. pinhole). 

Therefore only photons that fall within this aperture contribute to an image. 

(e) The number of photons that are used in the simulation process varies with a 

turbid medium and the characteristics of an imaging system used. The number 

of simulation photons chosen is determined by the condition that an increase in 

the number of simulation photons does not significantly improve the quality or 

accuracy of the simulated result. 

3.4 Application of the Monte-Carlo model 

In chapter 2, two major classes of the available gating techniques for imaging 

through turbid media have been discussed. The two classes rely either on the time-

of-flight (temporal imaging techniques, refer to section 2.2.1) or path deviation 

(spatially resolved techniques, refer to section 2.2.2) between unscattered and 

scattered photons. To determine the effectiveness of these gating techniques in 

microscopic imaging the developed Monte-Carlo model has been used to simulate 

the photon distribution in the time-domain and the angle domain. 

In this simulation an ultrashort pulsed beam with a temporal width, ATQ, of 20 fs 

and a centtal wavelength, /lo, of 700 nm is used. The turbid medium chosen has a 

cell geomettic tiiickness, d, of 160 |am, a scattering-mean-free-path length, 4, of 40 
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|im and an anisotropy value, g, of 0.9, for the centtal wavelengdi, XQ. The mcident 

pulsed beam is focused onto the turbid medium via an objective of numerical 

aperture 0.25. 

Figure 3.7 Illustrates the angular-temporal photon distribution after the mcident 

pulsed beam has propagated through the turbid medium (Gan et al, 1997). The 

angular resolution in figure 3.7 is 0.5 degrees and the temporal resolution is one-

tenth of the pulse width. 

In figure 3.7(a), the turbid medium is illumination by an objective with a circular 

aperture {s = 0, where e is defined in this thesis as the radius of the central 

obstmction normalised by the radius of the objective). It is seen that photons 

propagating at higher angles arrive later than those propagating at lower angles 

through the objective. It is also noted that there is no clear separation between 

unscattered and scattered photons in the time domain. This phenomenon 

demonstrates that time-gating methods are ineffective in suppressing scattered 

photons. It is also illustrated in figure 3.7(a) that there are no distinguishable 

unscattered components shown in the angle domain. This phenomenon can also 

reduce the effectiveness of angle-gating methods that rely on the directional 

selectivity to suppress scattered photons. These two phenomena arise from the 

large range of illumination angles produced by the utilisation of a high numerical 

aperture objective in the imaging process. But high numerical aperture objectives 

are necessary for high-resolution imaging. 
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Figure 3.7: Angular-temporal photon disttibution of a 20-fs 

ulttashort pulsed beam propagating through a turbid slab Qs = 40 }im, 

d/ls = 4). The time Ms a local time, so ^ = 0 corresponds to the 

arrival time of the unscattered pulse peak, (a) illumination with a 

circular objective; (b) illumination with an annular objective. These 

two curves were calculated by Dr. X. Gan. 
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It has been proposed and theoretically demonstrated that the use of an armular 

imaging objective can perform an effective angle-gating mechanism (Gan et al, 

1997). This feature is demonsttated in figure 3.7(b) which illusttates the angular-

temporal photon distribution under illumination with a thin annular objective (£ = 

0.9). An annular lens is simulated in the Monte-Carlo model by confining the x-y 

coordinate of point A (see figure 3.3) to a circular ring instead of a circular area. It 

is noted that under this configuration there is a distinguishable unscattered photon 

peak in both angular and temporal domains. According to geometric optics, a thin 

annular aperture confines illumination photons to a small region. Therefore the 

exit angles of the unscattered photons can remain in these small regions, while the 

scattered photons exit in a much broader angle range (refer to chapter 4 for further 

details). Figure 3.7(b) also shows that once a photon is scattered, the possibility for 

such a photon retuming to the original direction is very small (Gan and Gu, 1998). 

Therefore, the amount of the scattered photons in the angle region defined by the 

annular objective is small. 

This phenomenon produced under illumination with a thin armular lens provides a 

physical basis to distinguish the scattered and unscattered photons in the angle 

domain in a microscopic imaging system. The use of an annular lens as an angle-

gating mechanism is discussed in more detail in chapter 4. Chapter 4 presents an 

experimental evaluation into the effect of annular imaging objectives on image 

performance. 
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3.5 Summary 

This chapter presents the methodology and functional formula required in 

developing the Monte-Carlo simulation model. This Monte-Carlo model is based 

on Mie scattering theory and therefore ignores diffraction phenomena. The 

principle underlying the use of polarisation and pulse propagation in a microscopic 

imaging system has been presented in detail. It has also been demonsttated with 

the use of the developed Monte-Carlo simulation model that the efficiency of time-

of-flight mechanisms can be reduced in microscopic imaging systems. 

It should be noted that the development of the Monte-Carlo simulation model for 

microscopic imaging systems has been conducted by other researchers in the 

Optoelectronic Imaging Group (Gu and Gan, 1997; Gan et al, 1997; Gan and Gu, 

1998; Gan et al, 1998) and therefore is not within the main scope of this thesis. 

However, the use of the modified Monte-Carlo model in the remainder of this 

thesis helps to confirm experimental data trends and gives guidance to 

experiments. 
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Chapter 4 

Angle-gating in turbid media 

4.1 Introduction 

Reported in this chapter is a new method for microscopic imaging of an object 

embedded in turbid media. The new method is based on the angle-gating 

mechanism achieved by the utilisation of polarised armular objectives in the 

illumination and collection beam paths of microscopic imaging systems (Gan et al, 

1997; Schilders et al, 1998a; 1998b; 1998c). A detailed experimental sttidy 

regarding the effects of the size of annular obstmctions and the numerical aperture 

of an objective on image quality is presented when turbid media including 

polystyrene microspheres and semi-skimmed milk suspensions are used. 

This chapter is organised into the following sections: Section 4.2 qualitatively 

illustrates the principle of angle-gating and theoretically re-confirms the photon 

disttibution achieved with the utilisation of an annular objective. The performance 

of annular objectives in a ttansmission optical microscope is presented in section 

4.3, while section 4.4 demonstrates the performance of an annular objective in a 

reflection optical microscope. Both section 4.3 and section 4.4 also contain 

numerical results and images to demonsttate both qualitatively and quantitatively 
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the performance of the angle-gating mechanism. A self contained discussion 

regarding the experimental and theoretical resufts is also presented in botii sections 

4.3 and 4.4. Finally a general discussion and a conclusion are presented in sections 

4.5 and 4.6, respectively. 

4.2 Principle of angle-gating in microscopic imaging 

The ability of an armular objective to separate unscattered and scattered photons in 

the angular domain has been briefly demonstrated in section 3.4 (refer to figure 

3.7) with the aid of the Monte-Carlo simulation method. This section describes the 

angle-gating mechanism in more detail and illustrates how the angle-gating 

mechanism can be implemented into a microscopic imaging system to suppress 

unwanted scattered photons. 

Without losing generality, a transmission optical microscope is adopted. Figure 

4.1 shows the principle of angle-gating in a ttansmission optical microscope, where 

a darker region includes more unscattered photons. When one employs a pair of 

circular objectives (Oi and O2) in a transmission optical imaging system (figure 

4.1(a)), there is no physical way to separate scattered photons in the angle domain 

of the second (collection) objective O2. 

In order to separate these two types of photons, it has been proposed by Gu and 

Gan (1997) that an annular objective (an annular objective can be achieved by 

placing an armular filter F in the front focal plane of an objective in a 4f system 
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unscattered 
photons 

scattered 
photons 

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram for demonstrating the principle of 

angle-gating in a transmission microscopic imaging system when, 

(a) a pair of circular objectives, (b) an illumination annular objective 

and a collection circular objective, (c) a matching pair of annular 

objectives and (d) a matching pair of annular objectives employing 

polarisation-gating are employed. 

(Gan et al, 1997) rather than a circular objective is needed for illumination. The 

size of an armular objective, £, is defined as the ratio of the centtal obstmction 

radius to the objective aperture radius. In this chapter, £/„ and Gout are used to 

define annular objectives in the illumination and collection paths, respectively. It 

should be noted that the range of the illumination angles for an annular objective is 

reduced but the numerical aperture of the objective does not change since the 

maximum aperture of the objective does not change. As expected, with the 

inttoduction of an illumination annular objective it is possible to separate the 

scattered and unscattered photons from each other since the scattered photons 
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Statistically propagate along different angles from the unscattered photons (figure 

4.1(b)). 

0.1 

3 

C 
1) 

IV 

0.5 1 1.5 2 

Radius of the collection objective, p 
(a) 

0.1 

on 
C 

r^'''^'''^^ 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 

Radius of the collection objective, p 

Figure 4.2: Simulated photon distribution along the radial direction 

of the collection objective for illumination with a circular objective 

{e = 0, bold) or an annular objective (e = 0.9). (a) sample3 (a turbid 

medium consisting of 0.202 |im microsphers, see table 4.1); (b) 

samples (a turbid medium consisting of 0.48 |im microspheres, see 

table 4.1). Here p is the radial co-ordinate of the collection 

objective, normalised by the maximum radius of the objective. 

These two curves were calculated by Dr. X. Gan. 
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To re-confirm the angle-gatmg mechanism, the intensity distribution over the 

collection objective aperture O2 for a continuous wave beam, has been calculated 

using the Monte-Carlo program (section 3.3), for sample3 and sample5 (see table 

4.1) which will be used in the experiments. Illusttated in figure 4.2 is the intensity 

distribution, normalised by the incident intensity, along the radial direction of the 

collection objective, p, when a circular (£• = 0) or an annular objective {s = 0.9) is 

employed for illumination. It can be seen from figure 4.2 that an unscattered 

photon peak appears near the edge of the collection objective aperture only when 

an annular objective is used for illumination. This result confirms that the thin 

illumination annular objective confines the unscattered photons to a small angular 

region on the collection objective plane. The unscattered photon peak in the case 

of sample5 (figure 4.2(b)) is not as strong as that for sample3 (figure 4.2(a)) due to 

the significant difference in the average number of scattering events (see table 4.1). 

To make use of this unscattered photon peak for high quality microscopic imaging, 

one can employ another thin annular filter F2 (i.e. £• -> 1) to collect the signal 

originating from the object embedded in turbid media, as depicted in figure 4.1(c). 

Although a pair of annular objectives can eliminate scattered photons which do not 

travel along the same direction of the illumination beam, there are still photons 

which are multiply scattered and finally travel along the same direction as the 

illumination beam. These scattered photons are superimposed on top of the 

unscattered photons (see figure 4.2), and they can lead to a reduction of image 

quality (resolution and conttast) even when annular objectives are employed, since 

multiply scattered photons carry less information of an object embedded in a turbid 
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medium. These scattered photons do not possess the same polarisation state as the 

incident beam because of the scattering process (refer to section 2.2.3). Therefore 

to suppress them, one can insert a polariser LPi in front of or after the illumination 

annular filter (figure 4.1(d)), so that imscattered photons coming from the sample 

have the same polarisation state as the illumination while the scattered photons 

travelling along the illumination direction are depolarised. The amount of 

diffusing photons can be appreciably reduced by using another polariser LP2, 

(figure 4.1(d)) which has the same polarisation direction as the incident beam and 

is placed in the back focal plane of the collection objective. As a result of 

incorporating a polarisation detection mechanism image quality (resolution and 

contrast) can be fiirther improved. The usefulness of employing polarisation-gating 

and angle-gating mechanisms simultaneously has been theoretically demonstrated 

by Gan ef a/. (1997). 

4.3 Angle-gating in a transmission optical microscope 

The experimental resufts presented in this section were obtained in a transmission 

scanning microscope. Consequentiy, the results regarding contrast and resolution 

can be easily compared with those obtained in a transillumination imaging system 

where there is no objective involved. 

4.3.1 Experimental details 

4.3.1.1 Experimental set-up 

The scanning optical microscope using two polarised annular objectives, as 

depicted in figure 4.3, was set-up on an optical table. The physical scanning 
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optical microscope setup, and the schematic diagram of the experimental setup are 

shown in figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b), respectively. A 7 mW Melles Griot (model 

No. 05-LHP-153) He-Ne laser (A = 632.8 nm) was used as the light source. The 

beam from the laser source was expanded and collimated by an objective Oi 

(numerical aperture, NA = 0.25) and a lens Li (focal length,/= 200 mm, diameter, 

D = 25 mm). The illumination objective O2 (Zeiss FLUAR 20x70.75 «=o/0.17) and 

the coftection objective O3 (Zeiss PLAN-NEOFLUAR 40x70.75 oo/0.17) formed a 

symmetric system around a turbid sample since they had an identical numerical 

aperture. Scattered and unscattered photons coming from the collection objective 

were focused via lens L2 (7"= 200 mm, D = 25 mm) onto a Silicon ip = 0.4 A/W) 

large area detector (1 cm^) DT which recorded a time-averaged signal. Large area 

detectors were used to collect a large proportion of photons origination from turbid 

media. However a photosensitive area of 1 cm^ would contribute substantially 

greater noise through its higher capacitance and lower dynamic resistance than 

similar small detectors. Therefore the choice of a detector limits the image quality 

achievable in this thesis. 

All images were recorded with an acquisition time of 27 seconds for a 200 x 200 

pixel image. In addition all images were normalised before any data analysis was 

performed. 
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(a) 

He-Ne Laser 1 
1 ND 

laser path 

coaxial cable 
3D translation stage 

amplifier 

drive box 

OO OO OO 

computer 

(b) 

Figure 4.3: Experhnental ttansmission scannmg optical microscope 

with angle-gatmg and polarisation-gating mechanisms, (a) Photograph 

of the physical system; (b) Schematic diagram of the system. A: 

aperture; DT: detector; F: centtal obsttiiction; L: lens; LP: polariser; 

ND: neuttal density filter; O: objective; P: pinhole. 
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Armular objectives were achieved by placing coaxially opaque circular disc 

obstmctions Fi and F2 in the illumination and detection beam paths, respectively. 

Extreme care should be taken when the focal position of the imaging and collection 

objectives is overlapped and when the position of the centtal obstmctions in the 

aperture of the illumination and collection objectives is aligned. The performance 

of the angle-gating mechanism depends on the successful alignment of these two 

parameters. 

The polarisation-gating mechanism was implemented by placing a polariser LPi 

that produced a linearly polarised illumination beam, and a polariser LP2 that acted 

as an analyser in front of the detector. The degree of polarisation, y, (equation 

3.39) of the light passing through a turbid sample was measured from the signals 

detected with the analyser LP2 parallel (Jp) and perpendicular (Is) to the direction of 

LPi, respectively. The polarisation intensity ratio, the ratio of the parallel 

polarisation intensity to the perpendicular polarisation intensity, Ip/Is, (where Ip/Is > 

I) is also used in this chapter to help demonstrate the contribution made by 

unscattered and scattered photons. Therefore a large polarisation intensity ratio, 

Ip/Is, is desirable since this represents the situation when more unscattered photons 

are collected than scattered photons. 
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Sample 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Scattering 
medium 

distilled 
water 
0.107 |im 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
0.202 |xm 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
0.48 M,m 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
0.48 |im 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
semi-
skimmed 
milk 
semi-
skimmed 
milk 

Cell 
thickness, d 

i.m) 
100 

120 

120 

100 

120 

100 

300 

smfp 
length, Is 

dim) 
-

416.4" 

70.2" 

19.2" 

19.2" 

30" 

30" 

Anisotropy 
value, g 

-

0.076" 

0.31" 

0.81" 

0.81" 

<0.4'= 

<0.4' 

Optical 
thickness, n 

(d/ls) 
-

0.3 

1.7 

5.2 

6.3 

3.3 

10 

Table 4.1: Parameters for the samples used in the transmission optical 

microscope, (a) The parameters were determined by Mie theory 

(section 3.2); (b) The parameters were experimentally determined; and 

(c) The parameters were determined from the literature (Jensen, 1995). 

4.3.1.2 Sample preparation 

Seven turbid samples were prepared and their details are summarised in table 4.1. 

Each sample was placed in an individual glass cell with lateral dimensions of 2 cm 

X 1 cm. The geometric thickness of the glass cell, d, was varied for the different 

samples. The optical thickness, n, (i.e. the average number of scattering events 
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experienced by a given photon) is given by, dlls for a transmission system, where /, 

is the scattering-mean-free-path (smfp) length (refer to equation 3.11). Sample 1 

consisted of distilled water and was used to determine the behaviour of the 

transmission imaging system without scatterers. Sample2, sample3, sample4 and 

sample5 consisted of polystyrene microspheres suspended in water (refer to table 

3.1, for detailed calculations of the scattering parameters for the microspheres), 

while sample6 and sample7 consisted of standard semi-skimmed milk (fat content 

3.6%). Semi-skimmed milk was chosen since it does not include large scatterers 

(> 1 )im), and has been used by Morgan et al (1997) and, Wabnitz and Rirmeberg 

(1997) in transillumination imaging to simulate tissues which do not include large 

scatterers (> 1 \x.m). 

These samples were chosen so that the performance of the angle-gating mechanism 

can be experimentally investigated in the regimes when scattering is weak and 

strong. 

The diameter of the scattering particles in the milk suspension was assumed to be 

in the range of 0.1 - 1.0 \im, and the anisotropy value was assumed from the 

reference by Jensen (1995). The scattering-mean-free-path length. Is, for the semi-

skimmed milk was experimentally determined with the experhnental arrangement 

shown in figure 4.4 in conjunction with Beers' law (refer to equation 3.13). 

Rearranging equation 3.13 yields 
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I = 
-d 

In 
Mo) 

(4.1) 

ballistic photons 

He-Ne Laser Q detector 

1 / — A 

scattered photons 

Figure 4.4: Optical system to determine the scattering-mean-free-path 

length, Is, for semi-skimmed milk, (j): incident and collection beam 

diameters; A: aperture; LP: polarisers. 

Therefore as long as the incident power, which is proportional to A (̂0), and the 

turbid medium thickness, d, are known, the scattering-mean-free-path length, Is, can 

determined by measuring the transmitted unscattered light intensity, which is 

proportional to N{d), passing through a given turbid medium. The measurement of 

the transmitted unscattered light intensity was done in the far field region 

(approximately 1 m away from the turbid sample) to minimise the detection of 

scattered photons. An aperture in conjunction with a polarisation-gating 

mechanism was employed in front of the detector to assist in minimising the 

contribution made by scattered photons, since scattered photons are depolarised 
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and statistically travel along a different dnection from unscattered photons (refer to 

section 2.3.3). 

For evaluating image quality when polarised annular objectives were used a cluster 

layer of 22 |xm (in diameter) polystyrene microspheres (standard deviation 2.593 

|im, PolyScience Inc.) was dried onto the inside back surface of die glass cell 

before it was filled with a turbid medium (see figure 4.3(b)). 

The turbid media were placed between the illumination objective and the object 

because, according to the diffraction theory (Gu, 1996), the function of the 

collection objective on resolution contributed by unscattered photons may be 

degraded due to the use of a large area detector. However, the collection objective 

plays an important role in suppressing diffiising photons. 

Prepared samples were mounted on a three-dimensional piezoelectric translation 

stage (x-y scan directions: Melles Griot NanoFlex'̂ '̂  stage; z scan direction: Melles 

Griot PowerFlex'̂ '̂  stage) and then placed in the overlapping focal region of the 

two objectives O2 and O3. The translation stages were controlled via software 

written in Lab VIEW™ 4.1 through a piezoelectric conttoller with feedback (Melles 

Griot model No. 17PCZ003). The piezoelectric stages provided 200 |j,m of 

traversal with 50 nm and 100 nm resolution in the x-y and z directions, 

respectively. The overlapping focus of the two objectives O2 and O3 was equally 

spaced in the centte of a turbid sample for the measurements of the degree of 

polarisation, y. 
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The degree of polarisation, /, for samplel was measured to be 99.9% for circular 

hnaging objectives {s = 0), which shows that depolarisation caused by the 

objectives and other components in this experimental arrangement can be ignored. 

4.3.2 Effect of annular illumination and collection objectives 

4.3.2.1 Effect of an annular illumination objective 

In this section only sample4 and sample7 were used, since these two samples can 

demonstrate the effect of an annular illumination objective when optical scattering 

is weak and strong (see table 4.1). 

The degree of polarisation, /, with circular illumination and collection (£;„ = Sout = 

0) objectives was measured to be 0.574 and 0.118 for sample4 and sample7, 

respectively. This measurement demonstrates the depolarisation of the incident 

beam due to the scatterers in the turbid media. Measurements of the degree of 

polarisation, y, were then obtained for different centtal obstruction sizes, £i„, placed 

in the illumination beam path (Fi). 

Figure 4.5(a) shows the effect of the central obstruction size of the illumination 

objective, £/„, on the degree of polarisation, /, when a circular collection objective 

(£out = 0), were employed for sample4 and sample7. Figure 4.5(b) illusttates the 

polarisation intensity ratio, Iplls, for the collected signals under the same 

conditions. It is seen that as the illumination central obstruction size, £•,„, increases 
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Figure 4.5: Dependence of the degree of polarisation, / ( a ) , the 

polarisation intensity ratio, Iplls (b), and the percentage reduction 

parameters, Py (c) and Pi (d) on the radius of the central 

obstruction of the illumination objective, £i„. The numerical 

aperture for objectives O2 and O3 is 0.6. 
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from 0 to 0.9, the degree of polarisation, y, decreases from 0.574 (or Ip/Is = 3.7) to 

0.532 (or 7^7, = 3.3) and from 0.118 (or 7^7, = 1.3) to 0.051 (or 7//^ = 1.1) for 

sample4 and sample7, respectively. 

To further help demonstrate the performance of the illumination centtal obsttiiction 

size. Gin, on the suppression of scattered photons the following two percentage 

improvement'reduction parameters were defined 

Y 
ye,„=Q 

(4.2) 

and 

/ . 

Pi = 
ff,„=0 

e,„=Q 

(4.3) 

where Py demonstrates the change in the degree of polarisation, y, and Pi 

demonstrates the change in the polarisation intensity ratio, Ip/Is. 

The parameters Py and Pi as a function of the illumination central obstruction size, 

Sin, for sample4 and sample7 are shown in figures 4.5(c) and 4.5(d), respectively. It 

is seen that as the illumination central obstmction size, Ejn, increases from 0 to 0.9, 

P^and Pi decrease by approximately 7% and 11%, respectively for sample4, while 

for sample7 the decrease in P^and P/ is approximately 57% and 13%, respectively. 

This behaviour is because the input annular confines the illumination photons into 

a high angle region. Incident photons ttavelling at higher angles through the turbid 
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samples experience on average more scattering events, leading to a stronger 

depolarisation effect which is indicated by the lower polarisation intensity ratio, 

Ip/Is, when the illumination central obstruction size, £•,„, approaches unity (figure 

4.5(b)). Since the collection objective collects all the available unscattered and 

scattered photons within its aperttire, scattered photons cannot be fiirther 

selectively suppressed. Thus the degree of polarisation, y and the polarisation 

intensity ratio, Ip/Is, inevitably decrease. 

4.3.2.2 Effect of an annular collection objective 

This section demonstrates the performance of the central obstruction sizes, Eout, 

placed in the collection beam path (F2), on the degree of polarisation, y, for fixed 

values of the centtal obstruction size, £;„, placed in the illumination beam path (Fi). 

Only sample4 is used in this section, since a single turbid sample can demonsttate 

the effect of the annular collection objective on suppressing scattered photons. 

Figure 4.6(a) shows the dependence of the degree of polarisation, y, on the 

collection central obstruction size, 6out, (used to suppress the scattered photons) 

when the central obstruction size, £i„, of the illumination objective is given, while 

figure 4.6(b) illustrates the polarisation intensity ratio, Ip/Is, for the collected signal. 

To help demonstrate the performance of the collection centtal obstruction size, Sout, 

on the suppression of scattered photons the following two percentage 

improvement/reduction parameters were defined 
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V , (4.4) 

and 

Pi = 

. I. 
^oul ~^>£m 

h. 
7 

(4.5) 

^oul —^'^in 

The parameters Py and Pi are plotted in figures 4.6(c) and 4.6(d) for die four cases, 

respectively. 

When an annular illumination objective of £;„ < 0.75 is employed there is not 

enough discrimination of the scattered photons even for a collection centtal 

obstruction size, Sout, approaching unity. This feature can be fiirther seen from the 

decreasing values of Py and Pi (i.e. higher contribution of scattered photons) in 

figures 4.6(c) and 4.6(d), respectively. It can be clearly seen from figure 4.6 that a 

significant improvement in the degree of polarisation, y, is made only when both 

central obstruction sizes, £•,„ and Sout are greater than 0.75. For a collection central 

obstruction size, Sout, equal to 0.99 the improvement in the degree of polarisation, 

y, is 0.074 (or P^« 14%) and 0.237 (or P^« 42%) when an annular objective with 

central obstiiiction size, £•,„, equal to 0.75 and 0.99, respectively, is used. The 

improvement in the polarisation intensity ratio, Ip/Is, for the same conditions is 0.85 

(or Pi « 25%) and 5.43 (or Pi « 152%), respectively. This resuft suggests that a 

pair of aimular objectives with a large centtal obstruction (i.e. £: ^ 1) should be 

used to efficiently suppress diffusing photons. 
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Figure 4.6: Dependence of the degree of polarisation, y (a), the 

polarisation intensity ratio, Ip/Is (b), and the percentage 
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the centtal obstruction of the collection objective, Sout, when the 

centtal obstinction, £;„, of the illumination objective is given. The 

numerical aperture for objective O2 and O3 is 0.6. 
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4.3.2.3 Effect of identical annular illumination and collection objectives 

This section demonstrates the performance of two equal central obstruction sizes 

{Sin = Sout = £) placed in the illumination beam path (Fi) and collection beam path 

(F2). In this section sample2, sample3, sample4 and sample7 were used. These 

four samples were chosen to demonstrate the effect of the angle-gating mechanism 

on suppression of scattered photons for turbid media with different scattering 

characteristics. 

The dependence of the degree of polarisation, y, on the centtal obstruction size, s, 

for a matching pair of annular objectives is shown in figure 4.7(a), while figure 

4.7(b) illustrates the polarisation intensity ratio, Ip/Is, for the collected signal. 

The following two percentage improvement/reduction parameters were defined to 

help demonstrate the performance of the central obstruction size, s, on the 

suppression of scattered photons 

Ye - rs=0 
(4.6) 

and 

I. 

Pi = 

Jp, 
£=0 

£=0 

(4.7) 

The parameters Py and Pi are plotted in figures 4.7(c) and 4.7(d) for the four 

samples, respectively. 
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The measured degree of polarisation, y for the four samples was 0.9 (or Iplls = 19), 

0.81 (or Ip/Is = 9.5), 0.574 (or Ip/Is = 3.7) and 0.118 (or Ip/Is = 1.3), respectively, 

when circular objectives (s= 0) were used. The lower degree of polarisation, y for 

sample4 and sample? results from the fact diat the scattering effect is much 

stronger than that for samples2 and sample3 (see table 4.1). 

ft is clearly seen from figure 4.6(a) that the degree of polarisation, y increases 

appreciably when the central obstruction size, s, changes from zero to unity. The 

difference of the degree of polarisation, y between the matching pair of circular 

objectives (s= 0) and the matching pair of annular objectives (e « 0.99) was 0.04 

(or Py« 4%), 0.1 (or Py^ 12%), 0.226 (or P^« 39%) and 0.308 (or P^ « 261%) for 

sample2, sample3, sample4 and sample?, respectively. The corresponding 

improvement in the polarisation intensity ratio, Ip/Is is 13.3 (or Pi x 70%), 11.7 (or 

Pi « 123%), 5.3 (or Pi « 144%) and 1.2 (or Pi « 96%) for sample2, sample3, 

sample4 and sample?, respectively. This result clearly shows that if two thin 

polarising annular objectives are used diffusing photons can be efficiently 

suppressed and that the effect of the polarising annular objectives on the 

suppression becomes more significant when the optical thickness, n, becomes 

larger and depolarisation is stronger. The degree of polarisation, y increases 

quickly when the central obstruction size, s, is greater than 0.9, which implies that 

the improvement in image quality becomes significant in this region. Although an 

annular objective with the centtal obstruction size, s, close to unity allows higher 

suppression of scattered photons, such a large central obstruction size, s, reduces 

the amount of detectable photons appreciably. Therefore, a ttade-off value of the 
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central obstruction size, s, exists between the signal-to-noise ratio of an image and 

the ability to suppress scattered photons (i.e. resolution achievable). 

The reason for the decreased degree of polarisation, y, near s^ 0.4 for sample4 will 

be discussed in section 4.3.5. 

4.3.3 Effect of the numerical aperture of the matching objectives 

In microscopic imaging the goal is to obtain high resolution. To achieve this one 

needs to employ a high numerical aperture objective. But there is an inherent 

problem when a high numerical aperture objective is used to image through a 

turbid medium. Photons propagating at higher angles in such an objective result in 

longer path lengths that photons traverse, which effectively increases the average 

number of scattering events experienced by the photons. Therefore the number of 

photons maintaining their initial degree of polarisation can be reduced. 

The effect of reducing the illumination and collection apertures Ai and A2 (see 

figure 4.3(b)) is shown in figure 4.8. Firstly, reducing the beam diameter of the 

objective lenses reduces the effective numerical aperture of the objective. 

Secondly ft reduces the angular distribution of illumination and collected photons. 

In this section only sample4 and sample? were used. 

ft is clearly seen from figure 4.8(a) that the degree of polarisation, y, increases 

appreciably for both samples when the numerical aperture is decreased, while 

figure 4.8(b) illusttates the polarisation intensity ratio, IjJIs, for the collected signal. 
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The following two percentage improvement parameters were defined to help 

demonstrate the performance of the numerical aperttire (NA) on the suppression of 

scattered photons 

p _ y NA 7NA=0.15 

r 
y NA= NA=0.75 

and 

(4.8) 

I. 

P,= 

J p. 
NA NA=0.75 

NA=0.15 

(4.9) 

The parameters Py and Pi are plotted in figures 4.8(c) and 4.8(d) for the two 

samples, respectively. 

The difference in the degree of polarisation, /, between NA = 0.75 and NA = 0.12 

was 0.041 (or Py « 7%) and 0.074 (or Py « 70%) for sample4 and sample?, 

respectively. For the same conditions the improvement in the polarisation intensity 

ratio, Ip/Is is 0.472 (or Pi «13%) and 0.202 (or Pi «16%) for sample4 and sample?, 

respectively. The improvement in Py and Pi is due to the suppression of the higher 

angle photons by reducing the numerical aperture of the objectives. Therefore a 

trade-off numerical aperture exists between resolution and the ability to efficiently 

suppress the diffusing photons (i.e. a high degree of polarisation,;'). 
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Figure 4.9: Images of a 22 |im polystyrene microspheres 

embedded within samplel. (a) and (c): circular objectives {s= 0) 

with parallel polarisers; (b) and (d): annular objectives {s « 0.93) 

with parallel polarisers. The intensity of the unages was 

normalised to unity. 

4.3.4 Imaging with circular and annular objectives 

For a better suppression effect as suggested by figure 4.8, the numerical aperture of 

the illummation and collection objectives chosen for all unaghig (figures 4.9 - 4.13) 

was 0.25. It should be noted that the detectable signal severely decreases as the 

centtal obstruction size, s, approaches unity. An annular objective with s « 0.93 

was therefore chosen to perform all unagmg since this annular objective has a 
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good suppression ability and a high signal-to-noise ratio (the detectable light level 

is significantly above the noise level of the detector used). 

The incident power from the laser was attenuated with the use of a variable neuttal 

density filter (see figure 4.3(b)) such that the illummation power at the focus for a 

pair of circular objectives {s= 0) was equivalent to the power at the focus for a pair 

of annular objectives (£•« 0.93). In this way, a direct comparison of the signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR is quantified by the ratio of peak-to-peak signal level to peak-to-

peak noise level) can be obtained when circular or annular objectives are 

employed. As a result, the power at the focus was approximately 110 |iW. 

Polarisation-gating was achieved when the polariser LPi and analyser LP2 have the 

same orientation (see figure 4.3(b)). The plane of the overlapped focus for all 

imaging (unless otherwise stated) was on the surface of the dried bead layer on the 

turbid medium side. Images were obtained by raster scanning a sample with the 

aid of a computer. 

Figure 4.9 demonstrates the image quality when a dried cluster layer of the 22 |j,m 

microspheres embedded within samplel (see table 4.1) was imaged with two 

polarising circular objectives (figure 4.9(a) and 4.9(c)) and two polarising armular 

objectives (figure 4.9(b) and 4.9(d)). Figures 4.9(c) and 4.9(d) have a reduced field 

of view of figure 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) to demonsttate the image quality for a single 22 

\xm. microsphere. Since an armular objective has a large depth of focus (Gu, 1996), 

the image formed with aimular objectives appears slightly blurred due to the more 

conttibution from the out-of-focus information (figures 4.9(b) and 4.9(d)) when 
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compared with the images formed with circular objectives (figures 4.9(a) and 

4.9(c)). Since the dried microsphere layer is not uniformly dried on the glass 

surface the microsphere diameter in the case of circular objectives is dependent on 

the displacement of the focal position relative to the microsphere surface (figure 

4.9(a)). In the case of annular objectives (figure 4.9(b)) the imaged microspheres 

have approximately the same diameter due to the large depth of focus. All images 

in figure 4.9 are formed by unscattered photons obeymg the diffraction theory of 

light (Wilson and Sheppard, 1984). Therefore blurring caused by diffraction can 

become more pronounced as the central obstruction size, s, for an armular objective 

is increased in imaging without turbid media. Image contrast in both cases appears 

black within the shadow of the microsphere, as may be expected from the 

diffraction by a spherical microsphere. 

To demonstrate the effect of turbid media on image quality, sample4 (see table 4.1) 

including a cluster layer of 22 |im beads was imaged with circular {s = 0) and 

aimular (£•« 0.93) objectives. Figure 4.10 shows the images recorded at different 

focal depths in the sample. It is seen that for circular objectives (figures 4.10(a) 

and 4.10(b)) there is an inversion of image contrast, which is indicated by the white 

areas in the centre of the microspheres. This inverted conttast can lead to an 

incorrect interpretation of the information in the image. It is also seen that the 

image conttast drops dramatically as the focal position moves away from the layer 

of dried microspheres. In contrast to the case of circular objectives the images 

obtained by annular objectives (figures 4.10(d), 4.10(e) and 4.10(f)) show the 
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correct conttast and the ability to unage the dried microsphere layer even when the 

focal position is shifted to 40 \im above the surface of the dried microsphere layer. 

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 4.10: Images of a 22 (im polystyrene microsphere cluster 

embedded withm sample4. (a), (b) and (c): ch-cular objectives {s 

= 0) with parallel polarisation; (d), (e) and (f): annular objectives 

(s « 0.93) with parallel polarisation. In (a) and (d) the focus is on 

the dried cluster layer, in (b) and (e) the focus is shifted away 

from the cluster layer by approximately 20 |im, and in (c) and (f) 

die focus is shifted away from the dried cluster layer by 

approximately 40 îm. The mtensity of the unages was 

normalised to unity. 
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In addition the pak of annular objectives can enhance the conttast of embedded 

structures withm the turbid media. This feature is uidicated by the structure marked 

by 'A' in figure 4.10(d). This embedded structure has sttong and equal conttast 

when imaged with armular objectives, whereas when the embedded structure is 

imaged with circular objectives (figure 4.10(a)) it is difficult to see due to poor 

contrast. 

Figure 4.11: Images of a 22 ^m polystyrene microsphere 

embedded withm sample5. (a) ckcular objectives {s= 0) without 

polarisers; (b) ckcular objectives {s = 0) with polarisers; (c) 

annular objectives {s « 0.93) without polarisers; (d) annular 

objectives {s « 0.93) with polarisers. The mtensity of the unages 

was normalised to unity. 
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Figure 4.11 shows images of one 22 |j,m microsphere embedded in an optically 

thicker turbid medium (sample5) under different experimental conditions. In 

figure 4.11(a) two circular objectives (£= 0) are used. Figure 4.11(b) displays the 

image when two parallel polarisers are included in the circular objectives {s = 0). 

It is seen that the introduction of the polarisers produces a slight improvement in 

image detail. Both figures 4.11(a) and 4.11(b) reveal a reversion of image contrast 

near the centre of the microsphere where a dark region should be displayed (see 

figure 4.9(c)), which as stated earlier may be misleading when the image is 

interpreted. Figure 4.11(c) shows the image obtained for two annular objectives {s 

« 0.93). It can be seen that the images recorded with annular objectives have 

higher resolution, which is indicated by the smaller microsphere size and reduced 

smearing. In addition the images recorded with armular objectives have a correct 

image contrast in the centre of the microsphere, resufting from the effective 

suppression of scattered photons. A further improvement in the image conttast 

near the surface of the microsphere can be seen in figure 4.11(d) when the parallel 

polarisers are included. 
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Figure 4.12: Images of 22 |j,m polystyrene microspheres embedded 

m sample6. (a) circular objectives {s = 0) with parallel polarisation; 

(b) annular objectives (s « 0.93) with parallel polarisation; (c) 

annular objectives (s « 0.93) with perpendicular polarisation. The 

intensity of the images was normalised to unity. 

The remainder of this section demonsttates the performance of polarising annular 

objectives on image quality for more realistic samples (i.e. sample6 and sample?, 

which have a large range of scattering sizes). Figure 4.12 shows the unages of a 

dried cluster layer of microspheres embedded m sample6 recorded with cucular 

(figure 4.12(a)) and annular (figures 4.12(b) and 4.12(c)) objectives. In the case of 

using ckcular objectives (£•= 0) an inversion of the unage conttast is present, which 

is mdicated by the bright centtal regions. Figures 4.12(b) and 4.12(c) show the 

correct image conttast when annular objectives (s « 0.93) are used. It should be 

noted that figure 4.12(b) is obtained with a parallel analyser LP2 with respect to the 

polariser LPi, (mamly unscattered photons are detected), while figure 4.12(c) is 

obtamed with a perpendicular analyser with respect to LPi (mainly scattered 
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photons are detected), ft is evident that when scattered photons are used to 

construct an image the resolution drops substantially, which is indicated by the 

blurring and smearing effects seen in figure 4.12(c). 

To demonstrate the ability of annular objectives to select unscattered light in a 

thick turbid medium, sample? including the microsphere cluster layer was imaged 

with circular (figure 4.13(a)) and annular objectives (figure 4.13(b)). The images 

recorded with circular objectives (s = 0) again demonsttate an inversion of image 

contrast near the centre of the microsphere. In addition severe degradation in 

image quality is seen, as a result of the increased scattering experienced. Once 

again the correct image contrast is seen when the microsphere is imaged with 

annular objectives (s w 0.93). However the signal-to-noise ratio of the recorded 

image (figure 4.13(b)) is degraded due to the reduced number of available 

unscattered photons. The fiill-width-at-half-maximum of the imaged microsphere 

for the annular (figure 4.13(b)) and circular (figure 4.13(a)) objectives is 

approximately 39.1 ± 0.2 |im and 41.8 + 0.2 fim, respectively. This resuft further 

confirms that annular objectives lead to increased resolution in imaging through 

thick turbid media due to the ability of suppression scattered photons. 
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20 \iva 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.13: Images of a 22 \mv polystyrene microsphere embedded 

m sample?, (a) circular objective {s = 0) with parallel polarisation; 

(b) armular objectives {s « 0.93) with parallel polarisation. The 

intensity of the images was normalised to unity. 

In figures 4.10(a), 4.10(b), 4.12(a) and 4.13(a), the unage conttast is mverted withm 

the shadow of microspheres when cucular objectives are used. A possible 

explanation of the conttast inversion is that scattered photons, which cannot be 

efficiently suppressed by chcular objectives, can reach the shadow area of the 

microspheres thus conttibuting to a non-zero intensity in this region. These 

scattered photons are considerably suppressed if annular objectives are used, which 

gives enhanced and correct image conttast. 

4.3.5 Discussion 

Although annular objectives achieve the correctly enhanced unage conttast (figures 

4.11(c), 4.11(d), 4.12(b), 4.12(c) and 4.13(b)), origmatmg from the angle-gatmg 

mechanism outlmed m section 4.2, there are a number of issues that need to be 

discussed regardmg their performance as a gating mechanism. 
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4.3.5.1 Diffraction effect 

As was illustrated in section 3.3 the Monte-Carlo method, which is based on Mie 

theory and ignores the diffraction effect, can be mainly used to describe the 

behaviour of scattered photons in turbid media. That is, the Monte-Carlo model 

treats the propagation of unscattered photons by ray optics. In fact, the dominant 

propagation behaviour of unscattered photons in turbid media obeys the prediction 

by the diffraction theory of light based on Bom's approximation (Bom and Wolf, 

1980) which neglects multiple scattering. These two processes, the multiple-

scattering of scattered photons and the diffraction by unscattered photons, exist in 

imaging through turbid media simultaneously. Scattered photons contribute to an 

image with low resolution whereas unscattered photons give high resolution. In 

this section, a pair of annular objectives were used to suppress scattered photons, 

so that the contribution from unscattered photons is relatively increased with 

respect to scattered photons when annular objectives are used. As a result, the 

diffraction effect in the case of imaging in a turbid medium with two annular 

objectives should be more pronounced, compared with two circular objectives. 

This property is clearly demonstrated in figures 4.12(b) and 4.12(c) where more 

diffraction rings are observed. 

Another diffraction property associated with an annular objective is that an annular 

objective can transfer more high ttansverse spatial frequencies than a circular 

objective (Wilson and Sheppard, 1984), which consequently leads to improved 

ttansverse resolution as observed in the experiments with annular objectives when 

the conttibution from unscattered photons becomes dominant. 
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An annular objective possesses a weaker optical sectionmg property than a circular 

objective in terms of the diffraction theory (Wilson and Sheppard, 1984). This 

property is important in achieving angle-gating for a thick object because a longer 

overiapping focus provided by a pair of annular objectives can efficientiy ttansfer 

unscattered and less scattered photons from the illumination objective O2 to the 

collection objective O3. This feature is clearly demonstrated in figure 4.13, m 

which circular objectives gives a stronger reversion of the image conttast than 

annular objectives. However, ft should be noted that a longer focal depth is 

disadvantageous for three-dimensional imaging. 

4.3.5.2 Polarisation-gating 

Employing an analyser with the polarisation direction perpendicular to that of the 

illumination beam actually suppresses unscattered photons. The resultant image 

(figure 4.12(c)), constmcted mainly by scattered photons, shows low contrast and 

low resolution. This result confirms that scattered photons can build up an image 

only with low resolution (Gan et al., 1998). 

Figures 4.12(b) and 4.13(b) imply that this new method based on polarising annular 

gating can give tens-of-micrometer image resolution in this application. 

The depolarisation of the scattered photons is dependent on the size of scattering 

particles in turbid media (Gan et al, 1997). Under the condition of figure 4.12 the 

depolarisation is not so sttong that the improvement caused by the polarisers is not 

significant. However, the image quality could be improved further if the image 

were constmcted by the signal, Ip - Is, called the differential polarisation signal (i.e. 
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image in figure 4.12(c) is subtracted from the image in figure 4.12(b)). The 

differential polarisation-gating mechanism is the bases of the study in chapter 5. 

4.3.5.3 Theoretical comparison 

hi figure 4.7(a) sample4 shows that the degree of polarisation, y, decreases first and 

then increases when the central obstmction size, s, changes from 0 to 0.9. This 

phenomenon is caused by the competition between two processes occurring when 

the central obstmction size, s, increases. The first process is that increasing the 

central obstmction size, £;„, of the imaging objective results in more scattering 

events due to the longer propagation path of scattered photons and leads to a 

reduction of the degree of polarisation, y, as shown in figure 4.5. On the other 

hand, when a pair of matching annular objectives with a central obstmction size, s 

> 0.75 are used, scattered photons can be suppressed and therefore the degree of 

polarisation, y, increases (see figures 4.6 and 4.7). The second process becomes 

dominant when the central obstmction size, s, approaches unity. As a result, a 

decreased degree of polarisation, y, occurs for sample4 when the central 

obstruction size, s, is not large enough. Once the centtal obstmction size, s, is 

large enough, the degree of polarisation, y, increases appreciably, due to the 

dominance of the second process. For sample2, sample3 and sample?, it seems 

that the second process is always dominant (see figure 4.7). 
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0-2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

Radius of centtal obstmction, e 

(a) 

0.75 0.25 0.5 
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(b) 

Figure 4.14: Simulated dependence of the degree of polarisation, y, on 

(a) the radius of the central annular obstmction for a matching pair of 

annular objectives with a numerical aperture of 0.6 and (b) the 

numerical aperture of the circular objectives for sample4 in a 

transmission microscope. These two curves were calculated by Dr. X. 

Gan. 

The behaviour regarding the effect of the size of the central obstmction, e, on the 

degree of polarisation, 7, for sample4 is qualitatively confirmed by the theoretical 

result in figure 4.14(a), which is based on the Monte-Carlo method (refer to section 
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3.3). Figure 4.14(b) confirms the dependence of the degree of polarisation, y, on 

the numerical aperture, which was also observed in the experiment (figure 4.8). 

4.4 Angle-gating in a reflection optical microscope 

It has been demonstrated in the previous section that an angle-gating mechanism 

can be used as an effective tool in suppressing scattered photons and gives the 

correct image contrast in a transmission scanning microscope in imaging through 

turbid media. This section demonstrates the implementation of the angle-gating 

method for suppressing scattered photons by the use of a polarised annular 

objective in a reflection scanning microscope. As stated previously this optical 

arrangement is more applicable for imaging biological tissue in situ (i.e. skin 

biopsy employing an endoscope). 

4.4.1 Experimental details 

4.4.1.1 Experimental set-up 

The principle of using a polarising annular objective for angle-gating has been 

described in detail in sections 4.2 and 4.3. A reflection scanning optical 

microscope using a polarising annular objectives, as depicted in figure 4.15, was 

set up on an optical bench. The physical scanning optical microscope set-up, and 

the schematic diagram of the experimental set-up are shovm in figures 4.15(a) and 

4.15(b), 
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(a) 

amplifier computer 

(b) 

Figure 4.15: Experimental reflection scanning optical microscope 

with angle-gatmg and polarisation-gatmg. (a) Photograph of the 

system; (b) Schematic diagram of the system. A: aperture; B: 

beamsplitter; DT: detector; F: centtal obstmction; L: lens; LP: 

polariser; ND: neuttal density filter; O: objectives; P: phihole. 
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respectively. A ? mW Melles Griot (model No. 05-LHP-153) He-Ne laser {X = 

632.8 nm) was used as the light source. The beam from die laser source was 

expanded and collimated by an objective Oi (NA = 0.25) and a lens Li (focal 

length,/= 200 mm, diameter, D = 25 mm). In this arrangement a single objective 

O2 (Zeiss FLUAR™ 20x70.75 oo70.1?, hereafter called the imagmg objective) 

instead of two separate objectives as in the transmission optical arrangement (see 

figure 4.3) was used to illuminate the object embedded within a turbid sample and 

to collect the diffuse and unscattered photons originating from a turbid sample. 

These collected photons were focused via a lens L2 (/"= 200 mm, D = 25 mm) onto 

a large-area (1 cm ) detector DT which recorded a time-averaged signal. 

An annular imaging objective was achieved by placing coaxially an opaque central 

circular disc obstmction F in the illumination/detection beam path. Like in the 

case of the transmission system, extreme care should be taken in obtaining the 

correct alignment of the central obstmction in the aperture of the imaging 

objective, since the performance of the angle-gating mechanism depends on the 

alignment of the central obstmction. 

In order to incorporate the polarisation-gating mechanism into the angle-gating 

mechanism, a polariser LPi was placed such that it produced a linear polarised 

illumination beam, while the polariser LP2 acted as an analyser in front of the 

detector. The degree of polarisation, y (equation 3.39) of light passing through a 

turbid medium is once again measured from the signal detected with the analyser 

LP2 parallel (Ip) and perpendicular (Is) to the direction of LPi, respectively. 
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A.A.I.2 Sample preparation 

Three turbid samples (sampleS, sample9 and sample 10) were prepared and dieir 

details are summarised in table 4.2. Each sample was placed in an individual glass 

cell with lateral dimensions of 2 cm x 1 cm. The glass cell thickness, d, was 120 

îm for the three samples, ft should be noted that the optical thickness, n, for a 

reflection microscope is given by, 2d/ls. Sample8 consisted of distilled water and 

was used to determine the behaviour of the reflection imaging system without 

scatterers. Sample9 and sample 10 consisted of polystyrene microspheres of 

diameter 0.48 |im suspended in water (refer to table 3.1 for more detailed 

calculations of the scattering parameters for the microspheres). It should be noted 

that, the concentration of polystyrene microspheres for sample9 was diluted by a 

factor of 2. 

Sample 
number 

8 

9 

10 

Scattering 
medium 

distilled 
water 
0.48 jam 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
0.48 |j,m 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 

Cell 
thickness, d 

120 

120 

120 

smfp 
length, /, 

(^m) 

38.4 

19.2 

Anisotropy 
value, g 

-

0.81 

0.81 

Optical 
thickness, n 

(2dlk) 
-

6.25 

12.5 

Table 4.2: Parameters for the samples used in the reflection scanning 

optical microscope. All parameters were determined by Mie theory 

(refer to section 3.2). 
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A reflective test bar (geometric thickness ~ 3 f̂ m) was embedded widiin the tiu-ee 

samples (refer to figure 4.15(b)) to determine image resolution and conttast 

achievable when a polarising annular objective was employed. 

Prepared samples were mounted onto a three-dimensional translation stage which 

is the same as that discussed in section 4.3.1.2 and the focus of the imaging 

objective O2 was placed on the surface of the test bar. 

The degree of polarisation, y for sample8 was measured to be 99.9% for a circular 

imaging objective (s = 0), which shows that depolarisation caused by the imaging 

objective and other optical components in this experimental arrangement can be 

ignored. 

4.4.2 Effect of an annular imaging objective 

The suppression of diffusing photons by a polarising annular objective can be seen 

from the measured dependence of the degree of polarisation, y, on the radius the 

centtal obstmction, s, for sample9 and sample 10 (figure 4.16(a)), while figure 

4.16(b) illustrates the polarisation intensity ratio, Ip/Is, for the collected signal. The 

measured degree of polarisation, y for the two samples was 0.52 (or Ip/Is = 3.2) and 

0.33 (or Ip/Is = 2.0), respectively, when a circular objective (s = 0) was used for 

imaging. The lower degree of polarisation, y and polarisation intensity ratio, Ip/Is, 

for sample 10 results from its larger optical thickness, n (see table 4.2). Therefore 
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Figure 4.16. Dependence of the degree of polarisation, /(a), the 

polarisation intensity ratio, Ip/Is (b), and the percentage improvement 

parameters, Py(c) and Pi (d) on the radius of the central obsttTiction 

of an annular imaging objective, s. The numerical aperture for the 

imaging objective O2 is 0.75. 
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each photon propagating through samplelO has experienced on average twice as 

many scattering events as sample9 and therefore sttonger depolarisation tiian 

photons propagating in sample9. 

To help demonstrate the performance of the central obsttiiction size, s, on the 

suppression of scattered photons the percentage improvement parameters, Py and 

PI, defined by equations 4.6 and 4.7 were used. The parameters Py and Pi are 

illustrated in figures 4.16(c) and 4.16(d) for the two samples, respectively. 

An appreciable increase in the degree of polarisation, y, was seen in figure 4.16(a) 

when a thin polarising armular objective was employed, i.e. when the central 

obstmction size, s, approaches unity. The degree of polarisation, y, for an annular 

objective of £ « 0.94 was 0.62 (Ip/Is = 4.2) and 0.56 (Ip/Is = 3.5) for the two 

samples, respectively. When compared with the circular objective (s = 0) the 

increase in the degree of polarisation, y is 0.1 (or Py « 19%) and 0.23 (or Py « 

70%) for the two samples, respectively, while the corresponding improvement in 

the polarisation intensity ratio, Ip/Is, is LO (or Pi« 31%) and 1.5 (or Pi« 75%) for 

the two samples. This result clearly demonstrates that if a thin polarising annular 

objectives is used for imaging the weighting of scattered photons is efficiently 

reduced (i.e. Ip/Is increases). 
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Figure 4.17: Image of a test bar embedded withm sampleS (filled 

with distilled water), when a cucular unagmg objective (s= 0) of 

numerical aperture 0.75 is employed. The mtensity of the unage 

was normalised to unity. 

4.4.3 Imaging with circular and annular objectives 

It should be noted that like in the case for the ttansmission optical microscope an 

optunal annular objective with a centtal obstmction size, s « 0.94 was chosen to 

perform all hnaging smce this annular objective has a good suppression ability and 

high signal-to-noise ratio. Also like m the case of the ttansmission optical 

microscope the incident power from the laser was attenuated with the use of a 

variable neuttal density filter (figure 4.15(b)) for the chcular unagmg objective (s = 

0) such that the illummation power at the focus was equal to the power at the focus 

for an annular hnaging objective (s « 0.94). The power at the focus was 

approximately 110 |iW. With a fixed mcident power at the focus a dhect 

comparison of signal-to-noise ratio could be obtained for the two cases. 
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Figure 4.18: Images of a test bar embedded in sample9 ((a) and (b)) and 

samplelO ((c) and (d)) when a cucular unagmg objective (s = 0) with 

parallel polarisation ((a) and (c)) and an annular hnaging objective (s « 

0.94) with parallel polarisation ((b) and (d)) are employed. The 

numerical aperture of the hnaging objective m both cases is 0.75. The 

mtensity of the unages was normalised to unity. 

The test bar embedded withm sample8 was unaged with a polarising circular 

objective (s= 0) to demonsttate the best unage resolution and conttast achievable m 

our experunent (figure 4.17). The unage hi this case is constmcted purely by 

unscattered photons obeymg the diffraction theory of light (Bom and Wolf, 1980). 

The sharpness of the edge, a, defmed by the distance between 10% and 90% 

intensity pomts of a fitted edge response, can be used as a measure of ttansverse 
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image resolution. For example at the point 'A' in figure 4.17, die ttansverse 

resolution, a, is approximately 3.1 ^m. ft is seen from figure 4.1? diat the test bar 

has different linewidths and variable reflectivity mdicated by the levels of 

brightness. These properties can also be used as resolvability markers when die 

test bar is imaged through sample9 and samplelO. 

Figure 4.18 shows images of the test bar embedded in sample9 (figures 4.18(a) and 

4.18(b)) and samplelO (figures 4.18(c) and 4.18(d)). hi figures 4.18(a) and 4.18(c) 

a polarising circular objective was used, while in figures 4.18(b) and 4.18(d) a 

polarising annular objective (SK 0.94) was used. The image of the test bar in figure 

4.18(a) is smeared and the fine stmcture of the bar is washed out due to the sttong 

contribution of scattered light. A significant improvement in resolution is seen with 

the introduction of a polarising annular objectives (figure 4.18(b)), which is 

indicated by the reduced smearing and finer details (see the small square with a 

hole). The transverse resolution, a, in figure 4.18(b) at point 'A' is improved from 

23.9 \xm. to 12.2 |j,m when compared with that in figure 4.18(a), which corresponds 

to an improvement in transverse resolution, a, of approximately 49%. It is 

noticeably difficult to see the test bar when the optical thickness, n, is increased 

(samplelO) due to the poor contrast (figure 4.18(c)). This phenomenon can be 

attributed to the large number of scattered photons collected via the circular 

objective (s= 0). Similar to the situation in figure 4.18(b), the inttoduction of an 

annular objective (s « 0.94) provides an image with sharper conttast and reduced 

blurring (figure 4.18(d)). In figure 4.18(d) the ttansverse resolution, a, at point 'A' 

is improved from 46.8 |.im to 35.1 îm when compared with that in figure 4.18(c), 
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which corresponds to an improvement in ttansverse resolution of approxunately 

25%. These resufts quantitatively confirm that a thin imaging annular objective 

confines unscattered photons to a small region on the objective plane, which has the 

effect of reducing the weighting of scattered photons that contribute to the image 

(see figure 4.16). 

4.4.4 Discussion 

Although it should be noted that two separate central obstmctions can be used m 

the reflection optical microscope depicted in figure 4.15, only one centtal 

obstmction has been used in this section. This arrangement is different from the 

transmission optical microscope (refer to section 4.3) in which two separate central 

obstmctions were placed in the illumination and collection paths respectively. 

According to the investigation for a transmission optical arrangement (section 4.3) 

the optimised situation occurs (a maximum improvement in the degree of 

polarisation, y) when the two centtal obstmctions are the same and their size, s, 

approaches unity. 

It has been previously demonsttated from figure 4.8 that there exists a trade-off 

numerical aperture between the resolution achievable and the ability of the imaging 

objectives to suppress scattered photons in turbid media with a ttansmission optical 

microscope. A significant improvement in the degree of polarisation, y, has been 

seen by reducing the numerical aperture of the imaging7collection objective, since a 

small numerical aperture reduces the path lengdis that the photons traverse, which 
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effectively reduces the average number of scattering events experienced by the 

photons. 

Figure 4.19(a) shows the effect of the numerical aperture on die degree of 

polarisation, y, for sample9 and samplelO in the reflection arrangement, while 

figure 4.19(b) illustrates the polarisation intensity ratio, 7̂ 7/̂ , for the collected 

signals. 

The two percentage improvement parameters, Py and Pi, defined in equations 4.8 

and 4.9, were used to help demonstrate the performance of the numerical aperture 

on the suppression of scattered photons. The parameters Py and Pi are illusttated in 

figures 4.19(c) and 4.19(d) for the two samples, respectively. 

It is clearly seen from figure 4.19 that the degree of polarisation, y, increases 

appreciably for both samples when the numerical aperture (NA) is decreased. The 

difference in the degree of polarisation, /, between NA = 0.75 and NA = 0.11 is 

0.11 (or PyK 21%) and 0.05 (or P^« 13%) for sample9 and samplelO, respectively. 

For the same conditions the improvement in the polarisation intensity ratio, Ip/Is is 

1.24 (or PI « 39%) and 0.22 (or Pi« 11%) for sample9 and samplelO, respectively. 

This resuft confirms that a trade-off between resolution and suppression ability 

should also be considered when a reflection optical arrangement is used for 

imaging through turbid media. 
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Figure 4.20: Simulated dependence of the degree of polarisation, y, on 

(a) the radius of the central annular obstmction for an annular objective 

with a numerical aperture of 0.6 and (b) the numerical aperture of the 

circular objectives for sample9 in a reflection microscope. These two 

curves were calculated by Dr. X. Gan. 

In figure 4.16 the degree of polarisation, y, monotonically increases with the size of 

the central obstmction, e, unlike the situation in the transmission optical 

microscope in which case there is a weak dip on the y-e curve (see figure 4.7(a)). 
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This difference is caused by the larger anisotropy value, g; a large anisotropy value, 

g, corresponds to the larger proportion of forward diffuse photons (refer to section 

3.2.2). As a resuft, a significant proportion of the forward diffuse photons are 

scattered out of the collection cone of the imaging objective upon reflection from 

the test bar surface. 

Thus the effect of the polarisation annular objectives on the suppression of 

scattered photons becomes dominant earlier. This behaviour regarding the effect of 

the size of the central obstmction, s, on the degree of polarisation, y, for sample9 is 

qualitatively confirmed by the theoretical result in figure 4.20(a), which is based on 

the Monte-Carlo method (refer to section 3.3). Figure 4.20(b) confirms the 

dependence of the degree of polarisation, y, on the numerical aperture, which was 

observed in the experiment (figure 4.19). 

4.5 General discussion 

It is worthwhile to compare, at least qualitatively, the new polarised annular 

objective gating method with other gating methods currently used in microscopic 

imaging through turbid media (refer to chapter 2). A confocal pinhole has been 

proved to be a useful mask to suppress scattered photons (refer to section 2.3.2(a)). 

It has been demonsttated by Gan et a/. (1998) that a confocal pinhole also plays an 

angle-gating role. This feature results from the fact that a scattered photon, which 

propagates at an angle along a deviated path with respect to an unscattered photon, 

intersects with a pinhole at a distance from the centre of the pinhole. As a result, 

tiie smaller the pinhole size the more scattered photons are suppressed. However, 
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the signal level in confocal microscopy may be reduced dramatically in imaging 

through turbid media (Gu et. al, 1993). hi addftion, a small pmhole may lead to 

pronounced coherent noise due to the purely coherent imaging property in confocal 

microscopy (Gu et al, 1996). These two problems do not exist in the system 

discussed in the chapter. In fact, polarised annular objectives combined with a 

large pinhole could result in a better imaging performance by suppressing scattered 

photons. In this respect, incorporating polarised armular objectives into optical 

coherence tomography (OCT) would be another potential method for efficient 

suppression of scattered photons because OCT is based on the principle of 

coherence of scattered photons. In addition, since the angle-gating method in this 

chapter does not involve optical fibres and interference arrangements, the new 

method may be more easily implemented in a practical microscope than optical 

coherence microscopy (Hee et al, 1993). 

4.6 Conclusion 

In conclusion, ft has been successfully demonstrated (both experimentally and 

theoretically) that the weighting of scattered photons conttibuting to an image can 

be significantly suppressed due to the efficient angle-gating mechanism achieved 

with the utilisation of annular imaging objectives. For high-quality imaging 

through a turbid medium, 

(a) there is a ttade-off value for the numerical aperture of the objectives between 

image resolution and image contrast, 
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(b) the input annular objective should be as thin as possible (i.e. the centtal 

obstmction size, s, should be larger than 0.9), 

(c) the size of the output annular obstmction should be greater than or equal to the 

input annular size, 

(d) the analyser should have the same polarisation direction of the illumination 

beam. 

For a given sensitivity of a detector, 

(a) there is also a trade-off between the parameters outlined in (a) - (d) and the 

amount of light that can be detected (signal-to-noise ratio), 

(b) the signal-to-noise ratio also decreases as the scattering increases due to the 

reduced number of available unscattered photons that can be detected. 

Therefore the angle-gating mechanism is only useful when a significant 

number of unscattered photons are available to be detected. Otherwise an 

averaging process is needed to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. 

When a pair of circular objectives (s = 0) are used to image through a turbid 

medium in a transmission microscope, an image can be misinterpreted due to an 

inversion of image conttast. This misinterpretation can be overcome by using a 
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pair of matching annular objectives (s> 0) to suppress diflusing photons which are 

multiply scattered in a turbid medium. 
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Chapter 5 

Polarisation-gating in turbid 

media 

5.1 Introduction 

When some gating methods are applied to microscopic imaging system they may 

become less efficient due to the wide range of illumination angles produced by a 

high numerical aperture objective (figure 3.7(a)). The angle-gating mechanism 

discussed is chapter 4 is one possible method of suppressing scattered photons in 

imaging through turbid media. However, the limitation of the angle-gating 

mechanism is that it requires a significant proportion of unscattered photons to be 

available for detection. Thus, as scattering increases the signal-to-noise ratio of the 

detected images is substantially reduced. 

The polarisation-gating mechanism (refer to section 2.3.3) is one of the methods 

which can be applied to microscopic imaging for efficiently selecting unscattered 

or less scattered photons. This feature has been preliminarily shown in the last 

chapter. Various authors (Morgan et al, 1997; Schmitt and Hiang, 1998; Demos et 
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al, 1998) have demonstrated that further improvement in image quality is possible 

when differential polarisation-gating is used. 

Reported in this chapter is a detailed investigation mto the effect of polarisation-

gating (conventional and differential) mechanisms used in a reflection optical 

microscope for imaging through ttirbid media. The effect of the scattering particle 

size in turbid media on microscopic imaging is experimentally studied in order to 

determine the resolution achievable when polarisation-gating mechanisms are 

employed. Image resolution for a 48 |am wide bar embedded within turbid media 

is measured as a function of the optical thickness for four different types of 

polystyrene microspheres suspended in water. To demonsttate the effectiveness of 

polarisation-gating in more realistic tissue-like turbid media, image resolution of a 

48 |j,m wide bar embedded within semi skimmed-milk suspensions was measured. 

This chapter is organised into the following sections: Section 5.2 discusses the 

principles of polarisation-gating. The performance of the polarisation-gating 

mechanisms on image quality for different sized scatterers is experimentally 

presented for a reflection optical microscope in section 5.3 (Schilders et al, 1998d; 

1998e; Gan et al, 1999). This section also illustrates the dependence of the degree 

of polarisation on the optical thickness of turbid media. With the use of the 

Monte-Carlo simulation model the polarisation-gating performance illustrated in 

section 5.3 is compared in section 5.4. Finally a conclusion is presented in sections 

5.5. 
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5.2 Principle of polarisation-gating 

Unscattered or less scattered photons maintain the same or similar state of incident 

polarisation, and carry more information of an object embedded within turbid 

media than multiply scattered photons (see section 2.3.3). ft is therefore possible to 

separate the unscattered or less scattered photons with a polarisation detection 

mechanism. 

Image quality can be further improved if the differential polarisation-gated 

intensity, which can be derived by subtracting the perpendicular polarisation-gated 

intensity from the parallel polarisation-gated intensity, is used to constmct an 

image. This mechanism is based on the fact that depolarised scattered photons 

contribute to both the perpendicular polarisation-gated intensity and the parallel 

polarisation-gated intensity. Although differential polarisation-gating can 

significantly improve image resolution, it might be at the cost of greatly reduced 

signal-to-noise. 

For a transillumination imaging system Morgan et al. (1994) demonstrated that the 

performance of differential polarisation-gating depends on the characteristics of 

turbid media, such as the size of scatterers and the thickness of turbid media. The 

scatterer size determines the speed of depolarisation, while the sample thickness 

determines the magnitude of the depolarisation. 

It has been demonsttated that image resolution of 0.7 mm, for an edge object 

embedded within a semi-skimmed milk suspension (optical thickness « 18), can be 
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obtained with differential polarisation-gating when a parallel beam probe of 

approximately 1 mm in diameter is used in a transillumination imagmg system 

(Morgan era/. 1997). 

The speed of depolarisation of scattered photons is related to the duectional change 

of the incident light upon scattering and is determined by the anisotropy value, g. 

For small scattering particles the directional change of scattered photons is large 

due to the small anisotropy value, g, which results is a significant change in the 

polarisation state. Therefore polarisation-gating and in particular differential 

polarisation-gating is more effective when turbid media with small scattering 

particles are imaged. 

In the transillumination optical arrangement the image resolution is determined by 

the size of the parallel beam probe. Therefore to improve image resolution further, 

ft is necessary to employ a microscope objective (Schmitt and Hiang, 1998; 

Schilders et al, 1998d; 1998e). As yet there has been no experimental 

investigation that demonstrates the dependence of resolution on scattering events 

and scattering anisotropy in a microscopic imaging system employing conventional 

polarisation-gating and differential polarisation-gating. 
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(a) 

He-Ne Laser 

laser path 

coaxial cable 

^AP^ computer 

lO 
lo 

OO OO 0 0 

drive box 

3D translation stage 

(b) 

Figure 5.1: Experimental reflection scanning optical microscope with 

differential polarisation-gatmg mechanism, (a) Photograph of the 

system, with the beam path shown in red; (b) Schematic diagram of the 

system. A: aperture; B: beamsplitter; DT: detector; L: lens; LP: 

polariser; O: objective; P: pinhole. 
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5.3 Polarisation-gating in a reflection optical microscope 

5.3.1. Experimental details 

5.3.1.1 Experimental set-up 

A reflection scanning optical microscope employing differential polarisation-

gating, as depicted in figure 5.1, was set-up on an optical bench. The physical 

scanning optical microscope set-up, and the schematic diagram of the experhnental 

set-up are shown in figures 5.1(a) and 5.1(b), respectively. A 7 mW Melles Griot 

(model No. 05-LHP-153) He-Ne laser (X = 632.8 nm) was used as the light source. 

The beam from the laser source was expanded and collimated by an objective Oi 

(numerical aperture NA = 0.25) and a lens Li (focal length,/= 200 mm; diameter, 

D = 25 mm) to match the entrance aperture of an imaging objective O2 (Zeiss 

FLUAR 20x70.75). Scattered and unscattered photons collected via the imaging 

objective O2 were separated into parallel and perpendicular polarisation 

components by analysers LP2 and LP3 relative to the incident polarisation state 

defined by the linear polariser LPi. The parallel and perpendicular polarisation 

components were then focused via lenses L2 and L3 (D = 25 mm) onto two 

identical Silicon (p = 0.4 A7W) large area (1 cm )̂ detectors DTi and DT2 which 

recorded time-averaged signals, Ip (termed the conventional polarisation-gated 

intensity) and Is (termed the perpendicular polarisation-gated intensity), 

respectively. The no-gated intensity, Ip + Is, and the differential polarisation-gated, 

intensity, Ip - Is, were calculated with the aid of a computer. The degree of 

polarisation, ;', of the light reflected from a turbid sample was calculated with the 

aid of equation 3.39. 
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All images were recorded with an acquisition time Of 2? seconds for a 200 x 200 

pixel image. In addition all images were normalised before any data analysis was 

performed. 

Sample 
set 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

Scattering 
medium 

0.107 ^m 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
0.202 fim 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
0.48 ^m 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
1.053 |im 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
semi-
skimmed 
milk 

Cell 
thickness, d 

(^im) 

100-600 

100 - 600 

25 - 300 

25 - 300 

50 - 300 

smfp 
length, Is 

(m) 
416.4" 

70.2" 

19.2" 

10.8" 

30" 

Anisotropy 
value, g 

0.076" 

0.31" 

0.81" 

0.92" 

<0.4'= 

Optical 
thickness, 
n (2d/ls) 
0.5-2.8 

2.8-17.1 

2.6-31.3 

4.6-55.6 

3.3-20 

Table 5.1: Parameters for the sample sets used in the reflection 

scanning optical microscope, (a) The parameters were determined by 

Mie theory (refer to section 3.2); (b) The parameters were determined 

experimentally (refer to section 4.3.1(b)); and (c) The parameters were 

determined from the literature (Jensen, 1995). 

5.3.1.2 Sample preparation 

Four types of polystyrene microspheres suspended in water (refer to table 3.1 for 

detailed calculations of the scattering parameters for the microspheres) were 

respectively used as scattering particles in a turbid medium. A number of samples 
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were prepared for each type of polystyrene microspheres. The samples produced 

with each polystyrene microsphere size are grouped into sample sets A-D and their 

details are listed in table 5.1. The range of the microsphere sizes chosen in tiiis 

research was consistent with that of scattering particles in real biological samples 

which do not include large scatterers (> 1 ^m) (Morgan et al, 1997; Hielscher et 

al, 1997). 

Since real tissue-like samples consist of scatterers of different sizes ft is important 

to demonstrate the effect of the polarisation-gating mechanisms on image quality in 

such a turbid medium. To demonstrate image quality in a more realistic turbid 

medium a sample set of semi-skimmed milk was prepared (i.e. sample set E, table 

5.1). Semi-skimmed milk (fat content 3.6%) was chosen since it does not include 

large scatterers (> 1 |j,m), and has been used in transillumination imaging to 

simulate tissues which do not include large scatterers (> 1 fxm) (Morgan et al, 

1997; Hielscher et al, 1997). If tissue includes large scatterers polarisation-gating 

may not be efficient as large scatterers (high anisotropy value, g) result in highly 

forward scattering without appreciably changing the degree of polarisation, y, of 

the incident beam. The size of scattering particles in the milk suspension is 

approximately in a range of 0.1 |j,m to 1 |am, which is similar to that used in the 

case of polystyrene microspheres (samples sets A-D). According to Beer's law the 

scattering-mean-free path length, 4, of the semi skimmed-milk was measured to be 

approximately 30 fim (refer to section 4.3.1.2). The anisottopy value, g, for the 

semi-skimmed milk suspension was assumed from the literature (Jensen, 1995). 
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Each type of polystyrene microsphere was placed in a glass cell witii lateral 

dimensions of 2 cm x 1 cm. The thickness of the glass cell, d, was varied between 

25 \im. and 600 îm, producing an optical thickness of a turbid sample, n, of 2d/ls 

for the reflection microscope, ft should be noted that the maximum optical 

thickness, n, achievable for a given turbid medium set is determined by the 

working distance of the imaging objective O2 used. 

Sample 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Scattering 
medium 

distilled 
water 
0.107 nm 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
0.202 nm 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
semi-
skimmed 
milk 
semi-
skimmed 
milk 
1.056 ^m 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 

Cell 
thickness, d 

(nm) 
100 

600 

100 

100 

300 

100 

smfp 
length, /, 

(nm) 

416.4" 

70.2" 

30" 

30" 

10.8" 

Anisotropy 
value, g 

-

0.076" 

0.31" 

<0.4' 

<0.4'= 

0.92" 

Optical 
thickness, n 

{2d/ls) 
-

2.8 

2.8 

6.7 

20 

18.5 

Table 5.2: Parameters for the specific samples used in the reflection 

scanning optical microscope, (a) The parameters were determined by 

Mie theory (refer to section 3.2); (b) The parameters were determined 

experimentally (refer to section 4.3.1(b)); and (c) The parameters 

were determined from the literature (Jensen, 1995). 
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ft should be pointed out that the value of the optical thickness, n, can be altered by 

changing either the geometric cell thickness, d, of a sample or the concentration of 

scafterers or both. For a given scatterer size, the time-averaged angular distribution 

of scattered photons is dependent only on the value of the optical thickness, n, 

although their spatial distribution is determined by both the optical thickness, n, 

and the scattering-mean-free-path length, U (Gan and Gu, 1998). The spatial 

distribution of scattered photons together with a finite-sized detector and collection 

objective used in this experimental investigation introduces additional gating. As a 

result, increasing the geometric thickness, d, of a turbid medium affects the image 

resolution more appreciably than increasing the concentration of scatterers. In 

addition increasing the sample thickness, d, is more realistic since it represents an 

increase in the penetration depth for a biological sample. 

For the evaluation of image quality a 48 |am wide metallic reflective bar 

(reflectivity « 70% (^ /I = 632.8 nm) was embedded within one of the turbid media 

described above (see figure 5.1(b)). Prepared samples were mounted onto a three-

dimensional translation stage (as discussed in section 4.3.1.2). The sample cell 

was scanned along the x-direction with the focus of the imaging objective O2 on 

the surface of the bar. Transverse resolution of the scanned bar image, a, is 

defined as the distance between the 10% and 90% intensity points, measured from 

the responses after they are fitted using a symmettic-double-sigmoidal (SDS) 

metiiod (TableCurve™ 2D, 1996). 
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To qualitatively demonstrate the image performance of polarisation-gating a 

selected set of six samples were imaged in this chapter. The detailed parameters of 

the six samples (numbered 1 to 6) are illusttated in table 5.2. 

The transverse resolution of the bar image, a, and the degree of polarisation, ;', for 

samplel were measured to be 0.7 ^m and 99.9%, respectively, for an unagmg 

objective, O2, of numerical aperture 0.75. The image in this case is constmcted 

purely by unscattered photons obeying the diffraction theory of light and tiierefore 

demonstrates the maximum image resolution achievable in this experimental 

arrangement. 

5.3.2 Effect of the optical thickness and scatterer size on resolution 

5.3.2.1 Scattering suspension of 0.107 jam polystyrene microspheres 

Figure 5.2 shows typical images of a 48 )am bar embedded in sample2 (see table 

5.2) when conventional polarisation-gating (CPG), perpendicular polarisation-

gating (PPG) and differential polarisation-gating (DPG) techniques were employed 

(see figures 5.2(a), 5.2(b) and 5.2(c), respectively). It can be seen that the image 

constmcted by differential polarisation-gating (figure 5.2(c)) has more detail when 

compared with the image constructed by conventional polarisation-gating (figure 

5.2(a)), which implies the effectiveness of differential polarisation-gating over 

conventional polarisation-gating in suppressing scattered photons. It should also 

be noted that an image can be constmcted with mainly scattered photons (figure 

5.2(b)), although its resolution is lower than that of the images formed with 

conventional polarisation-gating and differential polarisation-gating techniques. 
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A 

50 |.im 

A 1 A 

1 

^m 
(a) (b) (c) 

20 30 40 50 

Distance (txni) 

60 70 

(d) 

Figure 5.2: Measured unages for sample2 (table 5.2) when CPG (a), 

PPG (b) and DPG (c) techniques are employed. The uitensity of the 

images is normalised to unity, (d) mcludes the measured edge responses 

correspondmg to CPG (Ip), PPG (l) and DPG (Ips) techniques. The 

horizontal grey Imes represent the mtensity for Ip (solid), 7, (dot) and Ip.s 

(dashed), at the bar edge posftion mdicated by the vertical grey luie. 

The numerical aperture of the unagmg objective is 0.25. 
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This feature is illustrated more clearly in figure 5.2(d) which shows typical edge 

responses (at the position marked by 'A') of the embedded bar and corresponding 

fitted SDS curves recorded with conventional polarisation-gating (/;,), perpendicular 

polarisation-gating (Is) and differential polarisation-gating (Ips), for the images 

illustrated in figures 5.2(a), 5.2(b) and 5.2(c), respectively. The measured ttansverse 

resolution, a, for conventional polarisation-gating (cxp), perpendicular polarisation-

gating (as) and differential polarisation-gating (ap.s) techniques was 6.7 |jni, 9.2 |j.m 

and 4.0 |a,m respectively. These results demonstrate that once a photon is scattered it 

can only contribute to an image with resolution lower than the diffraction limited 

resolution (see section 5.3.1.2). 

The measured transverse resolution as a function of the optical thickness, n, for 

sample set A (see table 5.1) using imaging objectives with, NA = 0.25 and NA = 

0.75 is illustrated in figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b), respectively, for no-gating (NG), 

(ap+s), conventional polarisation-gating (ap), perpendicular polarisation-gating (a,) 

and differential polarisation-gating (aps) techniques, ft is evident from figures 

5.3(a) and 5.3(b) that using conventional polarisation-gating (cXp) is better than no-

gating (ap+s) and that differential polarisation-gating (ap.s) is superior to 

conventional polarisation-gating (ap). 
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Figure 5.3: Resolution performance for sample set A at NA = 0.25 ((a) and 

(c)) and NA = 0.75 ((b) and (d)). (a) and (b) are the measured transverse 

resolution as a function of the optical thickness, n, for NG (ap+^, CPG (a^, 

PPG (oi) and DPG (ap.^. (c) and (d) are the resolution improvement and the 

degree of polarisation, y, as a fimction of the optical thickness, n. A 

comparison is given between CPG and NG (Pi), DPG and NG (Pi) and DPG 

and CPG (P3). 
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To help illustrate the improvement in transverse resolution achieved wdth the 

implementation of a particular polarisation-gating method the following three 

improvement parameters were defined. The improvement m transverse resolution 

between conventional polarisation-gating (Op) and no-gating (Op+s) is defined as 

a p+s -a. 

a p+s 

(5.3) 

the improvement in transverse resolution between differential polarisation-gating 

(Op.^ and no-gating (a^+j) is defined as 

a p+s -a p-s 

a p+s 

(5.4) 

and the improvement in transverse resolution between conventional polarisation-

gating (ap) and differential polarisation-gating (ap.s) is defined as 

a^ -a p-s 

ex. 
(5.5) 

where n is the optical thickness. 

The improvement in resolution is illustrated more clearly in figures 5.3(c) and 

5.3(d), which show the percentage improvement in transverse resolution between 

conventional polarisation-gating and no-gating (Pi), differential polarisation-gating 

and no-gating (P2), and differential polarisation-gating and conventional 

polarisation-gating (P3). ft is clearly seen from figures 5.3(c) and 5.3(d) that the 

improvement in resolution becomes large as the optical thickness, n, is increased. 

Differential polarisation-gating has a sttong effect when applied to this turbid 
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medium because scattered photons are depolarised fast when the optical tiiickness, 

n, increases, as shown by the degree of polarisation, ;K (figures 5.3(c) and 5.3(d)), 

and because there is still a significant proportion of unscattered light detectable 

(i.e. the optical thickness, n, is small). The reason for the higher improvement in 

resolution and a higher degree of polarisation, y for, NA = 0.25, compared witii 

those for NA = 0.75, is due to the stronger suppression of multiply scattered 

photons when the acceptance angle of an imaging objective is reduced (refer to 

figure 4.19). However, a higher numerical aperture imaging objective may be 

more effective for differential polarisation-gating, in terms of the percentage 

improvement in transverse resolution, when the optical thickness, n, is large and/or 

when the depolarisation of each scattering event is weak. This effect will be 

discussed in more detail in section 5.3.4. 

5.3.2.2 Scattering suspensions of 0.202 fj,m polystyrene microspheres 

Images of an embedded bar in sample3 (the optical thickness, n, for this sample is 

equivalent to the images of sample2 (see table 5.2) shown in figure 5.2) are shown 

in figures 5.4(a), 5.4(b) and 5.4(c) for conventional polarisation-gating, 

perpendicular polarisation-gating and differential polarisation-gating, respectively. 

A comparison of figures 5.2 and 5.4 demonstrates that the resolution for the latter 

case is significantly poorer, which is indicated by the lack of detail, by smearing 

and by noise. The degradation in resolution is firstly due to the increase in forward 

propagation of the scattered photons as a result of the larger anisottopy value, g, 

and secondly due to the collection of more scattered photons as a result of the 

larger numerical aperture (refer to figure 4.19). 
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Figure 5.4: Measured unages for sample3 (table 5.2) for CPG (a), PPG 

(b) and DPG (c) techniques. The uitensity of the unages is normalised 

to unity. The numerical aperture of the hnaguig objective is 0.75. 

Figure 5.5(a) illusttates the measured ttansverse resolution as a function of the 

optical thickness, n, for no-gating (ap+^, conventional polarisation-gating (ap), 

perpendicular polarisation-gatuig (as) and differential polarisation-gating (ap.^ 

techniques when sample set B (see table 5.1) and an unagmg objective of numerical 

aperture 0.75 is used. It is evident from figure 5.5(a), and has already been seen m 

figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b), that differential polarisation-gating (a^-s) is superior to no-

gatmg (ap+s) and conventional polarisation-gatuig (a^. This improvement is 

illusttated more clearly in figures 5.5(b), which shows the percentage improvement 

in ttansverse resolution between conventional polarisation-gatmg 

and no-gatmg (Pi), differential polarisation-gatmg and no-gatmg (P2), 

and differential polarisation-gating and conventional polarisation-gatmg 

(P3). A comparison of figures 5.3(d) and 5.5(b) 
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Optical thickness, n 

(a) 

5 10 15 
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Figure 5.5: Resolution performance for sample set B at NA = 0.75. (a) 

is the measured transverse resolution as a function of the optical 

thickness, n, for NG (ap+s), CPG (ap), PPG (as) and DPG (c^.,). (b) is 

the resolution improvement and the degree of polarisation, y, as a 

fimction of the optical thickness, n. A comparison is given between 

CPG and NG (Pi), DPG and NG (P2) and DPG and CPG (P3). 
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Figure 5.6: Resolution performance for sample set C at NA = 0.75. (a) 

is the measured transverse resolution as a function of the optical 

thickness, n, for NG (ap+s), CPG (ap), PPG (Os) and DPG (c^.,). (b) is 

the resolution improvement and the degree of polarisation, y, as a 

fimction of the optical thickness, n. A comparison is given between 

CPG and NG (Pi), DPG and NG (P2) and DPG and CPG (P3). 
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shows that the improvement in ttansverse resolution between differential 

polarisation-gating and no-gatmg (P2), in the latter case increases with the optical 

thickness, n (i.e. no steady state value is reached). This phenomenon is because tiie 

depolarisation of scattered photons in figure 5.5(b) is slower than that in figure 

5.3(d), when the optical thickness, n, increases, due to the larger anisottopy value, 

g, for the former case. 

5.3.2.3 Scattering suspension of 0.48 \im polystyrene microspheres 

In this section sample set C was used. Under the same experimental condition as 

figures 5.3(b), 5.3(d) and 5.5, transverse resolution as a function of the optical 

thickness, n, was measured for no-gating (Up+s), conventional polarisation-gating 

(ap), perpendicular polarisation-gating (as) and differential polarisation-gating (ap. 

s) techniques (figure 5.6(a)). It can be seen from figure 5.6(a) that differential 

polarisation-gating (aps) is superior to no-gating (ap+s) and conventional 

polarisation-gating (Op) only when the optical thickness, n, is less than 30. This 

property is illustrated more clearly in figure 5.6(b), which shows the percentage 

improvement in resolution between conventional polarisation-gating and no-gating 

(Pi), differential polarisation-gating and no-gating (P2), and differential 

polarisation-gating and conventional polarisation-gating (P3). It is noted from 

figure 5.6(b) that the resolution improvement by using any polarisation-gating 

method becomes weaker as the optical thickness, n, becomes larger than 12. This 

feature is caused by the reduced number of less scattered photons which can be 

detected and by the fact that at each scattering event depolarisation is weak due to 
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(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 5.7: Measured images ((a), (b) and (c)) for sample4 (table 5.2). 

and measured images ((d), (e) and (f)) for sample5 (table 5.2). ((a) and 

(d)), ((b) and (e)), and ((c) and (f)) correspond to CPG, PPG and DPG 

techniques, respectively. The mtensity of the unages is normalised to 

unity. The numerical aperture of the unagmg objective is 0.75. 

the large anisottopy value, g, of the scatterers hi the turbid media. The latter feature 

can be seen from figure 5.6(b); photons scattered between 15 and 30 tunes have 

similar depolarisation (degree of polarisation, f). Therefore ft is difficult for 

polarisation-gating to selectively suppress the highly scattered photons. Smce 
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polarisation-gating is based on the number of detectable unscattered or less 

scattered photons which maintain the initial degree of polarisation (Morgan et al, 

1997), the transverse resolution is eventually degraded to that of the no-gating 

technique as the optical thickness, n, increases, which is clearly illusttated m figures 

5.6(a) and 5.6(b). 

5.3.2.4 Scattering suspension of semi-skimmed milk 

This section demonstrates the effect of polarisation-gating in a more realistic 

tissue-like sample, which consists of scatterers of different sizes. 

To demonstrate the effect of the polarisation-gating mechanisms on image quality 

in tissue-like turbid media, sample4 and sample5 (see table 5.2) were used to form 

images of an embedded bar. Figure 5.7 shows typical images of a 48 |Lim bar 

embedded in sample4 (figures 5.7(a), 5.7(b) and 5.7(c)) and sample5 (figures 

5.7(d), 5.7(e) and 5.7(f)) when conventional polarisation-gating, perpendicular 

polarisation-gating and differential polarisation-gating techniques were employed. 

Clearly, there is an improvement in the edge sharpness for differential polarisation-

gating (figure 5.7(c)) when compared with conventional polarisation-gating 

(5.7(a)), indicated by the reduced smearing at the edges of the image. As the turbid 

sample becomes thicker (figure 5.7(d), 5.7(e) and 5.7(f)) ft is visually difficuft to 

see the improvement in image quality between conventional polarisation-gating 

(figure 5.7(d)) and differential polarisation-gating (figure 5.7(f)). This result 

suggests that at an optical thickness, n, of 20 for the semi-skimmed milk 
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Figure 5.8: Resolution performance for sample set E at NA = 0.75. (a) 

is the measured transverse resolution as a function of the optical 

thickness, n, for NG (ap+s), CPG (ap), PPG (as) and DPG (ap.s). (b) is 

the resolution improvement and the degree of polarisation, y, as a 

function of the optical thickness, n. A comparison is given between 

CPG and NG (Pi), DPG and NG (P2) and DPG and CPG (P3). 
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suspension, the number of less scattered photons is low. Therefore tiie effect of 

polarisation-gating is diminished. From the results presented for polystyrene 

microspheres the average particle size for the milk suspension may be inferred to 

be between 0.2-0.5 |j,m. 

The measured transverse resolution as a function of the optical thickness, n, for no-

gating (ap+s), conventional polarisation-gating (ap), perpendicular polarisation-

gating (as) and differential polarisation-gating (ap.s) techniques when an imaging 

objective of numerical aperttire 0.75 is used, is illustrated in figure 5.8(a). ft is 

evident from figure 5.8(a) that using conventional polarisation-gating (Op) is still 

superior than no-gating (ap+s) in microscopic imaging. Figure 5.8(a) also 

demonstrates that differential polarisation-gating (ap.s) is superior to conventional 

polarisation-gating (ap) in microscopic imaging. Image resolution using this 

technique is 10 times better than that achieved in transillumination imaging for a 

similar turbid medium (Morgan et al, 1997). This improvement is illustrated more 

clearly in figure 5.8(b), which shows the percentage improvement in resolution 

between conventional polarisation-gating and no-gating (Pi), differential 

polarisation-gating and no-gating (P2), and differential polarisation-gating and 

conventional polarisation-gating (P3). 

ft should be noted that the improvement in resolution between differential 

polarisation-gating and conventional polarisation-gating (P3) is more pronounced 

when the optical thickness, n, is larger (> 10). In this range the amount of 

unscattered light detected is significantly reduced, and furthermore, the 
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depolarisation of scattered photons becomes pronounced, as is illusttated in the 

degree of polarisation, y, in figure 5.8(b). ft can be seen tiiat even at an optical 

thickness of n = 20 unscattered or less scattered photons can be exttacted using the 

differential polarisation-gating method, although the number of these photons are 

low. In other words high sensitivity detectors (ie. the use of a photomultiplier tube 

or avalanche photodiode) are needed to produce an image of high resolution 

without further signal processing. 

5.3.3 Effect of pinhole-gating and polarisation-gating 

Section 2.3.3 illustrated that polarisation-gating can been used in conjunction with 

spatial-gating and temporal-gating techniques, since these gating methods are 

based on different aspects of randomisation of the incident light. An example of 

this principle was illustrated in chapter 4, which involved using the polarisation-

gating mechanism to further suppress unwanted scattered photons in the angle-

gating mechanism. 

Various authors have demonsttated that a finite sized pinhole placed in front of the 

detector (i.e. weak confocal arrangement) can effectively reduce the contribution of 

scattered photons which have propagation paths not intersecting at the entrance 

aperture (Schmitt e/a/., 1993; Gwietal, 1998; 1999). 

In this section the effect of additional spatial filtering on image resolution is 

experimentally investigated for sample set C, when a pinhole of 150 \im (in 

diameter) is placed in front of the detectors DTi and DT2 (see figure 5.1). ft should 
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be noted that the maximum optical thickness for this set of resufts is limited to 20, 

due to the reduced signal-to-noise ratio for the detected signal when pmholes 

employed. 

are 

The measured ttansverse resolution as a fimction of the optical thickness, n, for no-

gating (ap+s), conventional polarisation-gating (Op), perpendicular polarisation-

gating (as) and differential polarisation-gating (ap.s) techniques, is illusttated in 

figure 5.9(a) when a pair of 150 |xm pinholes are used. Comparing figures 5.6(a) 

and 5.9(a) demonstrates that using the additional pinhole filtering significantly 

increases the transverse resolution for all polarisation-gating mechanisms. The 

transverse resolution improvement for polarisation-gating with and without 

pinholes is defined as 

^? „ ^g+pinhole 

GC. 
(5.4) 

where g represents polarisation gating mechanisms used. 

At an optical thickness, n, of 20, the transverse resolution without the pinholes 

(refer to figure 5.6(a)) is, 47.2 jum, 52.1 |j,m, 49.9 fxm, 42.1 îm for conventional 

polarisation-gating, perpendicular-polarisation-gating, no-gating and differential 

polarisation-gating, respectively. With the addition of the 150 fim pinholes the 

transverse resolution is improved to (see figure 5.9(a)) 35.1 |im (or P4 « 26%), 38.8 

^m (or P4 « 26%), 37.5 |im (or P4 « 25%), and 32.0 îm (or P4 « 24%), for 
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Figure 5.9: Resolution performance for sample set C at NA = 0.75 and with a 

pinhole of diameter 150 |am. (a) is the measured ttansverse resolution as a 

function of the optical thickness, n, for NG (ap+^, CPG (a^, PPG (ai) and DPG 

(ap.i). (b) is the resolution improvement and the degree of polarisation, y, as a 

function of the optical thickness, n. A comparison is given between CPG and 

NG (Pi), DPG and NG (P2) and DPG and CPG (P3). 
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conventional polarisation-gating, perpendicular-polarisation-gating, no-gating and 

differential polarisation-gating, respectively. This result demonsttates that 

scattered photons, which are not suppressed in polarisation-gating, may be 

removed by a pinhole in terms of their path deviation. 

Figure 5.9(b) illustrates the percentage improvement in resolution between 

conventional polarisation-gating and no-gating, Pi, differential polarisation-gatmg 

and no-gating, P2, and differential polarisation-gating and conventional 

polarisation-gating, P3, when the pinholes are used. A comparison of figures 

5.6(b) and 5.9(b) illustrates that the difference between the ttansverse resolution 

(i.e. resolution improvement) for all polarisation-gating methods becomes lower 

when a pinhole is used. This phenomenon is due to the efficient reduction in the 

number of collected multiply scattered photons which have similar polarisation 

state, with the use of the pinhole. Therefore when the polarisation-gating methods 

are applied the resolution improvement is not large. The reduction in the number 

of collected highly scattered photons is also illustrated by a 19%) (optical thickness, 

n ~ 20) increase in the degree of polarisation, ;̂ (see figures 5.6(b) and 5.9(b)) when 

the pinhole is employed. 

5.3.4 Discussion 

According to diffraction theory (Gu, 1996) the image intensity at a sharp edge is 

1/3 and 1/2 of the intensity far from the edge for partially-coherent and incoherent 

imaging processes, respectively. In the case of conventional polarisation-gating the 

image is constmcted mainly by unscattered photons and therefore imaging is 
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partially coherent, since the imaging system uses a large area detector (Gu, 1996). 

As a resuft the image intensity at the edge is close to 1/3 of the intensity far from 

the edge (figure 5.2(d), horizontal grey solid line). For perpendicular polarisation-

gating the image is constmcted by scattered photons (i.e. the incoherent 

component) and thus the intensity at the edge is close to 1/2 of the maximum 

intensity (figure 5.2(d), horizontal grey dotted line). In the differential polarisation-

gating process the unscattered component of the intensity is dominant due to the 

subtraction of the scattered photon component and therefore the intensity at the 

edge for differential polarisation-gating is close to 1/3 of the intensity far from the 

edge (figure 5.2(d), horizontal grey dashed line). These three intensity points have 

been marked at the edge position represented by the vertical grey solid line in 

figure 5.2(d). 

10 20 30 40 
Optical thickness, n 

Figure 5.10: Degree of polarisation, /, for sample set D as a function of 

the optical thickness, n. The numerical aperture of the imaging 

objective is 0.75. 
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ft is seen from figures 5.3(c), 5.3(d), 5.5(b) and 5.6(b) that tiie degree of 

polarisation, y, approaches a non-zero background even when n> 20. Even in a 

region where all photons are scattered and are totally depolarised, for example, 

sample set D illustrated in figure 5.10, the non-zero asymptotic value of the degree 

of polarisation, y is approximately 0.24 at an optical thickness, n, of 55. The 

reason for this phenomenon can be explained as follows. 

For a reflection scanning microscope with large area detectors the detected signal 

always includes a contribution from surfaces that are not in the focal volume of the 

imaging objective. In the case of the sample cells used in this experiment this part 

of the contribution is primarily due to reflections from the glass cell surfaces. 

Since the incident light is polarised, the reflected light from the glass cell surfaces 

has almost the same polarisation direction as the incident beam and only 

contributes an added offset to the parallel polarisation intensity, Ip. Thus the degree 

of polarisation, /, may be artificially increased, which results in the shifting of the 

asjnnptotic value of the degree of polarisation, y, from zero to a value which 

depends on the numerical aperture of the imaging objective and the strength of the 

scattering signal (figure 5.5(b) and 5.6(b)). It should be noted that the effect of the 

added intensity contribution on the asymptotic value of the degree of polarisation, 

y, becomes more pronounced, when the optical thickness, n, is large and the 

corresponding intensity originating from the sample is weak. Since this added 

signal conttibution results only in an intensity offset it does not affect the 

ttansverse resolution, a, achievable. This background contribution can be removed 
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in image processing or reduced to negligible amounts by anti-reflection coating on 

all surfaces of the glass cell. 

The goal of microscopic imaging is to obtain high resolution with a help of a high 

numerical aperture objective. Although a high numerical aperture objective gives a 

narrow diffraction spot at its focus, and therefore gives a high-resolution unage if 

scattered photons are negligible, there is a problem when a high numerical aperture 

objective is used to image through a turbid medium. Scattered photons 

propagating at higher angles through such an objective result in longer path lengths 

that the photons traverse, which effectively increases the average number of 

scattering events, n, experienced by the photons. Therefore the number of photons 

maintaining the initial degree of polarisation, y, can be reduced if a high numerical 

aperture objective is used (refer to figure 4.19). A lower numerical aperture 

objective rejects more scattered photons travelling at higher angles. As a result 

image resolution is higher. Therefore, for a high numerical aperture objective, the 

degradation of image resolution caused by scattering photons is severe if no other 

gating mechanism is used. 

This effect is further demonstrated in figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b), which show that an 

objective of NA = 0.25 gives higher resolution than an objective of NA = 0.75 

when the optical thickness, n, is small and the depolarisation for each scattering 

event is strong. A comparison of the resolution improvement between differential 

polarisation-gating and conventional polarisation-gating reveals that 
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^3 NA=0.25 ̂  ^3 NA =0.75 • Thus, using a smaller numerical aperture objective in 

differential polarisation-gating leads to a stronger improvement. 

Another example of demonstrating the effect of the numerical aperture on 

differential polarisation-gating is depicted in figures 5.11 and 5.12, m which 

sample6 (table 5.2) was imaged. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show typical images of an 

embedded 48 |j,m bar for conventional polarisation gatmg (figures 5.11(a) and 

5.12(a)), perpendicular polarisation-gating (figures 5.11(b) and 5.12(b)) and 

differential polarisation-gating (figures 5.11(c) and 5.12(c)) mechanisms for, NA = 

0.25 and NA = 0.75, respectively. Figures 5.11(d) and 5.12(d) give corresponding 

cross sections and fitted SDS curves. In this example the depolarisation for each 

scattering event is weak because the anisotropy value, g, is 0.92, resulting in the 

degree of polarisation, y, of 0.52 and 0.41 for NA = 0.25 and NA = 0.75, 

respectively. The measured transverse resolution for NA = 0.25 (figure 5.11(d)) is 

46.6 fim, 52.1 }j,m and 36.6 |im for conventional polarisation-gating (Up), 

perpendicular polarisation-gating (a^ and differential polarisation-gating (Ops), 

respectively. The measured ttansverse resolution of an embedded bar for NA = 

0.75 (figure 5.12(d)) is 61.9 ^m, 64.4 |xm and 47.5 îm, for conventional 

polarisation-gating (Op), perpendicular polarisation-gating («s) and differential 

polarisation-gating (ap.s), respectively, ft is clearly seen that using an objective of 

numerical aperture 0.25 gives higher ttansverse resolution than using an objective 

of numerical aperture 0.75 for all polarisation-gating mechanisms. In particular, 

when differential polarisation-gating (Ip.s) is used, the overall shape of die 
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Figure 5.11: Measured unages for sample6 (table 5.2) for CPG (a), PPG 

(b) and DPG (c) techniques. The intensity of the unages is normalised to 

unity, (d) includes the measured edge responses corresponding to CPG 

(Ii), PPG (Is) and DPG (Ips) techniques. The vertical grey line 

represents the ideal edge position. The numerical aperture of the 

imagmg objective is 0.25. 
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Figure 5.12: Measured images for sample6 (table 5.2) for CPG (a), PPG 

(b) and DPG (c) techniques. The uitensity of the images is normalised 

to unity, (d) includes the measured edge responses corresponding to 

CPG (Ip), PPG (Is) and DPG (Ips) techniques. The vertical grey Ime 

represents the ideal edge posftion. The numerical aperture of the 

unagmg objective is 0.75. 
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transverse edge response is closer to that of the embedded bar, which is mdicated 

by the flat top in figure 5.11(d). This property results from the suppression of 

scattered photons by differential polarisation-gating. Unlike figures 5.3(a) and 

5.3(b), ft is found that the resolution improvement between differential 

polarisation-gating and conventional polarisation-gating for a high numerical 

aperture objective is stronger than that for a low numerical aperture objective, i.e. 

^ 3 NA=Q.15 ^ ^ 3 NA=0.75 

It should be also noted the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the edge responses for die 

objective of numerical aperture 0.25 (figure 5.11(d)) (in this chapter SNR is 

quantified by the ratio of the peak-to-peak signal level to the peak-to-peak noise 

level) is clearly higher than that for the objective of numerical aperture 0.75 (figure 

5.12(d)). This property is another indication that highly scattered photons are 

suppressed more efficiently in the former case. Due to the random noise associated 

with the scattering process the edge response by perpendicular polarisation-gating 

(Is) has a lower SNR than that by conventional polarisation-gating (Ip) since more 

scattered photons are collected in the former case. Therefore, even though the 

transverse resolution for differential polarisation-gating (aps) is higher than 

conventional polarisation-gating (ap), the differential polarisation-gated signal (7̂ .̂ ) 

has a lower SNR, since the SNR for the differential polarisation-gated signal (7̂ .̂ ) 

is mainly determined by that of the signal by perpendicular polarisation-gating (7̂ ). 

However, this effect can be minimised if an average process is taken over many 

sample traces for signals obtained by conventional polarisation-gating and 
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perpendicular polarisation-gating, before the differential polarisation-gated signal 

is calculated. 

The effectiveness of differential polarisation-gating in suppressing diffiising 

photons in microscopic imaging depends on a) the number of unscattered photons 

and b) the degree of polarisation, y of the scattered photons. Three working 

regimes have been introduced according to these two condftions (Morgan et al, 

1997), and are characterised as follows: Regime 1: unscattered light is present and 

scattered light retains polarisation, regime 2: unscattered light is present and 

scattered light is depolarised or there is no unscattered light but scattered light 

retains polarisation, and regime 3: there is no unscattered light and scattered light 

depolarised. Each turbid sample used in this experimental investigation (see table 

5.1) experiences 2 or 3 regimes as the optical thickness, n, is increased. For sample 

sets A and B regimes 1 and 2 are experienced. In these two cases scattered photons 

depolarise fast but there is a significant proportion of unscattered photons. In these 

regimes conventional polarisation-gating is effective but not as effective as 

differential polarisation-gating as illustrated in figures 5.3 and 5.5. For sample sets 

C, D and E all 3 regimes are experienced as the optical thickness, n, is increased. 

In other words, scattered photons depolarise slower and the number of unscattered 

or less scattered photons is significantly reduced and eventually they are no longer 

detectable (figures 5.6 and 5.10). Both conventional polarisation-gating and 

differential polarisation-gating are thus less effective in regime 3 (n> 20) and play 

no role in improving image resolution as illustrated in figure 5.6. 
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5.4 Theoretical comparison 

In this section, with the use of the Monte-Carlo simulation model the experimental 

trends seen for turbid sample set C are qualitatively demonsttated. The theoretical 

microscope modelled in this section was based on the transmission microscope 

illustrated in figure 3.4. Theoretically data are presented for a ttansmission system 

since at this current time the reflection optical microscope employing polarisation 

has not been modelled by Dr. X. Gan and Professor M. Gu. 

Figure 5.13(a) demonstrates the transverse resolution as a function of the optical 

thickness, n, for no-gating (ap+s), conventional polarisation-gating (Op), 

perpendicular polarisation-gating (as) and differential polarisation-gating (Ops) 

(Gan et al, 1999). Figure 5.13(b) demonsttates the resolution improvement 

between conventional polarisation-gating and no-gating (Pi), differential 

polarisation-gating and no-gating (P2) and differential polarisation-gating and 

conventional polarisation-gating (P3) when an infinitely large detector is employed 

(Ga^ etal, 1999). 

These results confirm the experimental trends seen in figure 5.6(a), and 

demonsttate that differential polarisation-gating is the most effective gating 

mechanism in this regime. 
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Figure 5.13. Resolution performance for sample set C at NA = 0.25. (a) is the 

calculated ttansverse resolution as a function of the optical thickness, n, for 

NG (ap+s), CPG (ap), PPG (as) and DPG (aps). (b) is the resolution 

improvement and the degree of polarisation, y, as a function of the optical 

thickness, n. A comparison is given between CPG and NG (Pi), DPG and 

NG (P2) and DPG and CPG (P3). These curves were calculated by Dr. X. 

Gan. 
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Figure 5.14(a) demonstrates the theoretically improved ttansverse resolution as a 

function of the optical thickness, n, with the introduction of a 100 |im pinhole, for 

no-gating (ap+s), conventional polarisation-gating (Op), perpendicular polarisation-

gating (as) and differential polarisation-gating (aps). Figure 5.14(b) demonsttates 

the resolution improvement between conventional polarisation-gating and no-

gating (Pi), differential polarisation-gating and no-gating (P2) and differential 

polarisation-gating and conventional polarisation-gating (P3) when a 100 \xm 

pinhole is placed in front of the detector (Gan et al, 1999). 

Figure 5.14 theoretically confirms that a finite sized pinhole can significantly 

improve the transverse resolution, a, achievable when employed in conjunction 

with polarisation-gating and that the resolution improvement achieved with 

polarisation-gating is reduced with the introduction of the spatial pinhole (see 

figure 5.9). 

Figures 5.13(b) and 5.14(b) also confirm the additional suppression of scattered 

photons with a finite sized pinhole, which is indicated by an increase in the degree 

of polarisation, y. 
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Figure 5.14: Resolution performance for sample set C at NA = 0.25 and a pinhole of 

diameter 100 \im. (a) is the calculated transverse resolution as a function of the 

optical tiiickness, n, for NG (ap+s), CPG (ap), PPG («,) and DPG (aps). (b) is the 

resolution improvement and the degree of polarisation, y, as a function of the optical 

thickness, n. A comparison is given between CPG and NG (Pi), DPG and NG (P2) 

and DPG and CPG (P3). These curves were calculated by Dr. X. Gan. 
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ft should be pointed out that the speed of depolarisation of scattered photons in the 

experimental work (figures 5.6 and 5.9) is faster than that predicted by tiie Monte-

Cario simulation (see figure 5.13 and 5.14). This phenomenon is caused by die 

fact that the theoretical results were calculated in a transmission optical microscope 

and not a reflection optical microscope. In a transmission microscope, backward 

scattered photons, which have a lower degree of polarisation, y than the forward 

scattered photons are not collected. As a result, for a given optical thickness, n, the 

degree of polarisation, /, in the forward direction (i.e. transmission) is significantly 

larger than that in the backward (reflection) direction. 

5.5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the transverse resolution, a, achievable for an image of a bar 

embedded within turbid media has been shown to depend directly on the specific 

characteristics of the turbid media and polarisation-gating techniques employed to 

suppress unwanted scattered photons. The size of scattering particles (i.e. 

scattering anisotropy) within turbid media determines the effectiveness of 

polarisation-gating and therefore the resolution improvement achievable. It has 

been demonsttated that polarisation-gating is more effective in turbid media 

consisting of smaller scattering particles (i.e. low anisotropy value). The 

differential polarisation-gated signal can produce a resolution improvement by up 

to 50%) when compared to the non-gated and conventional polarisation-gated 

signals, as long as there is a portion of partially polarised light detectable. 
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Chapter 6 

Fluorescence imagmg in 

turbid media 

6.1 Introduction 

Fluorescence microscopy and spectroscopy are important tools in medical 

applications since they allow specific probing of biological characteristics (e.g. cell 

nuclei, cytoplasm etc., and can be used to distinguish between healthy and 

unhealthy tissue (Alfano et al, 1984)). Recently multi-photon (in particular two-

photon) microscopy (Denk et al, 1990) has been extensively used due to its 

significant advantages (e.g. reduced scattering, ultra-violet excitation, inherent 

optical sectioning, reduced photodamage and photon toxicity etc.) over 

conventional (single-photon) fluorescence microscopy (refer to section 2.3). 

Until recently most fluorescence microscopy work has been performed on stained 

geometrically thin slices (-10-20 \\.m thick) excised from the specimen under 

investigation. Thus, optical scattering is minimal which allows high quality image 

to be obtained. However there is a push towards the development of in vivo 

imaging systems (refer to section 1.1) that are less invasive for the biological 
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specimen under investigation, ft should be noted that most in vivo imaging and 

spectroscopy systems rely on autofluorescence signatures of the biological 

specimen under investigation (see section 6.3.1). 

Since the required information can be at deep depths within the biological specimen 

under investigation optical scattering can have a significant effect on the image 

quahty achievable. Thus, the effect of optical scattering on fluorescence image 

quality needs to be understood if high quality images are to be obtained at 

significant depths into the biological specimen under investigation. 

As yet there has been no extensive study into the effect of scattering on two-photon 

fluorescence image quality except for the recent work on penetration depth of two-

photon excitation (Daria et al, 1998; Blanca and Saloma, 1998; Ying et al, 1999). 

This chapter provides both qualitative and quantitative data to demonstrate the 

performance of both single-photon and two-photon microscopy in imaging through 

artificial turbid media with different scattering characteristics (Schilders and Gu, 

1999b). 

Fluorescence spectroscopy under single-photon excitation has a number of 

limitations arising from the linear excitation probability (refer to section 2.3.2.2). 

The non-linear excitation probability of multi-photon excitation (in particular two-

photon excitation) provides significant improvement over single-photon excitation 

since it allows more confined probing of the biological specimen under inspection. 

As a rsult, three-dimensional spectroscopy signatures can be obtained at localised 

areas in thick biological specimens (Schilders and Gu, 1999a). 
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This chapter is organised into the following sections: Section 6.2. demonsttates tiie 

performance of single-photon and two-photon microscopy on image quality for 

different sized scatterers. Section 6.3 demonstrates the advantage of using two-

photon excitation to obtain three-dhnensional spectroscopic information from 

biological tissue. Finally a chapter conclusion is presented in section 6.4. 

6.2 Fluorescence imaging in a reflection optical 

microscope 

6.2.1 Experimental details 

6.2.1.1 Experimental setup 

The fluorescence work presented in this chapter was performed on the system 

illustrated in figure 6.1. Figure 6.1 (a) illusttates the schematic diagram of the laser 

system used for two-photon excitation, while figure 6.1(b) illustrates the modified 

inverted commercial fluorescence confocal microscope (Olympus FluoVIEW^") 

used for imaging. The FluoVIEW scan unit is designed for single-photon 

excitation work and has a fibre delivered Ar"̂  laser (A = 488 nm) attached. To 

perform two-photon imaging an ultrashort pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra 

Physics, Tsunami) was coupled via a pair of ultrafast mirrors Mi and M2 through a 

side port of the FluoVIEW scan unit. The laser produced pulses of -70 fs at 

wavelengths between 800-900 nm with a repetition rate of 82 MHz. The excitation 

light was linearly polarized by the insertion of a polariser in the beam path. The 

original dichroic mirror in the FluoVIEW scan unit (needed for single-photon 

excitation) was changed to a short-pass dichroic mirror (<!%> transmission 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6.1: Photographs of the experhnental fluorescence scannmg optical 

microscope, (a) laser system and (b) FluoVIEW microscope system. 1: 

Millennium pump laser; 2: Tsunami; 3: frequency doubler (not used in this 

work); 4: FluoVIEW scan unit; 5: mverted microscope; 6: autocorrelator; 7: 

spectmm analyser; B: beamsplitter; M: mirrors; ND: neuttal density filter. 
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efficiency at wavelengths > 650 nm) to allow two-photon excitation. A short pass 

filter (KGl) was placed in front of the entrance sift of tiie photomultipliers to 

remove any residual pump leakage through the dichroic mirror and scattering 

within the FluoVIEW scan unit. 

The fluorescence spectra originating from a sample under inspection was measured 

by a spectrum analyzer (resolution -5 nm) attached to the FluoVIEW scan unit. 

6.2.1.2 Sample preparation 

In this work the evaluation of image quality is determined by two objects 

embedded within turbid media of different characteristics. The first embedded 

object is a cluster layer of 10 |j,m (diameter) fluorescent polystyrene microspheres 

(standard deviation = 1.028 |j,m) and the second embedded object is a 1 mm wide 

fluorescent polymer (Cheng, 1996) edge (see section 6.2.3 for further details). The 

peak fluorescence wavelength in both cases was measured to be -520 nm at 

excitation wavelengths, X, of 488 nm (single-photon) and 800 nm (two-photon). 

Due to different wavelengths associated with single-photon excitation (A = 488 

nm), two-photon excitation (X = 800 nm) and fluorescence (peak A - 520), new 

scattering-mean-free-path lengths. Is, and the anisotropy values, g, need to be 

calculated for the four sizes of polystyrene microsphere used in this work. 

The scattering-mean-free-path lengths, Is, and the anisotropy values, g, for the four 

types of polystyrene microspheres use in this work for wavelengths, A, of 488 nm. 
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520 nm and 800 nm are presented in tables 6.1(a), 6.1(b) and 6.1(c), respectively. 

Sphere 
diameter, 

K(\\.m) 

0.107 

0.202 

0.48 

1.056 

Geometric 
cross-

section, Ug 
(Hm^) 

0.009 

0.032 

0.181 

0.876 

Concent. 

P 
(part./|j,m^) 

37.11 

5.52 

0.411 

0.038 

Relative 
particle 
size,/I 
(alX) 

0.1096 

0.2069 

0.4918 

1.0819 

Scattering 
efficiency, 
Qs = (jjcjg 

0.0239 

0.1586 

1.1896 

3.4931 

Scattering 
cross-

section, Us 
(Hm^) 

2.16x10-^ 

5.07x10-^ 

2.15x10'' 
3.06 

smfp 
length, Is 

(nm) 

124.9 

35.7 

11.3 

8.6 

Anisotropy 
value, g 

0.146 

0.54 

0.86 

0.93 

(a) 

Sphere 
diameter, 

K-(iam) 

0.107 

0.202 

0.48 

1.056 

Geometric 
cross-

section, CTg 
(^im^) 
0.009 
0.032 

0.181 

0.876 

Concent. 

P 
(part./|j.m^) 

37.11 
5.52 

0.411 

0.038 

Relative 
particle 
size, A 
(a//l) 

0.1029 

0.1942 

0.4615 
1.0154 

Scattering 
efficiency, 
Qs = ajug 

0.0198 

0.1356 

1.0566 

3.368 

Scattering 
cross-

section, CTj 
(^im^) 

1.78x10-^ 

4.34x10-^ 

1.91x10-' 
2.95 

smfp 
length, /, 

(nm) 

151.3 

41.8 

12.7 

8.9 

Anisotropy 
value, g 

0.131 
0.482 

0.851 

0.92 

(b) 

Sphere 
diameter, 

/r(|im) 

0.107 

0.202 

0.48 

1.056 

Geometric 
cross-

section, Gg 

(nm') 
0.009 

0.032 

0.181 

0.876 

Concent. 

P 
(part./|um^) 

37.11 

5.52 

0.411 

0.038 

Relative 
particle 
size, A 
{alX) 

0.0669 

0.1263 

0.3 

0.66 

Scattering 
efficiency, 
Qs = cr/o-g 

0.0038 

0.0389 

0.4197 

1.9937 

Scattering 
cross-

section, Oi 

(Um^) 
6.02x10"^ 

1.24x10-^ 

7.59x10-' 
1.75 

smfp 
length, /, 

(^m) 

786.3 

145.38 

32.05 
15.16 

Anisotropy 
value, g 

0.054 

0.20 

0.73 

0.90 

(c) 

Table 6.1: Calculation of the scattering-mean-free-path length. Is, and 

the anisottopy value, g, for the polystyrene microspheres used in this 

work for a wavelength, A, of (a) 488 nm (single-photon excitation), (b) 

520 nm (fluorescence) and (c) 800 nm (two-photon excitation). 

It should be noted that the ratio of the scattering-mean-free-path length, 4, for two-

photon (2p) and single-photon (Ip) excitation (i.e. /5(2py4(ip)) decreases as the 

polystyrene microsphere size increases i.e. 4(2py/s{ip) equals 6.2, 4.1, 2.8 and 1.8 for 

microsphere sizes of 0.107, 0.202, 0.48 and 1.056 |im, respectively. This suggests 
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that the effect of reduced scattering of the illumination source for two-photon 

excitation is greater for smaller size scattering particles. 

A number of samples were prepared for each polystyrene microsphere size. The 

samples produced by each polystyrene microsphere size are grouped into sample 

sets A-D and their details are listed in table 6.2. The range of the microspheres 

sizes chosen in this research was consistent with that of scattering particles in real 

biological samples which do not include large scatterers (>1 )im) (Morgan et al, 

1997;Hielsherer«/., 1997). 

Sample 
set 

A 

B 

C 

D 

Scattering 
medium 

0.107 fim 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
0.202 |xm 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 

0.48 |im 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
1.053 (im 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 

Cell 
thickness, d 

(M-m) 
50 - 300 

50 - 300 

25-75 

25-50 

Optical 
thickness, n, 
single-photon 

0.4 - 2.4 

1.4-8.4 

2.2-6.6 

2.9-5.8 

Optical 
thickness, n, 
two-photon 
0.06-0.38 

0.34-2.1 

0.78-2.3 

1.6-3.3 

Optical 
thickness, n, 
fluorescence 
0.33-1.98 

1.2-7.2 

2.0 - 5.9 

2.8-5.6 

Table 6.2: Parameters for the specific sample sets used in the 

fluorescence optical microscope. The parameters were determined 

from Mie theory (see table 6.1). 
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Each turbid medium was placed in a glass cell with lateral dimensions of 2 cm x 1 

cm (see figure 6.2). The thickness of the glass cell, d, was varied between 25 |j.m 

and 300 t̂m. For a given cell thickness, d, it is impossible to use a single value of 

the optical thickness, n, in single-photon and two-photon imaging, since the optical 

thickness, n, for the illumination path is different between single-photon and two-

photon excitation (see table 6.2), although the collection optical thickness, n, is the 

same because of the same fluorescence wavelengths in both cases. Therefore in this 

chapter results are presented in terms of the cell thickness, d. It should be noted 

that the maximum cell thickness, d, which can be imaged through for a given 

scatterer microsphere size is limited by the strength of the detected fluorescence 

generated from the embedded object. 

sample preparation 

X 

glass cell 

turbid ^ 
medium 

I 
J 

- • z 

fluorescent 
microspheres 

glass cell 

turbid ^ 
medium 

- • z 

fluorescent 
bar 

d 

(a) 

d 

(b) 

Figure 6.2: Diagram for preparing the samples with a microsphere 

cluster (a) and a bar embedded object (b). 

To qualitatively demonstrate the image performance of single-photon and two-

photon imaging in turbid media seven selected samples were imaged. The detailed 

parameters of the seven samples (numbered 1 to 7) are described in table 6.3. 
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6.2.2 Effect of scatterer size on image quality for fluorescent microspheres 

This section qualitatively demonstrates the effect of single-photon and two-photon 

excitation on image quality for a 10 |xm fluorescent polystyrene microsphere 

embedded in samples 1-7 (see table 6.3). The numerical aperttire of the objective 

used for all imaging in this section was 0.75 (i.e. Zeiss FLUAR 20x70.75 oo/0.17). 

Sample 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Scattering 
medium 

distilled 
water 
0.107 M,m 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
0.202 ^m 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
0.202 |im 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
0.202 ^m 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
0.202 ^m 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 
0.202 |xm 
polysty. 
microsph. 
in water 

Cell 
thickness, d 

(|im) 
100 

200 

100 

150 

200 

250 

300 

Optical 
thickness, n, 
single-photon 

-

1.6 

2.8 

4.2 

5.6 

7.0 

8.4 

Optical 
thickness, n, 
two-photon 

-

0.25 

0.68 

1.0 

1.4 

1.72 

2.1 

Optical 
thickness, n, 
fluorescence 

-

1.3 

2.4 

3.6 

4.8 

6.0 

7.2 

Table 6.3: Parameters for the specific samples used in the fluorescence 

optical microscope. The parameters were determmed by Mie theory 

(see table 6.1). 
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Imagmg of a spherical microsphere embedded m a ttirbid medium has practical 

unportance smce m can be considered an approxunate model of unagmg a small 

ttimour embedded m biological tissue. It should be pomted out that this model 

relies on the ttimour bemg the only fluorescent object withm the ttubid media. That 

is, the surroundmg tissue does not fluoresce, or the surroundmg tissue fluoresces at 

a wavelength different from the tumour. 

Figure 6.3: Two-photon unage of a single 10 |im fluorescence 

microsphere embedded withm samplel (table 6.3). The intensity of the 

image was normalised to unity. The numerical aperture of the imaging 

objective was 0.75. 

A smgle fluorescent microsphere embedded in samplel was unaged by two-photon 

excitation (see figure 6.3) to demonsttate the best image resolution and conttast 

achievable with the optical arrangement in figure 6.1. The unage in figure 6.3 is 

constmcted purely by unscattered photons obeymg the diffraction theory of light 

(Bom and Wolf, 1980) and therefore represents the best image quality achievable 

with the imagmg system shown m figure 6.1. 
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6.2.2.1 Scattering suspensions of 0.107 |um polystyrene microspheres 

Figure 6.4 demonsttates the image quality when a fluorescent microsphere cluster 

embedded with in sample2 (see table 6.3) is imaged with single-photon (figures 

6.4(a) and 6.4(b)) and two-photon (figure 6.4(c)) excitation. Figures 6.4(d), 6.4(e) 

and 6.4(f) demonstrate the resolution from the two microspheres marked by 'A' in 

figures 6.4(a), 6.4(b) and 6.4(c), respectively. 

A comparison of the fluorescence images recorded for single-photon (figure 6.4(a)) 

and two-photon (figure 6.4(c)) excitation in a conventional scanning microscope 

arrangement demonstrates the effectiveness of two-photon excitation over single-

photon excitation in imaging through turbid media. The improvement can be 

clearly seen by comparing figure 6.4(d) with figure 6.4(f), which demonstrate the 

image cross-section recorded at position 'A', in figures 6.4(a) and 6.4(c), 

respectively. For single-photon excitation (figure 6.4(d)) it is difficult to resolve 

the two fluorescent microspheres due to image blurring resulting from scaftering. 

However, the two fluorescence microspheres imaged under two-photon excitation 

(figure 6.4(f)) can be resolved, which is indicated by the sharper edges and a flat 

top. The substantial improvement in image quality seen for two-photon excitation 

(figures 6.4(c) and 6.4(f)) is due to two primary factors. The first factor can be 

attributed to the smaller optical thickness, n, for two-photon excitation (see table 

6.3), which results in fewer scattering events (i.e. smaller scattering cross-section) 

experienced by the illumination light. The second factor resufts from the quadratic 

dependence of two-photon excitation. That is, two-photon excitation generates 

less out-of-focus fiuorescence that reduces the stmctural detail and contributes 

more scattered photons to the image (refer to figure 2.9). 
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(a) (b) (c) 

J\J - 4 ' • • • -1 ' • ' ' • • I - u 
0 10 2D X 10 2D 30 

UsIiiiKeOji^ 

10 20 3D 

IIslaax(>jn) 

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 6.4: Images of a 10 fim polystyrene microsphere cluster 

embedded withui sample2 (table 6.3). The mtensity of the images was 

normalised to unity, (a) Smgle-photon excitation without a detection 

pmhole; (b) smgle-photon excitation with a 300 îm detection pmhole; 

(c) two-photon excitation without a detection pmhole. (d), (e) and (f) are 

cross-sections recorded at position 'A' m (a), (b) and (c), respectively. 

The numerical aperture of the unaguig objective is 0.75. 

The number of scattered photons conttibutuig to an unage can be reduced with the 

use of a pmhole-filter (refer to 5.3.3), suice scattered photons may not uitersect witii 

the pmhole aperture due to theft path deviation (refer to figure 1.1). A comparison 

of figures 6.4(a) and 6.4(b) demonsttates that the mclusion of a 300 
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\ym detection pinhole for single-photon excitation reduces the resolution 

deterioration (compare also figure 6.4(d) with figure 6.4(e)) caused by the out-of-

focus information and the number of collected scattered photons. It should be 

noted that although figure 6.4(b) is imaged with a weak confocal arrangement the 

signal-to-noise ratio is significantly poorer than that for two-photon excitation 

(figure 6.4(c)), which is indicated by the noise in figure 6.4(b). This effect 

primarily demonstrates that even when the out-of-focus fluorescence is suppressed, 

under single-photon excitation, the limiting factor in obtaining high quality images 

is scattering of the illumination light, since the fluorescence is the same for single-

photon and two-photons excitation, which results in fewer unscattered photons 

reaching the detector. 

6.2.2.2 Scattering suspensions of 0.202 ^m polystyrene microspheres 

Figure 6.5 primarily demonstrates the effect of two-photon excitation on image 

quality for different scattering thicknesses of turbid media. A comparison of the 

images recorded for sample3 (see table 6.3) under single-photon (figure 6.5(a)) and 

two-photon (figure 6.5(b)) excitation, again confirms the poor imaging 

performance for single-photon excitation seen in figure 6.4. From this resuft it can 

be concluded that image deterioration for single-photon excitation is primarily due 

to increased scattering of the illumination light (see table 6.3). 

Figure 6.5(b) to figure 6.5(f) demonstrate the performance of two-photon 

excitation for increasing cell thickness, d. It can be clearly seen from figure 6.5(b) 

to figure 6.5(f) that the limiting factor on image quality for two-photon excitation 

is the signal-to-noise ratio of an image, caused by scattering, because the resolution 
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m figure 6.5(b) to figure 6.5(f) does not change appreciably. That is, the 

fluorescence signal decreases quicker than the resolution. Further discussion on this 

issue is presented in section 6.2.4. 

10 ^mi 

• 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 6.5: Images of 10 îm polystyrene microspheres embedded within 

sample3 ((a) and (b)), sample4 (c), sample5 (d), sample6 (e) and sample7 

(f). Image (a) was recorded with smgle-photon excitation with a 300 |xm 

detection pmhole. Images (b) to (f) were recorded with two-photon 

excitation without a detection pinhole. The mtensity of the unages is 

normalised to unity. The numerical aperture of the unagmg objective is 

0.75. 
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6.2.3 Effect of scatterer size on image quality for a fluorescent bar 

In the previous section fluorescent microspheres were imaged under single-photon 

and two-photon excitation to demonstrate the effect of scattering on image quality. 

Unfortunately due to the fluorescent microspheres having different sizes (standard 

deviation of approximately 10%) no quantitative data could be obtained since the 

same fluorescent microsphere could not be imaged in the different turbid samples 

(see table 6.3). Therefore, this section further demonstrates the effects described in 

section 6.2.2, and provides quantitative data on the performance of single-photon 

and two-photon excitation by imaging a single fluorescent polymer bar embedded 

within the different turbid sample sets (see table 6.2). The numerical aperture of 

the objective used for all imaging in this section was 0.75 (i.e. Zeiss FLUAR 

20x/0.75 OO/0.17). 

Figure 6.6 demonstrates the transverse resolution for a fluorescent bar embedded 

within samplel under single-photon and two-photon excitation. The images in this 

case are constmcted purely by unscattered photons obeying the diffraction theory 

of light (Bom and Wolf, 1980) and therefore represent the maximum resolution 

achievable with the imaging system (figure 6.1). 

The ttansverse resolution, a, of the imaged fluorescent bar is defined as the 

distance between to 10% and 90% intensity points, measured from the edge 

response after tiiey are fitted (TableCurve™ 2D, 1996). 
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single-photon 

two-photon 

20 30 

Distance (|im) 

Figure 6.6: Transverse cross-section of the image of a fluorescent bar 

embedded within samplel (table 6.1), recorded with single-photon 

excitation with a 300 |am detection pinhole and two-photon excitation 

without a detection pinhole. 

The transverse resolution, a, of the fluorescent bar recorded with single-photon 

and two-photon excitation (see figure 6.6) was approximately 9.5 |j,m and 2.8 fim, 

respectively. The significant difference in transverse resolution, a, between 

single-photon and two-photon excitation is primarily due to the presence of 

aberration resulting from refractive index mismatches (see section 6.2.4 for further 

discussion) between the air (A/̂ = 1), the glass cell (A'̂ = 1.5) and the distilled water 

(TV =1.33). 

6.2.3.1 Scattering suspensions of 0.107 \x.m polystyrene microspheres 

Figure 6.7(a) demonstrates the transverse resolution, a, and the optical thickness, 

n, as a function of geomettic cell thickness, d, for sample set A (see table 6.2). It 

can be clearly seen that the transverse resolution, a, for single-photon excitation 
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Figure 6.7: (a) Optical thickness (dashed), n, and transverse resolution 

(solid), a, and (b) the change in transverse resolution, Pj, as a function of 

the cell thickness, d, for sample set A (table 6.2). Ip: single-photon 

excitation; 2p: two-photon excitation; fluor: fluorescence. 
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deteriorates significantly faster than the ttansverse resolution, a, for two-photon 

excitation. To help demonsttate the magnitude of the deterioration in transverse 

resolution, a, as the cell thickness, d, and the optical thickness, n, increase, the 

following change in fluorescence transverse resolution parameter was defined as 

follows 

^f=~-Z • (6.1) 

The change in transverse resolution, Pf, as a function of the cell thickness, d, for 

sample set A (see table 6.2) is illustrated in figure 6.7(b). It is seen from figure 

6.7(b) that the resolution deteriorates quickly for single-photon excitation and at a 

cell thickness, d, of 300 \xm. the transverse resolution, a, is decreased by 

approximately 12 times compared with that dXd=0. For two-photon excitation the 

transverse resolution, a, is decreased by approximately 5 times for the same 

comparison. This result confirms that two-photon excitation can significantly 

improve the transverse resolution, a, by reducing the amount of scattering 

experienced by the illumination source, since the optical thickness, n, for the 

fluorescence is the same for both single-photon and two-photon excitation. 
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Figure 6.8: Images of a bar embedded withm sample3 ((a) and (b)) and 

sample7 (c). (a) Smgle-photon excitation with a 300 |im detection 

pinhole; ((b) and (c)) two-photon excitation without a detection pinhole 

and (d) cross-section recorded at position 'A' and correspondmg fitted 

curves. 

6.2.3.2 Scattermg suspensions of 0.202 |im polystyrene microspheres 

An embedded bar withm sample3 (figures 6.8(a) and 6.8(b)) and sample7 (figure 

6.8(c)) was unaged with smgle-photon (figure 6.8(a)) and two-photon (figures 
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6.8(b) and 6.8(c)) excitation so that the image quality can be compared witii that 

for fluorescent microspheres recorded in the same turbid media (see figure 6.5). 

Transverse edge responses and corresponding fitted curves at the position marked 

by 'A' for single-photon (figure 6.8(a)) and two-photon (figure 6.8(b)) excitation 

for the fluorescent bar embedded in sample3 is illusttated in figure 6.8(d). The 

transverse resolution, a, for single-photon and two-photon excitation was 

measured to be approximately 147 |am and 17 |im, respectively. This result again 

confirms the advantage of using two-photon excitation over single-photon 

excitation in imaging through turbid media. 

A comparison of the images recorded for single-photon and two-photon excitation 

for the embedded fluorescent bar (figures 6.8(a) and 6.8(b), respectively) and 

fluorescent microsphere (figures 6.5(a) and 6.5(b), respectively) within sample3, 

shows similar characteristics. That is, the single-photon images (figures 6.5(a) and 

6.8(a)) demonstrate significant scattering while the two-photon images (figures 

6.5(b) and 6.8(b)) show higher resolution. Figure 6.8(c) confirms that the limiting 

factor for high quality imaging in sample7 is determined by the signal-to-noise 

ratio of the image, as was the case for the fluorescent microsphere embedded in 

sample7 (figure 6.5(f)), since the fiuorescence signal attenuates faster than the 

resolution (compare figures 6.8(c) with 6.8(b)). 

Figure 6.9(a) demonstrates the transverse resolution, a, and the optical thickness, 

n, as a function of the cell thickness, d, for sample set B. As has already been seen 
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for sample set A, the deterioration in transverse resolution, a, for single-photon 

excitation is significantiy faster than that for two-photon excitation for sample set 

B. For sample set B single-photon excitation is limfted to a cell tiiickness, d, of 

approximately 150 )xm due to severe blurring and attenuation of the fluorescence 

signal, while for two-photon excitation the cell thickness, d, is limited to 

approximately 300 )im due primarily to the attenuation of the fluorescence signal 

(see figure 6.8(c)). Thus no reliable results could be effectively determined 

beyond these two regions. 

To demonstrate the improved transverse resolution, a, achieved with two-photon 

excitation the change in transverse resolution, Pf, as a function of the cell 

thickness, d, for sample set B is illustrated in figure 6.9(b). At a cell thickness, d, 

of 150 |im the transverse resolution has decreased by approximately 24 and 8 times 

compared with that dX d = 0, for single-photon and two-photon excitation, 

respectively. This result again confirms the advantage of using two-photon 

excitation over single-photon excitation when imaging through turbid media. 

6.2.3.3 Scattering suspensions of 0.48 \xm polystyrene microspheres 

The optical thickness, n, and ttansverse resolution, a, as a fimction of cell 

thickness, d, are illustrated in figure 6.10(a) for sample set C. As has been 

demonsttated for smaller scatterers (see sections 6.2.3.1 and 6.2.3.2) the 

degradation of transverse resolution, a, for single-photon excitation is significantly 

faster than that for two-photon excitation as the cell thickness, d, increases due to 
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the increased scattering experienced by the illumination source. It should be noted 

that the maximum cell thickness, d, that can be penettated through for 0.48 îm 

scatterers when two-photon excitation is employed is reduced to 75 |xm due to tiie 

inability to generate measurable fluorescence beyond this thickness. This feature 

resufts from the increased scattering experienced by the illumination source (see 

table 6.2). 

To demonstrate the improved transverse resolution, a, achieved with two-photon 

excitation the change in transverse resolution, Pf, as a function of cell thickness, d, 

for sample set C is illustrated in figure 6.10(b). Unlike for the smaller scatterers 

(see figures 6.7(b)) the transverse resolution, a, for both single-photon and two-

photon excitation in figure 6.10(b) are significantly reduced as the cell thickness, d, 

increases. At a cell thickness, d, of 75 fxm the transverse resolution, a, is 

decreased by approximately 32 times for two-photon excitation. This result 

indicates that scattering of the illumination photons is now strong enough to plays 

a significant role in determining the image quality achievable. This effect is 

discussed fiuther detail in section 6.2.4. 

6.2.3.4 Scattering suspensions of 1.056 |im polystyrene microspheres 

To further demonstrate the effect of the scatterer size on ttansverse resolution, a, 

as a function of the cell thickness, d, sample set D including a fluorescent bar was 

imaged (figure 6.11(a)). As in the case for 0.48 |im polystyrene microspheres the 

limiting cell thickness, d, is determined by the attenuation of the fluorescence 
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generated from the embedded sample, i.e. from the ability to detect generated 

fluorescence light. For 1.056 |xm polystyrene microspheres the cell thickness, d, 

was limited to 50 )j.m for two-photon excitation. 

figure 6.11(b) demonstrates the improved transverse resolution, a, achieved with 

two-photon excitation and the change in transverse resolution, Pf, as a function of 

cell thickness, d, for sample set D. 

Figure 6.11 further demonstrates the advantage of two-photon excitation over 

single-photon excitation in imaging through turbid media of large scattering 

particles, although images recorded with two-photon excitation suffer significant 

resolution deterioration due to substantial scattering of the illumination photons, 

which results in the poor imaging performance. 

6.2.4 Discussion 

The results presented for both the fluorescent microspheres and the fluorescent bar 

demonstrate significant improvement in image quality when imaged with two-

photon excitation, compared with those with single-photon excitation. This result 

is primarily due to reduced scattering (i.e. smaller optical thickness) of the 

illumination light for two-photon excitation for a given fluorescence wavelength. 

The transverse resolution (i.e. image quality) achievable for two-photon excitation 

is determined by the amount of scattering experienced by the illumination source. 

When optical scattering is weak, two-photon excitation is dominated by an 

unscattered component due to the quadratic dependence of the illumination source. 
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This effect is illustrated in figure 6.7, which shows that when scattering is weak tiie 

transverse resolution, a, achievable is close to that measured without turbid media. 

As the turbid medium becomes optically thick the unscattered component 

significantiy reduces. Therefore the transverse resolution, a, deteriorates quickly, 

since the image is constmcted by both unscattered and scattered photons. This 

feature is illustrated in figures 6.9 which shows that the transverse resolution, a, 

decreases at a steady rate until about 200 |u,m. After a depth of 200 îm the 

transverse resolution, a, decreases quickly, indicating that scattering of the 

illumination source is strong in this region. A similar trend is seen in figures 6.10 

and 6.11, although the degradation in transverse resolution, a, occurs earlier. 

As seen in figures 6.5(f) and 6.8(c) the physical limitation in obtaining high 

contrast and high resolution images is the amount of scattering experienced by the 

illumination light. It has been found that the fluorescence signal is decreased by 3-

4 orders of magnitude if the optical thickness, n, is up to 10 (Daria, 1998). It 

should be pointed out that spherical aberration, resufting from the refractive index 

mismatching between the glass cell, turbid media and the surrounding media also 

plays a role in determining the image quality achievable (Torok, 1996 ; Day and 

Gu, 1998). This type of spherical aberration can broaden the point-spread-fimction 

of the imaging lens when the penetration depth increases (Day and Gu, 1998). A 

broadened point-spread-fimction can reduce the peak power of the illumination 

pulse by as much as 90% for an interface between water and glass (Day and Gu, 

1998). Thus, optical scattering is more dominant than the aberration in decreasing 

the fluorescence efficiency and resolution achievable under two-photon excitation 
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in turbid media (Daria et al, 1998). However, the aberration plays an important 

role in determining the transverse resolution, a, achievable in imaging through a 

non-scattering medium (see figure 6.6). This type of spherical aberration is 

inversely proportional to illumination wavelength (Torok, 1996); therefore the 

aberration is stronger for single-photon excitation. Figure 6.6 demonsttates the 

advantage of using a longer wavelength of excitation (i.e. two-photon excitation) to 

reduce the amount of the aberration experienced. 

Since aberration and scattering are always present a number of techniques have 

been employed to compensate the reduction in peak power for two-photon 

excitation. The first technique, which primarily compensates for loss of peak 

power due to scattering was demonstrated by Daria et al (1998). This technique 

involves increasing the illumination power with penetration depth, which 

compensates for the decreased fluorescence intensity. The second technique has 

been demonstrated by Day and Gu (1998) and involves the correction of the 

broadened point-spread-fimction by compensating the aberration through the use of 

a variable tube length of a lens. 

The major physical difference between figures 6.7, 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 is tiie 

scattering anisotropy of the turbid media under inspection (see table 6.2). As the 

scattering microsphere size increases a larger proportion of scattered photons 

propagate in the forward (illumination) direction due to their larger anisotropy 

value, g. Thus the image quality achievable for a given illumination optical 

tiiickness, n, should be improved as the size of scattering microspheres size 
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increases in a reflection fluorescence optical microscope. Figure 6.12 

demonstrates the transverse resolution, a, as a fimction of the illumination optical 

thickness, n, for sample sets A to D, under single-photon (figure 6.12(a)) and two-

photon (figure 6.12(b)) excitation, ft is seen that at a given illumuiation optical 

thickness, n, the transverse resolution, a, achievable under two-photon excitation is 

improved when ttirbid media with larger scatterers (i.e. sample set D) are used, 

while such an improvement under single-photon excitation (figure 6.12(a)) is not 

pronounced because of the poorer resolution which leads to less accurate 

measurements. 

6.3 Application of two-photon fluorescence imaging 

6.3.1 Introduction 

The previous section of this chapter has demonstrated the advantage of using two-

photon excitation in imaging through turbid media. This section looks further at 

the advantages of using two-photon excitation, by demonstrating the possible use 

of two-photon microscopy as a tool in obtaining three-dimensional spectroscopic 

information from biological tissue (Schilders and Gu, 1999a). The spectroscopic 

information is obtained from excited autofluorescence signatures within the 

biological tissue. 

6.3.2 Imaging with cellular autofluorescence 

For many years it has been known that all viable cells exhibit intrinsic 

fluorescence, i.e. autofluorescence, due to the natural presence of fluorescent 

molecules inside them (Chance et al, 1962; Aubin, 1979; Benson et al, 1979; 
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Alfano et al, 1984; Tang et al, 1989). Until recentiy cellular autofluorescence has 

been considered a source of unwanted interference; however recently considerable 

attention has been paid to the cellular autofluorescence due to its potential as a 

marker to distinguish between healthy and cancerous tissue in vivo (Alfano et al, 

1984; Tang et al, 1989). Biological tissue is also known to be highly diffusive, 

which makes it difficult to obtain the information required at a significant deptii 

into tissue and to perform useful microscopic and/or spectroscopic analyses, ft has 

been demonstrated in section 6.2 that two-photon excitation produced by an 

infrared ulttashort pulsed laser beam (Denk et al, 1990) can reduce multiple 

scattering, which improves resolution and leads to a deeper penetration depth. In 

fact, as was illustrated by figure 2.9(a) two-photon excitation can result in an 

optical sectioning property due to the quadratic dependence of the excitation 

probability (Denk et al, 1990; Sheppard and Gu, 1990). Therefore, ft is possible to 

perform three-dimensional (3-D) two-photon autofluorescence spectroscopy. 

Recently, two-photon autofluorescence has been measured from thick native 

muscle tissue from a chicken (Guo et al, 1997). In this section as an example of 

two-photon imaging through turbid media, we present 3-D autofluorescence 

spectroscopic images from native rat muscle tissue under two-photon excitation. 

It has been known that cellular autofluorescence in mammalian cells is dominated 

by two distinct molecular fluorophores, with emission spectra around wavelengths 

400-500 nm and 500-600 nm under the excitation at wavelengths 360-365 nm and 

440-450 nm, respectively. These spectra indicate the existence of pyridine 

nucleotides [NAD(P)H] and flavin compounds bound in mitochondria and 

cytoplasm (Chance et al, 1962; Aubin, 1979; Benson et al, 1979). In this 
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research we demonstrate that both fluorescence fluophores in rat skeletal muscle 

tissue can be probed simultaneously by two-photon excitation at a wavelength of 

800 nm (Schilders and Gu, 1999a). 

6.3.3 Experimental details 

6.3.3.1 Experimental setup 

The experimental system used to perform two-photon autofluorescence 

spectroscopic imaging is illustrated in figure 6.1 and an in-deptii discussion of the 

system is given in section 6.2.1.1. 

The incident light was focused onto a tissue sample through an oil immersion 

objective (Olympus, UFlanFl 60x/1.25 oil iris oo/0.17). A short pass filter (KGl) 

was placed in front of the entrance slit of the photomultiplier to remove any 

residual pump leakage through the dichroic mirror and scattering within the scan 

unit. This filter was chosen since it has a uniform transmission efficiency (-85%) 

in the wavelength region of 350-600 nm. 

6.3.3.2 Sample preparation 

The specimen under inspection included fresh skeletal muscle tissue of thickness 

60 |im from a single upper thigh of an adult rat (samples supplied by St. Vincent's 

Institute of Medical Research). The sample was placed on a glass slide and fixed 

with a layer of wax for preservation. The average power incident upon the rat 

skeletal muscle tissue was 10 mW to avoid photodamage. 
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(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 6.13: Transverse autofluorescence image sections of the rat 

skeletal muscle tissue recorded at different depths ((a) to (f)). The depth 

spacing is 6 |im. Vertical image slices cut from the recorded stack at 

45° from left to right (g) and from right to left (h). 
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6.3.4 Three-dimensional microscopy and spectroscopy 

Illustrated m figures 6.13(a) to 6.13(f) are the autofiuorescence unages recorded at 

various depths within the rat skeletal muscle tissue, while figures 6.13(g) and 

6.13(h) are slices cut at apposite 45° angles through the recorded stack. Each of 

the images in figure 6.13 cleariy show light and dark longittidinal sections which 

can be attributed to Type I (slow twitch). Type IIA (aerobic and anaerobic) or Type 

IIB (fast twitch) muscle fibres (Krause, 1994). This resuft confirms that each 

muscle fibre type has a different chemical composftion and concenttation of the 

autofluorescence fluophores (Krause, 1994). Otherwise the muscle fibre types 

could not be visually separated. Figures 6.13(d) and 6.13(e) demonsttate the 

ability of skeletal muscle to contract and relax as a result of contractile protein 

filaments. 

Figure 6.14 illustrates the 3-D image reconstmcted from the sections in figure 6.13, 

demonstrating the structure of the skeletal muscle. It is clear that skeletal muscle 

fibres are grouped into fascicle stmctures (Krause, 1994). As expected, no 

connective tissue or muscle fibre nuclei are visible in the reconstmcted image. 

Figure 6.15 shows autofluorescence spectra obtained at selected points within the 

skeletal muscle tissue. It is seen in figures 6.15(a), 6.15(b) and 6.15(c) that two 

peaks are present with emission maxima approximately at wavelengths 450 nm and 

550 nm, respectively, while in figure 6.15(d) only one peak approximately at 

wavelength 550 nm is present. 
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(a) 

(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 6.14: Reconstmcted three-dimensional autofluorescence image 

of the rat skeletal muscle tissue at different rotation view angles: (a) 0 , 

(b) 45°, (c) 90°, (d) 180°, (e) 225°and (f) 270°. 
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Figure 6.15: Autofluorescence spectra from different points within the rat 

skeletal muscle tissue. 

The intensity at these peaks can be used to determine the local concentration of the 

two autofluorescence fluorophores within the muscle tissue. These 

autofluorescence peaks can most likely be attributed to NADH and riboflavin 

which are concenttated to mitochondria and cytoplasm (Aubin, 1979; Benson, et 
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al, 1979). ft should also be noted that although the relative intensity of the two 

peaks changes from point to point within the skeletal muscle tissue, there is no 

change in the position of the fluorescence maxima. Therefore these fluorescence 

maxima could be used as a marker for healthy muscle tissue to discriminate against 

cancerous tissue. 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

log(Excitation power (mW)) 
1.0 

Figure 6.16: Autofluorescence intensity as a function of the excitation 

laser power at two fluorescence peaks. 

Figure 6.16 shows the dependence of the fluorescence intensity on the incident 

power at the two autofluorescence peaks. The slope of the curves after regression 

analysis is 1.9 and 2.2 for the 450 nm and 550 nm peaks, respectively, which 

confirms the two-photon excitation process at these wavelengths. 

The degree of polarisation, y, defined by equation 3.39, where Ip and Is are the 

fluorescence intensities in the parallel and perpendicular directions, was 0.12 and 
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0.16 at wavelengths 450 nm and 550 nm, respectively (Demos et al, 1998) . The 

lower degree of polarisation, y, for the autofluorescence peak at wavelength 450 nm 

may be due to the higher scattermg of photons at this wavelength within the skeletal 

muscle tissue. 

(d) (e) 

100|.im 

(f) 

-,»-,- 1 

1 
\-

:. v'i^- , _ 
(g) (h) 

Figure 6.17: Transverse ((a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f)) and vertical ((g) 

and (h)) unage sections of the rat skeletal muscle tissue recorded at 

autofluorescence wavelengths 450 nm ((a), (d) and (g)) and 550 nm 

((b), (e) and (h)). Images (c) and (f) are a superposftion of unages ((a) 

and (b)) and ((d) and (e)), respectively. 
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With the help of the appropriate bandpass (BG12) and long pass (GG495) filters, 

the two autofluorescence peaks can be separated and used to form three-

dimensional images respectively. Figure 6.17 displays two transverse image 

sections and two vertical image sections at the two autofluorescence peaks. It is 

seen that each autofluorescence fluorophore gives different three-dimensional 

information about the skeletal muscle tissue, which means that the three-

dimensional spectroscopic images can be used to locate the chemical compounds. 

This result has practical importance in physiology. 

6.3.5 Discussion 

It has been shown that healthy rat skeletal muscle tissue can be probed with a 

single infrared wavelength through two-photon excitation, which results in the 

simultaneous excitation of two unique fluorescence fluorophores. The 

autofluorescence from the two fluorophores exhibit different three-dimensional 

information about the muscle fibres. It is hopeful that two autofluorescence peaks 

may be used as a marker to discriminate between healthy and cancerous muscle 

tissues, since their positions are fixed within the muscle tissue. 

Due to the different selection mles followed by two-photon excitation (Shen, 

1984), different electtonic states may be probed when compared with single-

photon excitation. This property may lead to the different spectral peaks and signal 

strengths of the two-photon autofluorescence from those under single-photon 

excitation (Aubin, 1979; Benson et al, 1979). Further work is needed to confirm 

this possibility. 
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6.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has demonstrated the effect of optical scattering on image quality and 

transverse resolution achievable in imaging through turbid media under single-

photon and two-photon excitation, ft has been demonsttated that the images 

recorded with two-photon excitation show higher transverse resolution than those 

recorded with single-photon excitation. Further two-photon excitation allows 

deeper penetration due to reduced scattering of the illumination light. 

The performance of single-photon excitation in terms of image quality and 

penetration depth is determined primarily by the amount of scattering experienced 

by the illumination light. The image quality achievable for two-photon excitation 

depends primarily on the generation of enough fluorescence light to be detected, 

i.e. on the signal-to-noise ratio of an image, although scattering still plays an 

important role in determining the resolution achievable. 
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Conclusion 

7.1 Thesis conclusion 

Imaging within turbid media is an extremely complex problem, due to the nature of 

the detected illumination photons once they have propagated through turbid media. 

Detected photons can be broken down into three classes; they are the unscattered, 

snake and scattered photons (refer to section 1.2.1). To obtain high quality images 

of objects embedded within turbid media it is necessary to suppress the scattered 

photons, since they contribute less information about the embedded object. Thus 

gating methods that suppress scattered photons need to be implemented in imaging 

through turbid media. All gating methods rely on the characteristic differences 

between unscattered and scattered photons (refer to section 1.2.2). However most 

current gating methods (e.g. ones based on time-of-flight) designed for 

transillumination imaging systems may not be efficient in microscopic imagmg 

systems, due to the wide range of illumination angles produced by the imaging lens 

(refer to figure 3.7). 

Therefore this thesis has concentrated on the understanding of photon propagation 

within turbid media so that effective gating mechanisms can be developed for 
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microscopic imaging systems. Two gating mechanisms have been extensively 

studied; they are the angle-gating mechanism (refer to chapter 4) which relies on 

the path deviation of scattered and unscattered photons, and the polarisation-gating 

mechanism (refer to chapter 5) which relies on the polarisation difference between 

scattered and unscattered photons. These two gatmg mechanisms have been 

chosen since they are easy to implement into microscopic imaging systems and can 

be combined to further enhance the image quality. 

The angle-gating mechanism developed (Gan et al, 1997; Schilders et al, 1998a; 

1998b; 1998c) relies on the ability to separate unscattered and scattered photons 

based on their path deviation after propagating through turbid media (refer to figure 

4.1). The gating mechanism is achieved by the utilisation of annular objectives in 

the illumination and collection beam paths. It should be noted that the 

conventional polarisation-gating mechanism has also been implemented with the 

angle-gating mechanism to fiirther suppress unwanted scattered photons that 

propagate along the same path as the unscattered photons (refer to figure 4.1). 

An extensive study into the performance of the angle-gating mechanism for a 

ttansmission and a reflection microscopic imaging system has been performed to 

demonsttate the effective suppression of scattered photons that contribute to an 

image. Due to the suppression of scattered photons a substantial unprovement in 

image quality has been demonstrated (refer to figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.18). 

The criterion to obtain the best working performance for angle-gating has also been 

established (refer to section 4.6). The performance of the angle-gating mechanism 
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has also been theoretically validated with the aid of Monte-Carlo simulation (refer 

to figures 4.2, 4.14 and 4.20). 

The angle-gating mechanism, although very effective in suppressing unwanted 

scattered photons, has a severe limitation. That is, the angle-gating mechanism 

relies on the detection of unscattered photon. Therefore the signal-to-noise ratio of 

the recorded image is substantially degraded when a ttirbid medium becomes 

optically thicker (i.e. optical thickness, n> 10), due to the reduced number of 

available unscattered photons that can be collected. 

Due to the need to develop gating mechanisms that can be implemented with 

optically thick turbid media polarisation-gating mechanisms (in particular the 

differential polarisation-gating mechanism) has been studied (Gan et al, 1999; 

Schilders et al, 1998d; 1998e). Polarisation-gating can be effective in imaging 

through optically thick turbid media because the change in polarisation is slower 

than the directional change when photons are scattered. 

The performance of polarisation-gating mechanisms (i.e. conventional polarisation-

gating, perpendicular polarisation-gating and differential polarisation-gating), when 

compared with no-gating, in terms of image quality and transverse resolution, a, 

for turbid media with different characteristics has been experimentally investigated 

for a reflection optical microscope (refer to section 5.3.2). The criterion and 

regimes for which the polarisation-gating mechanisms are most effective have also 

been experimentally determined for the reflection optical microscope. The results 
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presented for polarisation-gating mechanism demonstrate the effectiveness of using 

polarisation-gating in imaging through optically thick turbid media (n > 10). 

The effect of employing an addftional pinhole-filter, placed in front of the detector, 

on the performance of the polarisation-gating mechanisms has also been 

experimentally investigated (refer to section 5.3.3). An added pinhole-filter further 

improves the transverse resolution of the recorded images, since the pinhole-filter 

applies a directional selectivity to scattered photons that have similar 

depolarisation, and sneak through a polarisation gate (refer to figures 5.6(a) and 

5.9(a)). It has been noticed that the improvement in transverse resolution is lower 

when additional pinhole-filtering is employed (refer to figures 5.6(b) and 5.9(b)). 

As in the case of the angle-gating mechanism, polarisation-gating mechanisms with 

and without the additional pinhole-filter, placed in front of the detector, are 

theoretically validated with the aid of a Monte-Carlo simulation (refer to figures 

5.13 and 5.14, respectively). 

The resufts presented in chapter 5 for polarisation-gating suggest that the size of 

the scatterers in the turbid media determine the effectiveness of the polarisation-

gating mechanism and therefore the resolution achievable. That is, polarisation-

gating is more effective in turbid media consisting of smaller scattering particles 

i.e. the resolution improvement achieved is larger. 
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The use of fluorescence in biological imaging is an important tool, since it allows 

specttoscopic information and different stmctural details to be separated. Typically 

fluorescence imaging of biological samples is done through staining with dyes or 

by the use of autofluorescence signatures. Until recently most fluorescence 

imaging in microscopic systems has been done on optically thin slices of biological 

tissue excised from the sample under inspection. In this situation optical scattering 

is negligible and therefore can be ignored. However, if less invasive in vivo 

microscopic imaging systems are used, optically scattering plays a significant role 

in determining the image quality attainable. Recently multi-photon (in particular 

two-photon) microscopy has been used due to its significant advantage of reducing 

scattering over single-photon microscopy (refer to section 2.3). 

The performance of fluorescence microscopy (single-photon and two-photon) on 

image quality and transverse resolution for turbid media with different 

characteristics has been experimentally investigated for a reflection optical 

microscope (refer to section 6.2). The results presented illustrate that significant 

improvement in image quality and transverse resolution is achievable when two-

photon excitation is used. 

ft has been found that the limiting factor for obtaining high quality images for 

single-photon excitation is the quick degradation of resolution, while for two-

photon excitation the limiting factor is the reduction of signal-to-noise ratio of 

images (Schilders and Gu, 1999b). 
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The results presented in chapter 6 for fluorescence imaging through ttubid media 

suggest that the scattering particle size plays an important role m determinmg tiie 

image quality achievable. That is, for a given optical thickness, n, larger sized 

scatterers give the improved image quality due to the increase in forward 

propagating of scattered photons. 

With the knowledge of the scattering effects on two-photon excitation the imaging 

principle has been applied to a more realistic application. Muscle samples have 

been imaged by their autofluorescence to demonstrate the advantage of using two-

photon excitation to obtain spectroscopic signatures (Schilders and Gu, 1999a). A 

fiirther advantage of using two-photon excitation has been found when imaging the 

muscle samples; two-photon excitation allows multiple fluorophore excitation with 

a single wavelength of illumination. This feature is different from single-photon 

excitation, which requires dual wavelengths to excite the same fluorophores in the 

muscle samples. This finding has practical importance in imaging live samples 

since it allows the simultaneous and exact mapping of multiple pieces of 

information embedded within a biological sample. 

In conclusion, the work presented in this thesis has systematically shown for the 

first time the effect of scattering on image quality in microscopic imaging systems 

employing angle-gating (achieved with the utilisation of an aimular objective), 

polarisation-gating (conventional and differential) and fluorescence (single-photon 

and two-photon excitation) in imaging through turbid media with different 

characteristics. 
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It is clear from these investigations that image quality in an optical microscope can 

be improved by use of unscattered photons and less scattered photons. However 

then number of these photons is too low for an optically thick turbid medium. 

Therefore, it is necessary to develop methods for image reconstmction. The 

combination of optical gating methods investigated in this thesis with image 

reconstmction methods may provide a practical solution for imaging through turbid 

media. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 

The principles and work presented in this thesis can be extensively extended. The 

following lists some suggested fiittire work: 

• Wang et al, (1997) and Demos et al, (1998) demonsttated tiiat differential-

polarisation gating can be used to improve the image quality of a fluorescent 

object embedded within turbid media. Therefore, it can be assumed that 

polarisation-gating (in particular differential polarisation-gating) can be applied 

to autofluorescence imaging of biological tissue to suppress scattered photons, 

thereby improving the image quality. For polarisation-gating to be effective the 

autofluorescence signatures originating from biological tissue must maintain 

some degree of the inftial polarisation (i.e. fluorescence not totally 

depolarised). 

• If the power loss of single-photon and two-photon fluorescence caused by 

scattering is compensated by the methods proposed by Daria et al (1998), a 

further compensation for aberration caused by the mismatch of refractive 

indices between the sample and its immersion material is needed. The 

aberration can be compensated by inducing a change in tube length of an 

imaging objective (Day and Gu, 1998). 

• A formal study into the autofluorescence signatures generated from two-photon 

excitation of healthy and cancerous tissue cultures should be carried out. 
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* Undertake a physiological study of exercised muscle fibres in situ using 

two-photon microscopy to more accurately determine change in 

chemical compositions. 

* Undertake an in-depth study into multiple fluorophore excitations with 

two-photon excitation as has been demonsttated in the rat skeletal 

muscle fibres. 
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